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7 WASH^GTOrUCAPJ; - An
tmexplained refusal by the U;S.
spy agency 'to let its agents testlfy has put a sudden end to the
controversial Green Berets
murder trial
Charges against the Green
Berets—accused of killing a
South Vietnamese double agent
—were dropped swiftly Monday
after the Army got word of the
Central Intelligence Agency de-

SPY AGENCY WON'T LET ITS AGENTS T ESTIFY

' missed immediately," Resor
7 cision to 7avoid forthcoming
¦'
'^
:-7 ;
^ *y -.7' ' .- 7 S77.7 said? in a four-paiagraph state^^•v"
7
Army Secretly;. Stanley? 7R, 7 . ment from the Pentagon. "The
l
Resor^ho'Iess thatf two-We^ks j:; 'nj[etf will oe assigned to duties
'7
ago said' he would . not yield7to
outside Vietnam."
congressional pressure to- halt ;
Resor said he was informed
courts' martial of six Berets,
mat the CIA, ''though not disaid the CIA!s action 'meant'the
rectly involved in the alleged indefendants could not get a fair
cident," had determined it
trial.
would not be "in the national in"Accordingly, I have .directed
terest" to let its people testify.
today that all charges 'be disAlthough there was no elabo-'

ration, presumably the secret
agency felt its hush-hush activities in South Vietnam mght be
compromised even though the
. ' Army had planned tp conduct at
least part of the trials behind
closed doors.
There were hints the CIA felt
civilian lawyers hired to defend
the Green Berets might talk to
the press about classified spy
operations in Vietnam during or

after scheduled trials.
"You can hold a court martial
behind closed doors, but that
doesn't mean you can insure secrecy with all the people involved in the proceedings, " one
officer commented.
Though the Army's move
means much of the case may
forever remain obscure, the action was looked on favorably by
a number of government off I-

; rials.

—Members of Congress who
numbered the accused Green
. Berets among their constituents
were pleased, and the House
cheered at the announcement
Monday. Sens. Strom Thurmond, R-S.G, and Ernest F.
Boilings, D-S.C, both issued
statements, with Thurmond saying he "was confident the Nixon
administration would not prose-

cute these men."
But some House members
echoed the feelngs of Rep. Clarence D. Long, D-Md., who said
"Congress should insure that
these charges have been
dropped completely without prejudice and that these men's careers will not suffer in any
way."
CIA
( Continued on Page 12A, Col. 4)
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Decorated

Chance of Showers,

Milk Cans

Thundershowers

Classified Section

I UNEASY CALM PRE VAILS IN MADIS ON

Big Group
Ready for
Trip Home
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Riot Police Clear Capitol
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Madison
Security
Is Tight'

North Vietnam
Shells Smash
Camp Near DMZ
SAIGON (AP)— About 1,000
Marines of the 3rd Division fle\»
from "Vietnam to Okinawa today
and another 4,900 prepared to
depart for the United States in
the first big move in the 35,000man withdrawal ordered by
President Nixon.
Other 3rd Division Leathernecks were hot so lucky. One
was lolled and nine wounded
when North Vietnamese gunners slammed 10 mortar shells
into their positions along the demilitarized zone.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Called
up with National Guard
imits assigned to keep order
ire the Wisconsin State Capitol area,. Daily News assistant news editor Al Davis today telephoned a report on
conditions on the scene.
Davis lef t Monday for Madison to report to the 132nd Infantry Regiment.)

American B52 bombers retaliated by dropping 600 tons of
bombs on North Vietnamese
staging areas and just south of
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Call f or Arr est of Gropp i

MADISON, Wis. MV-Wisconsin legislators reconvened
today in a capitol ringed by National Guardsmen as welfare demonstrators who took over the Assembly chamber
Monday met in a nearby church to discuss strategy.
State Senator Nile Soik, a Republican from Whitefish
Bay, called for the arrest of the Rev. James E. Groppi.
Commenting on a motion to screen all visitors to the
legislative chambers, Soik called the militant civil rights
leader '.'a hoodlum." The move was an attempt to prevent
further mass sit-ins by Welfare protesters and students
in the chamber.
The Assembly, its chambers still showing effects of last
night's disorder, recessed immediately for caucuses.
The Welfare protesters decided they will carry on their
demonstration outside of the capitol.
After a strategy huddle, march coordinator Ralph Chase
said the group "will proceed around the capitol, cause confusion Hfi$£j&$hat n° one can get in or out."

More than '30O Guardsmen mobilized by Gov. Warren
P. Knowles barred entrance to the building to all but employes, lawmakersi and newsmen.
Groppi called for student support from the nearby University of Wisconsin campus.
Groppi complained that women and children.had been
harassed and hit by nightstick wielding officers as they
cleared the group from the capitol.
The eviction of the protesters ended an 11-hour takeover ,
of the Assembly chambers. National Guardsmen called to
duty by Gov. Warren P. Knowles quickly surrounded the i
Capitol to prevent re-entry.
There were no arrests.
The legislature was scheduled to try to resume its;spe? '
rial session on the Republican governor's $33 million w«l- !
fare and urban aids package today.

TAKE OVER CAPITOL , .' . . Demonstrators seeking to
have legislators, in special session, restore welfare funds
cut from Wisconsin state budget, take over speaker's pod-

ium in Assembly chamber. The Rev. James Groppi, militant Milwaukee Catholic priest and domnstratiori leader,
holds upraised hand, (center). (AP Photofax)

DISTURBANCE
(Continued on Page 12A, Column 1)

By AL DAVIS
Daily News Staff Writer

MADISON, "Wis. —: Some
wags have called it "mutiny
By Christmas, about 19,000
on the bounty" but the "WisLeathernecks will have left
consin state capitol building
Vietnam as part o£ Nixon's sec- ^^T^Tmmm ^^Tmmm ^^^^^^^'F^'meaimasmmmmimammaaaaaammmm today
^ame- is surrounded by steelond troop reduction. A cutback ¦ -; "' PRIEST AND OLD ABJETv
, ; helmeted National Guardsmen
7?7|j
'^eJA^^^^^^Grjpppi
of 25,000 U.S. troops was com- Milwaukee Catholic priest
with M-l rifles.
aixd '^sli&l ^^^^l
^
j ^JaRik r.y . armed
pleted in August.
"¦Wisconsin Gov. Warren P;
ing more state welfare funds from^eciS^essiofl c^'^Wis*
Knowles called but more than
1|«P 3rd and the 4th Marine consin legislators,, r^ads (statement during takeover of As;
rejdp56nts;,. the two regiments
1,000 National Guardsmen
seihblyy ehkrkbeisifrohi thev 3rd Division left in
Monday afternoon when dem^
^
Vietnam, have patrolled the mascot, occupies Ws usual place. (^.Phbtofax)
onstrating welfare recipients
western two-thirds of South
flooded the state Assembly
Vietnam's northern frontier
chambers to protest recent
area just below the 40-mile wide
cut in state welfare payments.
demilitarized zone. The diviFEDERAL FORECAST
sion's other regiment, the 9th
The group was led by the
WINONA AND VICINITY was redeployed in the initial
Rev. James Groppi, the miliIncreasing
cloudiness
tonight
cutback.
tant Milwaukee Roman CathMarine spokesmen at Da with chance of showers and
olic priest who has been a
thunderstorms
spreading
over
Nang* said the first 1,000 Maleading
light in public housrines to leave were from the 3rd area and continuing into early
ing disputes in Milwaukee for
Wednesday.
Warmer
tonight;
litRegiment and from the headthe past two years.
quarters and support units of tle temperature change WedAs 1st Sergeant of the 132nd
nesday.
Low
tonight
45-52;
high
the 3rd Division. All have
Army
Band, this reporter
)
Wednesday
64-70.
Outlo ok
BONN, Germany <AP —
served less than a year, a norwas
surprised
to be called to
mal tour of duty, in Vietnam , Thursday: Temperatures near West Germany's Socialists and active duty in a situation of
normal
with
no
precipitation
the spokesman said.
conservatives propose marriage this kind. However, since our
likely.
today to the liberal, miniopposi- unit mission remains classiWithin the next week , the
LOCAL WEATHER
spokesmen said, more than Official observations for the tion Free Democrats. The value fied and takes place during
4,900 Marines , who have served 24 hours ending at 12 m. today: of the Deutsche mark rests in
SECURITY
for at least a year, will leave for Maximum, 71; minimum, 39; the hands of the successful
(Continued on Page 12A, Col. 3)
suitthe United States .
noon, 58; precipitation, none.
or.
The small Free Democratic
party was the, main loser jn Sunday's federal elections, but it
holds the key to the next Bonn
government—30 seats -in the
Bundestag that would ' give either the Christian Democrats or
the Social Democrats a controlWASHINGTON <AP ) _ Some partial hearing.
ling majority.
By JOHN RODERICK
key congressmen have suggest- "Paramount to and
above any
TOKYO WI — Communist
Chancellor Kurt Gcorg Kicslned initial House hearings into
President Nixon's draft lottery other consideration," Herbert ger's Christian Democrats and China, celebrating its upplan is likely all the proposal said," will be the answer to the Foreign Minister Willy Brandt's coming 20th a n n i versary
will get.
question: What is best for the Social Democrats—joined in an with nuclear fireworks, has
'The chairman promised defense and security of this alliance that expires Oct. 19— made an unprecedented anwere to begin a series of talks nouncement that Mao Tsethem we would consider the pro- country?"
posal. He didn't promise we'd The Draft Act of 1967 prohib- with the Free Democrats today, tung and his heir-designate,
Lin Piao , will attend Wedapprove it ," said one member its the President from estab- both proposing coalition.
,
as a special House Armed Serv- lishing a lottery. Nixon has Brandt, who has announced nesday's festivities in Peking.
he
wants
to
be
the
next
chancelices subcommittee prepared for asked Congress to repeal that
In an apparent attempt
lor, tacitly ruled out a continuatoday 's testimony from Defense prohibition.
Nixon announced the week be- tion of the present "grand coali- to scotch rumors that Mao
Secretary Melvin R. Laird and
Selective Service chief Gen. fore last he will revise tho draft tion" by informing President and Lin are seriously ill,
by executive order to put the Gustav Heinemann lie intends to New China News Agency
Lewis B. Hershey.
Although ranking members of highest callup risk on 19-year- negotiate with Free Democrat annunced Monday both leaders would preside at cerethe Armed Services Committee, olds nearing their 20th birthdays leader Walter' Scheel. .
monies in Peking's Tien
chaired by Rep. L. Mendel Riv- if Congress does not approve his Scheel is armed with a
An
Men Square.
recommendation
from
the
powers, D-S.C, showed little enthu- lottery plan this year.
siasm, subcommittee Chairman But he sold this system "will erful North Rhine—Westphalia
In the past Red China
P. Edward Hebert , D-La., a not accomplish the objective ns wing of his party to accept the has never made such advance announcements con
staunch lottery ojiponnct in the clearly and fairly" as the letGERMANY
(Continued on Pago 12A, Col. 1)
coining Mao or Lin.
past, promised a fair nnd im- ters plan .
toe DMZ.' :¦ > ¦ ¦

WEATHER

Hearing All Draft
Proposal Will Get?

Big W. German
ParliesWoo
Opposition

Report Mao, Lin Piao
To Attend Celebration
Speculation about their
health was fanned by their
absence since last May from
public functions. T h e r e
have been persistent rumors
that Mao is dead, and anticommunist newspapers in
Hong Kong carried reports
Monday that Lin was dying
of cancer.
The Chinese have remained silent about their nuclear
activities , although some
announcement m i g h t be
made in conjunction with
the National Day celebration.
The Atomic Energy Commission in Washington said
China conducted a nuclear
test in the atmosphere
Monday, and lhat the force
of the blast was equivalent
to 3 million tons of TNT.

Japan s Central Meteorological Agency said seismographic vibrations indicated the blast went off in the
area of Lop Nor, China's
nuclear testing ground in
Sinkiang Province,
It was China's 10th nuclear explosion. The ninth,
believed to be an underground test, was set off
Sept. 22 in the Tien Shan
mountains northwest of Lop
Nor. its size has not been
disclosed.
Monday 's nuclear blast
was China's third In the
three - megaton r a n g e .
China's first three-megaton
blast was set off June 17,
19G7, and the second never
publicly announced by Peking, went off Dec 27, 19I5JJ. i

NIXON TELLS KEY REPUBLICANS

BANGKOK (AP) - The United States will withdraw 6,000 of
its 49,000 troops from Thailand
by next July a joint Thai-U.S.
communique said today.
The withdrawal will begin
"within a few weeks." Both U.S.
Air Force and Army units will
be involved.

OBJECT OF SEARCH
. . . Mrs. Joan Tunney
Wilkinson, 30, only daughter
of f o r m e r heavyweight
champion Gene Tunney, is
missing on a European vacation, it was learned Monday night.

Penny Saved

Evidence of Unity Needed During Test of Hanoi

By WALTER R. MEAHS
WASHINGTON l/ft-President Nixon has told key congressional Republicans he heeds evidence of American unity during tho next 60 days as the United States tests whether
the new Hanoi regime will move toward a negotiated settlement Jn Vietnam.
In relaying that message, the two new Senate Republican leaders, Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania and Robert P.
Griffin of Michigan , did not indicate their source.
However, Nixon met Saturday at Camp David , Md., with
party lenders of both House and Senate.
Scott, tho new Senate GOP lender, said Monday senators should stop suggesting deadlines for U.S. withdrawal
fr om Vietnam.

U.S. lo Pull
6,000 Troops
From Thailand

Ho said Hanoi should not be given a signal that it cnn
win by waiting, without negotiating a war settlement.
"Those who really want to help the President might give
him a 60-day moratorium or breathing spell in order to
present a common front to Hanoi ," Scott said .
But it was clear at once there would be no cutoff of
Vietnam policy dissent in the Senate.
Sen. Charles E. Goodell, the New Yorker who has introduced a bill calling for the withdrawal , of all U.S. forces
from Vietnam by Dec. 1, 1970, said Monday he will go
through with his proposal.
"I think those who say my position would undermine
the negotiating position p.csumo the negotiations have some
hope for producing peace," Goodell snld in Albany, N. Y .
"But I am convinced there is no hope of the negotiations

producing peace under present conditions . "
Also dimming administration chances for a moratorium
of criticism were signs of an escalating policy delate in
advance of a national student protest planned Oct. IS .
A doz.cn Democrats already have agreed in general
term s to support the protect.
Republican Sen. Mark O. Hatfield of Oregon has been
sounding out colleagues of both parties about prospects for
a resolution urging American withdrawn! from Vietnam.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mnss., said he believes dissenters have made constructive , positive contributions to
discussion of the war.
Griffin , the party whi p, snid in a Senate speech that
proponents of a Vietnam cutoff date actually contribute to
prolonging the war.

A dollar earned these
days Is a penny saved . . .
What's wrong with the
younger generation, according to Today's Homes, is
that a lot of us don't belong
to it anymore . . . A master
politician is ono who can be
earth-shaking without throwing any mud.

£OAL Orf itaiotL
(For

more

laughs

see

Earl Wilson on Pago 4A)

The communique added that
the cutback would be made as
"expeditiously as possible, consistent with operation requirements related to the Vietnam
conflict"
The United States has approximately 36,000 Air Force personnel, 12,000 Army support troopi
and 1,000 military advisers in
Thailand.
Most of the Air Force attacks
against North Vietnam originated in Thailand before tliese were
called off. Lately Thai-based
bombers have attacked the Ho
Chi Minh trail in Laos , and have
been involved in operations in
South Vietnam.
Arrangements have been
made for tlie "orderly reduction'' of U.S. forces in Thailand,
the statement said. It stressed
that the American troops were
stationed in Thailand "In connection with tho Vietnam war."
The two governments will
"continue to evaluate the level
of U.S . armed forces in Thailand in the light of their assessment of developments in the
Vietnam conflict."

:
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Predicit " H6spita!;;Nursjitig" ' . '
Schools WillBePhasedOut
'

ST. PAUL (AP) — Education
of nurses will be carried out
eventually within colleges and
universities only, with hospitaloperated schools to be phased
out, a legislative comittee was
told Monday.
Speaking before a House committee was Mrs. Gracy Terry of
the Minnesota League of Nursing.
Mrs. Terry said this eventual
trend will result in more trained
nurses.
Lawmakers, h o w ever , appeared not totally satisfied with

'Milwaukee 14'
Member Plans
Protest Fast

MILWAUKEE W) — Michael
Cullen, a member of the antiwar 7 "Milwaukee 14," says he
plans to fast this week to express his opposition to the use
of violence in protest demonstrations.
He announced the fast while
issuing a statement, criticizing
the bombings early Friday of
the Federal Building in Milwaukee and an armory in Madison.
The Federal Building incident,
which damaged a stairwelf, "is
the type of thing that will make
us become a nation of fearful
people, perhaps even facists,"
Cullen said.
"The people who do an action
like that cause greater division,
greater demarcation among
men," he said. "It can't be
tolerated."
The former Irish seminarian
and 14 other members of the
"Milwaukee 14 ." including other Roman Catholic clergymen,
ivere arrested in September ,
1968, at a small park where
Selective Service records were
being burned in an anti-Vietnam demonstration.
Cullen is the only member of
the group yet to go to trial.
Others have been sentenced to
terms in prison.

:,V; ¦: . ¦

¦'
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the trend as they began hearings to delve into shortages of
medical personnel.
Minnesota now has eight programs in which nurses graduate
with a four-year baccalaureate
degree, four two-year programs
in junior colleges, 13. three-year
diploma programs and 26 oneyear programs for licensed

*

practical nurses.
Mrs. Terry said that collegebased nurses training programs
are better for students and provide a better rounded education.
Such students, she said, do require a "reasonable period of
orientation" once they reach a
job, since they get less clinical
experience than the old type of

Expect Thousands
For Oktoberfest

LA CEOSSE, Wis. W—Tens of thousands of persons are
expected to surge into this city of 55,000 during the next six
days, as the ninth annual Oktoberfest celebration is observed.
Festivities begin tonight with the opening «t food and
beer tents and the turning on of carnival lights. A torchlight parade was scheduled for torcight, along with fireworks
and square dancing.
By the time the festival has had its run , there will have
been something for everyone, including' rock n ' roll music,
a rodeo, polka bands, the coronation of a nev queen and
a 110-unit parade.
The committtee running the celebration seeks to borrow
a page from the old-world festivals staged an Munich, Germany. The head of the Bavarian affair/ however, has the
unlikely name of James Garvalia.
He is an Italian-American.

.

¦
»

hospital-operated nurses training.
"We think nursing has a larger dimension than the little utensil-carrying type of activity,"
Mrs. Terry said.
State Rep. Vernon Sbmmerdorf , a St. Paul physician, noted that some hospital nurses
complain that students trained
in colleges or junior colleges
need extensive on-the-job training before they are useful.
Mrs. Terry said many hospitals have dropped schools of
nursing because they are too expensive. Although the League of
Nursing supports a trend toward college-based schools, she
said the organization does not
aim to force closing of hospitaloperated schools.
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Buy a
banquet
_

Now you don't have to cook up a banquet. You can just
pick one up. Three pieces of "linger lickin' good" chicken
plus all the fixin's... ready to go anytime you are.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
|fv %

Oofa^ gj osiif Wm

HOBBBlflff f
We fix Sunday dinner seven days a week *
COLONEL SANDERS* RECIPE

(^ntidty fried ^kictatt
TAKE HOME STORE
1558 Sorvico Drive, Winona

SUDDEN SERVICE... NO NEED TO CALL
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For the Hair
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geants who have been called to
testify is Sgt. Maj. William 0.
Woolridge, who served for two
years as the first sergeant major in history for the Army.
Woolridge was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross after his tour as the Army's top enlisted man, but the award was
suddenly revoked several weeks
ago about the time word began
circulating the noncommissioned officers clubs were under
investigation.
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HARMON Y KICKOFF
IIAKMONY , Minn. (Special)
— A kickoff meeting of the
Harmony Community C h e s t
drive will be held Oct . 7 al
O.M a.m. in the form of a coffee at the Harmony House
Cafe . The executive hoard will
furnish the lunch.

1
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; $1.00 DERMA-FRESH
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RUSHFORD, Minn. ( Special)
— A Rushford groceryman, Arwin Overby has retired , closing
his business on account of ill
health .
Overbv h a s
lived here all
his life. Son of
the late Mr. and
Mrs. Nick Overby, he attended
s c h o o l here,
w o r k e d on a
farm until 193*7,
and later was
e m ployed by
B a k k e n Cons t r u c tion Co.
Overby
and Tri-County
Co-op Oil.
In 1951 he purchased and be
gan operating Rushford Dry
Cleaners. In 1958 he bought his
grocery from Mrs. Leonard
Helleland and closed the dry
cleaning shop. He has driven a
Rushford school bus 14 years
and will continue to do this.
His wife is the former Bernice Erickson of Rushford. They
have one daughter , Mrs. Robert (Mary Ellen) Boyum of
North Prairie , and two grandsons .
Overby doesn't expect to bo
bored. Among his many hobbies
is raising fio or 70 chinchillas ,
which lie has done for many
years. He likes to fish , has a
:oin collection and both he nnd
his wife are in bowling leagues.
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Hair Color Lotion
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Rushford Store
Owner Retires

, $1.75
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DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET
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The 1 e g 1s lative committee,
headed by Rep. Vern Long,
Pipestone, plans additional
hearings during the interim on
the need for added medical
training facilities in the state.
The 1969 legislature approved
funds for a two-year doctortraining facility in Duluth and
continued study of a proposed
medical school in St. Paul but
did not formally establish a
second medical school.

The Army would say only that
information was turned up indicating Woolridge did not deserve the medal.
' ' " '¦¦ ' ; • ;. ¦ ' ' The New York Times last TFri*
day said that Woolridge was one
of half a dozen stockholders in a
company called Maredem which
was established by a group of
sergeants and ex-sergeants to
act as a middle man in supplying the NCO clubs with food
and beverages.
The Times account quoted
several of the sergeants as saying the company could buy supplies cheaper than anyone else.
The company was registered
in California and no apparent
attempt was made- to hide its
existence or the names of the
stockholders. •
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Believe Servicemen
Bilked of Thousands
The subcommittee has declined to give any specifics
about the scope of the hearings
and as far as is known no criminal charges have been filed
against any one.
But there have been numerous published reports in recent
weeks that subcommittee investigators have uncovered a network through which Army personnel and some civilians have
reaped huge profits by selling
supplies for enlisted men's clubs
to the Army.
Turner was named by President Nixon as the nation's top
federal marshal!, then abruptly
fired without explanation.
Most important of the ser-
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Knack Razor I k ifJ Loving Care J

BY BASE RECREA TION CLUBS

WASHINGTON (AP) - A re^
tired Army general and some
top-rated sergeants are expected to testify before a Senate
subcommittee
investigating
charges lhat American servicemen were bilked of hundreds of
thousands of dollars through operations of base recreation
clubs.
A spokesman for the Senate
permanent investigations subcommittee said leadoff witnesses at the hearings , which
open today, would explain club
operations in Germany and
Vietnam with retired Maj . Gen.
Carl C. Turner 7 and the sergeants probably to be called
next week.
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Goetz Rips
Educators
Ontanmenl

DRUG7 SEMINAR . , . Discussing narcotics and dangerous drugs this morning at
a seminar at the Winona YMCA, sponsored .. <
by the Winona County juvenile court and
probation office, are, from left, James F.
Heinlen, Winona County probation officer ;
Curtis Dixon,. training director, Federal Bur-

eau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Minneapolis; S. A. Sawyer, Winona County judge
of probate and juvenile courts, and Donald
W. Sullivan, law enforcement consultant,
Department of Corrections, St. Paul. (Daily
News photo)

'It Can't Happen Here Scored

ST. PAUL (AP ) — Minnesota
Lt. Gov. James Goetz today
criticized educational leaders
for not requiring college political science and history students
to attend local government
¦ ' ¦ - .'
meetings.
•
In an address before a convocation at St. Paul's Bethel College, Goetz said colleges have a
responsibility to narrow the
communications gap between
students and the establishment.
"It is most disturbing," Goetz
said, "to see that political science and history students at
most schools are not required to
attend the meetings of the city
council, county board, school
board and other such units."¦*
The lieutenant governor 7 recommended that other college
departments follow journalism
school procedures in requiring
students to attend public meetings.
Goetz asked the students to
remain within the two-party
framework. "That's where the
action is, and that is also the
place where change will come,"
he added.

Seminar Urged to Air
Drug Abuse Problems Winonan Hurt

By VI BENICKE
Daily News Staff Writer
"Tell it like it is" was the
philosophy Curtis Dixon conveyed to the more than 200 professional people attending the Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Seminar this morning at the
Winona YMCA, sponsored by the
Winona County . juvenile court
and probation office.
Dixon, training director, Federal Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, Minneapolis,
discussed "Detention and Apprehension" in place of Thomas
Harney, assistant director of
the bureau, who was unable tb
attend.
This afternoon's topic, "Prevention and Rehabilitation" was
given by Donald W. Sullivan,
law enforcement consultant, Department of Corrections, St.
Paul.
REACTOR panels to both topics were composed of James F.
Heinlen, Winona County probation officer, as moderator, and
Dixon and Sullivan.
Dixon commended those In
attendance for having the foresight of bringing the drug problem to light. He said the idea
that "it can't happen here" can
be detrimental and cause panic
situations. :
Interested individuals, he suggested, should rely on a well
organized, well thought out program to obtain factual information. Some of the information
might hurt, he warned, but it
is better to say it than to hide
itProblems of drug abuse must
be brought to light, he contended, and should not be treated
as a "no-no," such as the current sex education topic is in
some areas.
Dixon named various types of
drugs, gave suggestions on detecting the users and told methods of apprehension.
HE PLACED the drugs in four
categories : Narcotics, such as
morphine and heroin; hallucinogenic — marijuana , LSD, STP,
DMT and DET; central nervous system stimulants — amphetamines, and central nervous
system depressants — birbiturates.
He pointed out that the drug
problem in his four state area
— Minnesota , Wisconsin and
North and South Dakota — is
not as big as in other states.
Statistics show , he said , that on
a nationwide scale, there are

64,000 known narcotics in the
United States with more than
half of them in New York.
A majority of the people^involved in drug usage, he said,
are those in ghetto situations or
poverty areas! In the past year
there has.teen a noted increase
in heroin users, who' formerly
were addicted to marijuana or
'
LSD. '

NARCOTIC users may be
recognized by various equipment in their possession. Dixon
said they use the mainline system by shooting the stuff intravenously into their bodies, sometimes with a homemade system
comprised of an eye dropper ,
needle and baby pacifier. They
develop "tracks " on their arms
or other parts of their body
where veins can be easily reached.
Users of narcotics, Dixon
pointed out, appear drowsy or
give the appearance of "being
on the nod" after they have
had a fia. They usually have
constricted pupils (pinpoint effect). A narcotic user can look
virtually normal if the fix occurred in the past hour. He acquires a sense of euphoria (well
being). However, when a person is on narcotics for an extended period of time that sense
of well being leaves him. He
stays in a normal frame of
mind, more or less, but suffers
withdrawal symptoms and gets
violently ill.
Narcotic users find the habit
exceedingly expensive, s a i d
Dixon, since it costs from $100
to $300 a day. So some hard
narcotic addicts are forced to
steal to get the needed cash.
Dixon contended that the
hallucinogenic type of drug
problem leans toward the young
people, the majority of which
are ages 16-17 or 24-25. Normally they are individuals on an
intellectual ladder and sometimes in close proximity to
larger universities. Dixon said
this type of drug appeals to the
above average person in intellect, since he is looking for
insights or solutions to various
problems,
MARIJUANA grows best, said
Dixon, during a warm , long
growing season. He mentioned
the squeeze at the Mexican
border by the United States government called Operation Intercept. As a result of that
and also a drought in Mexico,
Dixon said the prices of marijuana in the United States have

gone up. Locally grown marijuana shipped to other parts of
the country can become a premium item, he pointed out,
He said teachers may detect
users of marijuana by looking
for drastic changes in their personalities, such as when an introvert suddenly becomes an
extrovert. If this particular development persists over a period of time, there is a distinct possibility that person
could be "blowing grass."
.The odor from marijuana is
very clinging, said Dixon, and
permeates an area, such as
clothing. When an individual
first starts taking marijuana
the drug is a stimulant;, the
person may talk a lot and
rapidly, and appears animated.
In the end the drug acts as a
depressant and the user becomes sleepy. After persistent
use there is a noted change in
the blood pressure.
Dixon said the best way to
detect a user of marijuana is
by recognition of /the material
itself. ' 7
Stimulant and d e p r e s sant
type drugs have some legitimate medical value. A great
danger, according to Dixon, is
mixing barbiturates and alcohol
since the practice may cause
accidental deaths. Young people, ages 14, 15, 16, sometimes
mix the two with the intention of getting a "cheap drunk"
and usually wind up in the hospital.
When discussing apprehension, Dixon said the major
source of information is obtained from law enforcement
people. Others are parents and
friends who are genuinely concerned. The bureau 's current
philosophy/said Dixon, is working on national , international
and interstate type violators —
going with the traffic. The old
standard leg work is being retained , the proverbial under
cover system , and use of cooperating individuals that have
"ins" wit"n various groups.
Unfortunately, said D i x o n ,
drug t r a f f i c< unlike ether
crimes, does not have unwilling victims — they are all willing.

In Accident
Near
Wabasha
¦

WABASHA, Minn. (Special) A Winona man, Myron Smith,
45, . was injured — apparently
not seriously —T in one of two
accidents reported by the Wabasha County sheriff's office
over the weekend.
Smith was traveling north on
Highway 61 Sunday at 3 a.m.
Two miles south of Wabasha
he ran off the road on the
right side, officers said, and
hit a car parked in a driveway.
David Jack, 18, Chatfield,
was sleeping in the car that
was hit. Smith was taken to
St. Elizabeth Hospital , Wabasha, treated and released/Jack
wasn't injured. Damages were
estimated at $2,000 to Smith's
1969 car and $900 to Jack's
1967 model.
Smith was charged with careless-driving.
Anita K o m i s a r , 8-year-old
child, was injured when she
walked into the rear of the 1965
car driven by Darlene Heitman, 21, Lake City, at Millville
Saturday at 7 p.m. At the intersection of a county road and
a village street where Miss Heitman was driving there was a
group of children and Anita
walked into her vehicle. She
was taken to St. Marys Hospital, Rochester, where she was
treated and released.

Darby to Head
Cancer Society

Richard Darby, Winona lawyer, will be installed as president of the Winona County Chapter of the American Cancer
Society Wednesday evening at
a dinner meeting at Kryzsko
Commons.
Darby succeeds Frank Chupita, also of Winona, who has
held the post for several years.
Representing the St. Paul office of the state society will be
Gary W. Davis, executive director of the Eastern Metro
Area, William Schwienler, field
representative, and Mrs. Lorraine Flandrich , program directRELIGION CLASSES
DODGE, Wis. ( Special)—Reli- or.
gion classes for students attending public elementary and high Pine Creek, Monday night . They
school will be held at the Sa- will be hour classes starting at
cred Heart Catholic Church , 7:30.

CouncilDelaysBudget Adoption

ed the difference to $105,000, he
said. This difference -'still may
be widened by actions taken
this week on the park-recreation
budget since the council appeared to consider some of the
items excessive.
Of the several departmental
budgets reviewed, the park-recreation document was by far
the largest and occupied the
largest share of council attention and time. Other budgets
Were approved as proposed by
the city manager after a minimum of discussion and routine explanation.
Councilmen began by questioning a proposed $10,000 fund
A CITY TAX levy at least dedicated to fight Dutch elm
$100,000 lower than that for the disease. Robert Welch, direccurrent year now seems a cer- tor of city parks and recreatainty. The only large Hem re- tion, said he expects the dismaining unsettled — the park- ease to hit hard within the next
recreation department budget two years at the city 's 6,150
—will be the subject of a spe- publicly-owned elm trees. A
cial meeting Thursday night. reserve fund should be set up,
said, and replenished from
When this final obstacle is over- he
year
to year as needed .
come, the road will be downhill the rest of the way. A 90- The council noted that state
minute tussle Monday night law provides that emergency
over various aspects pf the pro- funds can be raised quickly
needed and that available
posed $302,139 park-recreation when
surpluses might be used if the
budget narrowed the field to a demand is urgent. Mayor Norhandful of disputed issues.
man E. Indall, saying he Javors
Reductions will be made continued efforts to control
possible in part by transfer of Dutch elm disease, cautioned
sewage treatthat setting up funds without
ment costs —
_.
specific objectives is not con$69,000 n e x t
sidered good municipal pracGltV
year — from
tice.
the tax rolls Council
COUNCILMEN q u e s t ioned
to a fee sys*' other portions of the budget as
tem and by *-— —
employment of $100,000 oi* more well. An expenditure of $13,813,
of surpluses that will be on equaling 2,963 man-hours, for
rink maintenance drew their athand at the end of 1969.
tention. This, noted Fry, is the
EVEN IF the park depart equivalent of 3% men working
ment budget is adopted as pro-, full time 20 weeks. Councilman
posed, said City Manager Car- Dan Trainer Jr. pointed out
roll J. Fry, the 1970 levy can that a 20-week season —. called
be $100,000 lower than in 1969. average by the park-reoreation
The difference can be increas- director — would run from the
ed, depending on whether the first of November through the
March. Rinks, he repark budget is pared down and first of seldom
open before the
on what the council does with called,
middle or latter part of De000
remainapproximately $100,
cember
ing from a still-unused fire stadisease
tion appropriation. Councils last Along with thethiselmwas
held
revolving
fund
,
year had set up a $175,000 fund over for disposition later.
for a new west-side fire sta- Replying to a question about
tion.
a $6,137 item for Lake Park
The project is still under rose garden maintenance, Welch
fund
will
study and most of the
said the area attracts thousands
go into the general fund surplus of visitors each year and is a
this year — as required by the worthwhile city project . He said
charter — unless further council there are now about '900 bushes,
action is taken. .
that free specimens are providFry's preliminary figure's ed each year by nurseries and
showed an all-funds levy $43,- that a $2,000 donation for con167 lower than for the present struction of a gazebo has been
year. He distributed a compar- stimulated by a high level of
ison sheet projecting a levy of public interest.
$1,748,538 for 1970, compared On hand to ask for a larger
with the 1969 levy of $1,791,705. contribution to programs of the
Older Adults Center were
A LATER check of the tenta Joseph Page and Ben Hayenga,
tive arithmetic disclosed an er members of the center board
ror of about *$62.000 which rais of directors.

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
lake a wagon train with only
a few rugged miles to go to
reach the promised frontier , the
City Council struggled over
budgetary gulches, hills and
fords Monday night but had 'to
make camp without quite
reaching the objective. T h e
goal — a completed 1970 budget
— is still a week away.
Within sight across the intervening terrain , however, were
the gold-bearing hills. With one
more valley to cross, the council expects to rein in next Monday night with a completed
budget.

The proposed budget provides
$4,000 for assistance to the program director, Vernon Smefeer,
The basic program is an activity of the Southeastern Minnesota Citizens Action Council
Inc. City participation up to
now has provided payment for
a part-time assistant to the director.
Page and Hayenga asked the
council to provide a full-time
assistant at city expense. Pointing to the department's $302,000
budget request, much of which
is to provide for children's activities, Page told councilmen
that older adults are entitled
to more consideration than they
are getting. These persons —
about 500 are enrolled in center
programs—have paid taxes for
years, he continued , and should
get some benefits from present tax outlays. Older persons urgently need such programs, Page said, to provide
constructive uses for their
time. He said many retired
persons experience great difficulty in finding things to do
that are rewarding, dignified
and constructive.

Levied for park - recreation
purposes in 1969 was $265,450. '
Other departmental budged
were:
Municipal Court — $22,638,
compared with $19,604 for the
present year. The budget is
funded by a general fund levy.
Salary increases are the principal reason for the increase, plus
the assignment of PERA contributions to the departmental
budget.
City Attorney — $18,730, compared with $18,805 for 1969. An
internship program, to cost
$500, is of great value, the council was told by George M. Robertson Jr., city attorney. He
said much -valuable work in
assembling inventories of city
lands had been done. Among
other things the program uncovered some additional tracts that
can be valuahle industrial sites
and bring high returns to the
city when properly used, he
said.
Public bath — $6,455, compared with $7,760 for 1969. Funded by a tax levy, this program
consists of 10 weeks of operaESTIMATED cost of meet- tions at Latsch Island swiming the request would be about ming beach and bathhouse
$8,000. Councilman Earl Lau- maintenance.
Waste water treatment — •$!,fenburger wondered whether it
568,929,
compared with $88,102
would be fair to provide a full
time person in this area when in 1969. The budget includes
Welch has no assistant on the $68,929 for sewage system operpark-recreation administrative ation and $3,500,000 of capital
expenditures from the permastaff.
This question also was left nent improvement revolving
fund. No taxes will be levied.
for settlement later.
Sewage
treatment will be fiIn a short interview later,
Welch said $65,767 of the in- nanced by a fee system and the
crease in his budget is made capital, improvements will come
up of the following: $26,994 in from a bond issue.
Unallocated general expense
wage increases, $10,000 for the
Dutch elm fund , $14,162 in Pub- — $25,941, Compared with $98,467
lic Employes Retirement Asso- in 1969. This fund covers inciation contributions and $14,- surance premiums and distribution of payments in lieu of
611 capital outlay.
Pay increases are fixed in taxes on federal housing prothe overall city pay schedule, jects. It is financed by taxation.
Merh> board — $1,300, comhe said, and the PERA contributions formerly were charged pared with *$1,000 for 1969. The
to the city general fund rather board was established by the
than to individual departments. charter and provides eligibility
The capital outlay includes $9,- lists for city employment hased
000 for estimated costs of two on competitive examinations. It
new Lake Park tennis courts also establishes rules for city
whose construction was urged employment and holds appeals
by a special committee on col- hearings.
Purchasing and personnel —
lege-city relations.
Laufenburger authored the $11,910, compared with $11,315
motion that put off immediate for 1969.The department has
disposition of the matter. He control of centralized purchasproposed that the budget be re- ing of city supplies and equipturned to the manager and ment. It also keeps employe
Welch for additional study and files.
further recommendations. Al- City Hall — $40,459, compared
though not spelled out, the Im- with $20,566 in 1969. The purplication was that due reflec- pose is upkeep of a 30-year-old
tion on the part of administra- building that never has had a
tors should bring up a few ad- comprehensive 7m a i n t e '. nditional cuts , one of which is ance programj Fry said. Tha
likely to be the $10,000 revolv- fund is financed by taxation.
Fry said it is "shocking" to
ing Dutch elm disease fund.
double the allocation in this
area but it is necessary. Heating and air conditioning plants,
high quality equipment at the
time of installation, have been
allowed to deteriorate, he said.
Either the city spends an extra
$20,000 on a $500,000 building
or it depreciates further , he
said.
Filing for a full 4-year term
Councilman Dan Trainor Jr.
as councilman at large today
called the Winona County courtwas Dan Trainor Jr., incumhouse a classic example of longbent for the areas of Wards 1
term neglect, adding that the
City Council members agreed and 2.
same thing should not happen to
Trainor
has
been
on
the
counMonday night to wait Tiiniil next
the city 's building.
cil since last year when a new
week to answer a question about council was elected under proWelfare — $112,178, compared
with $108,540 for 1969. Next year
elimination of waste burning on visions of the home rule char¦¦ ter adopted in 1968.
the city 's far . Z ¦ \.
the department will bill Winona
t
¦
¦
County for about $55,000, the
east side.
Although only residents of
minimum reimbursement perThe question
Wards 1 and 2 are eligible to
City
file for the at-large post, all
mitted by state law which states
was posed in
that the city can bill for 75
a letter from Council four city wards will participate
in the voting.
percent of outlays over and
Peerless Chain
above one mill of assessed valCo. The corn- *———-———
TRAINOR,
37,
is
vice
presiuation in the city, according to
pany reminded the council of dent of W&C Printing Co. He is
Mrs. Lawrence Breitbach, dia city commitment made two a graduate of Winona Senior
rector.
years ago. In that agreement, High School and attended WiIn addition to the $55,000, the
members of the existing council nona State and St. Mary 's coldepartment expects $6,000 from
had told Peerless that burning leges,
would cease when the company In addition to being on the ¦ H
'
M
B
' aH'MB'l other governmental units and
$1,000 reimbursement by ven opened its new $1 million plant council, he is a City Charter
Dan Trainor Jr. "
dors. The amount to be raised
at Sanborn and East 25th streets. Commission member. He is a
by city taxation is $50,178.
past
president
of
Winona
JayAN ENGINEER was scheduled
Trainor said he would hate
support
municipal
government,
to confer today with city offici- cees and is listed in the 1968 Winona 's city government will to see what happened to welYoung
als on the topic of solid waste edition of "Outstanding
maintain a comparatively high fare allotments if an economic
1
disposal , reported City Manager Men of America,' He actively level of services next year at depression occurred. He said
Carroll J. Fry. Data obtained advocated charter reform and a budget level lower than that welfare seems high in view of
of the council - manashould provide a reasonable adoption
high levels of employment and
ger
plan
of administration. Of 1969.
timetables
basis for workable
"With the high rate of infla- labor demand.
Trainor
was
a
member
of
the
and alternative disposal meth- Jaycee committee that petition- tion, rising costs of materials Much of the welfare money
ods, Fry said,
ed District Court judges for and labor , I think this is a goes to older persons, unable
Industries now burning waste formation of a charter commis- considerable feat and one that to meet their living costs, recertainly justifies the reorgan- plied Fry. He said that one inmaterials in the area should sion,
be given more to work with than He is current chairman of iza tion that has taken place, dividual last year had media flat order to desist, he said. the joint City Council - College "Winona has always nad a cal expenses totaling $7,800 and
potential. This past year, that this area is responsible for
Fry quoted a recommendation Relations Committee. He is, a great
the
increased
activity from much of the expense.
member
of
the
civic
affairs
and
from the city Department of
both
public
and
private
sectors Airport
— $100,372, compared
Health suggesting that waste governmental affairs commit- of the community has attracted
tees
of
the
Chamber
of
Comwith
$33,732
eliminated
within
60
in 1969. Of this
burning be
a great deal of interest throughdays after Peerless gets a certi- merce, delegate to the county nut the state to the point where amount , $16,392 will be raised
ficate of occupancy for its new Republican convention and al- WLnona now is beginning to he by local taxation , reported Fry.
ternate delegate to district and
The airport fund , financed by
plant . Some work still remains state
conventions, a member of recognized as a 'city on the gasoline revenues and space
building,
he
unfinished in the
move.'
Elks, American Legion and
said.
"Your city government has rentals , will provide $49 ,000 and
Winona Athletic Club. ^
If the 60-day time limit proves Trainor served 15 years in now assumed its proper rote state aids another $34,980.
Essentially, the local tax levy
unreasonable, it could be ad- the Army Reserve, five of these as a full partner with the other
justed , Fry suggested.
as 1st sergeant of tho 419th segments of the community in will be to replace about $13,000
working for its orderly devel- taken from the fund last year
Civil Affairs Company.
NOTING that Industries In- Ho is married and has
opment.
I'm happy to have had for other uses, Fry said,
a
volved had not been directly ap- daughter , 15, and two sons, 11
the opportunity of helping de- The airport runways are conproached on the problem up to and 7. The family lives at 518 velop this role and sincerely sidered to be in urgent need of
now , Councilman Dan Trainor Hiawatha Blvd.
desire to continue working for upgrading and repair. Tlie work
Jr. moved that the council await
a better city government as probably will be done next
TRAINOR issued the follow- councilman at large. "
year.
a report hy the engineer before
ing statement:
proceeding.
'It has been particularly reCouncilman Howard Hovcland
warding
asked whether this was the only partici this past year to have
pated in developing the
aspect of outdoor burning that more flexible
and efficient
would be affected. All kinds of ernmental system outlined govby
burnin g will be discussed , Fry our new charter. I feel that , in
pressing
replied , but. the most
this short period of time , we
problem at the moment is the have made considerable progone at hand , Burning at the ress in the improvement, of muHomer Township landfill is out- nicipal government in Winona.
side the city juri sdiction, Fry "The implementation of modadded , but the city has billed ern techniques of management
the contractor for a recent run has given us some definite adby the Winona fire department vantages, While many commuwhen fires there burned out of nities in tho state face substan8 P.M.
control for several hours.
tial tax Increases in 1970 to

______—

City Council
Delays Order
On Burning

Trainor Files
For Re-election

NOTICE

To Athletic Club Members

ONE TO BE QUEEN . . . These seven Cotter High
School seniors are seeking the crown of queen tor this
year 's annual Cotter hom ecoming celebration which continues though Saturday , Nominated by the senior class and
introduced at a pep rally Monday, they arc , from the left:
Rosannc Suchomel, Mary Wissman , Beverly Slinw , Patricia
Lee, Debbie Himrich , Kayleen Goss and Jannan Kerkcii-

busch. The student body will vote for a queen at a pep
rally and hootenamry Thursday and the new queen will be
crowned- during coronation ceremonies
Friday evening. The
1
homecoming parade, football game and dance will be Saturday. At ft p.m. today there will be a pie-eating contest
in which representatives of each class will participate at
tlie Cotter physical education building. (Daily News photo)

Regular Monthly Meeting

WED.. Oct. 1

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL
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By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — They're all leaping on the anti-nudity bandwagon . .' ' - . and when "de Sade" world-premjered the other
night, exposing acres of anatomy and bushels of bosoms, there
were people described by the producers as "squeamish" who

Folks
of all
ages...

wajlrA/1 Allf

Voice of the Outdoors
Waterfowl Reports
Although m o s t waterfowl
count reports from the Wildlife
refuge have not yet reached
the office, indications are that
duck hunters are in for disappointments. The birds are not
as yet on the pools.

WALLEYE STRINGER
LOAD . . . Joe Wieczorek,
Alma, caught this limit of
walleye and sauger off the
float at Alma on a red and
white sonar Wednesday
evening. The six fish totaled
16 pounds. (Banta Float
photo)

7 350-$l.OO-$1.5O
Shows 7:15-9:20

No frost, mild weather
and no snow in Canada probably are the reasons, but
reports from Canada still
are favorable. At the recent
outdoor writer meeting on
Big Winnie in the Chippewa
forest, several of the writers and Canadian representatives told of a good supply
of birds, although the Mallard population is said to
be weak.
In the rich fields where the
Mississippi enters Big Winnie,
ducks were abundant and raised in clouds when a fisherman
neared. On other lakes, however, we saw few ducks. Many
waterfowl still were present on
Lake of the Woods, in the Sioux
Narrows area.
Grouse Reports
The number of grouse or
partridge hunters on opening day in the areas in the
northern part of the state

conditions appeared worse in
the north central part , of the
state. Pastures and cornfields
were brown. Fire hazards were
high in those areas and Foresters were on alert.
Report Progressing
Don Gray, manager of the
Federal Wildlife refuge
back in his office here, after
rounding up information
gathered by various state
wildlife agencies on conditions of the river today and
their conclusions on what
the 12-foot channel will do
to Old Man River, now has
the task of summarizing it
for the Army Engineers to
submit as a part of their
study authorized by Congress and due Dec. 1.

The report, of course, must
pass through the hands of regional and district offices before the final draft will be
ready. It will probably be
another year or more before
the chief engineer 's report is in
the hands of all congressmen,
It is likely to be five years before the detailed construction
survey gets under way. Authorization after the required hearings could prolong the time as
many as ten years.

TELEVISION REVIEW

ENDS TONITE

"Me,Natalie"

-

we drove through last Saturday and Sunday was
much lower than forcasted.
The birds were probably
there* but one had to look
through
very heavy folliage
to see them. Hunters were
coming out with one bird
and screaming their heads
off about the poor hunting
and heavy cover.
There had been no frost to
cause the leaves to drop and
underbrush made walking almost impossible. As we entered
the area just north of the Twin
Cities, there were more hunters
along side roads, and walking
the edge of timber patches.
We found fishing slow.
Walleyes have not started
to hit. In fact, they told us
there have been very few
walleyes taken in recent
weeks. The areas we hit
were normally good walleye producing places. Northerns were being brought
to the docks by most of the
fishing boats'. They were not
big, however, all under ten
pounds. Chicago members
raved about the big "perch"
they caught.
Chippewa forest and surrounding areas were dry. However,

'The Survivors: Good
;
Story Materiai^Cast But...

By CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) - "The
Survivors," ABC's new dramatic serial, has plenty of story
material and a big cast, whatever else it may lack.
The action Monday night that
introduced the principal characters took place in New York,
Ifjuuuuifiniuinnnnn iuuinii
Monte Carlo and an unidentified
'
fClltSBftCOTSftliixJWWitrii i/HiSPrmJj
Latin-American country, and included a guerrilla execution, an
auto race, embezzlement and a
•W^MKSOHOff'SPtWCTlCW
7
confession of illicit love.
ra
CasSteSSetp
The Carlyles of the series are
fAHAVlllONeiTKHNIWWRft
(B) enormously rich and enormously unhappy. Patriarch Baylor
"tJWiuuuinnjwuinnrtnnivvinnfin Carlyle heads his private bank,
has a wife in a mental institution and worries about his kids.
STARTS WED.
Ralph Bellamy played him as
tough, stern and disappointed. .
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"NUMBER ONE"

STARTS WED,
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Daughter Tracy—Lana Turner—was celebrating the 20th
anniversary of her marriage to
Philip Hastings—but it was a
mere shell of a marriage in exchange for a promise of a future
in the family bank. Philip married her six months before the
birth of a son fathered by a
Greek guide. And Philip had
been dipping rito the bank's till.
Then, son Duncan; played by
George Hamilton, was a play1
boy bored with auto racing who
had his private plane hijacked
to the country where his college
roommate was a guerrilla leader.
The settings are opulent and
the acting adequate. However,
there is nobody around to identify with—everyone seems selfish
and unsympathetic.
"Love, American Style," in
its ABC premiere, consisted of
three playlets. Two were amusing even though the payoffs
were telegraphed. The third
missed its comedy mark by a
mile.
Michael Callan played a divorced man visited by his exwife—Penny Fuller—ju st as he
expected to present his new girl
with an engagement ring. The
ex-wife slipped on the ring
which, of course, stuck , thus
precipitating a lot of broad comedy until the happy ending,
Flip Wilson and Gail Fisher
were attractive in a sketch
about an arrogant pool hustler
being taken by a lady who
wielded a deadly cue.
Robert Cumrnings and Jane
Wyatt, as parents deciding to

TERRORTHAT TEARSTHE SCREAM^^HHE

slip the pill to their, unsuspecting 18-year-old daughter, were
caught in an unfortunate playlet. But two out of three isn't
bad, and the device that permits
an assortment of short subjects
in one rime period has possibilities. . j ; ¦ 7 7«- -- .:
' Earlier, NBC remodeled its
daytime schedule with three
new game shows and a soap opera.
"Sale of the Century" is
standard quiz show stuff interrupted occasionally to permit
the studio contestants to use
their winnings to buy such items
as $375 worth of steaks for $8.95
or an electric organ worth $825
for $23.95.
"Name Droppers" has one
person claiming an association
with each of three celebrity
guests while an audience jury
guesses which story is true.
"Letters to Laugh-In " consists of reading jokes—mostly
old and dreadful — sent in by
viewers. They are graded by a
laugh meter.
"Bright Promise," the serial,
is set in a coed college. The first
episode had the college president and the dean of women
worrying about dropouts and
the new freedoms.

Rotary Outing Today
Winona and Chatfield Rotary
clubs, and wives of members,
will meet at 5 p.m. today at the
W. S. L. Christensen cottage at
Homer, according to Earl W.
Hagberg, It will replace the
Wednesday noon luncheon meeting.
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This didn't disturb James Nicholson, president <rf American
International Pictures.
"Oh , people always walk out," he .shrugged at a big party
at the Plaza. "They walked out on 'Hawaii' and on 'Sound of
Music ' And I think our audience was better than the .au- gher's to cover a six-inch gash
dience for 'Cleopatra.'".
in nis ,scalp . . . Pat Lawford
There were jokes about the and a-very handsome man were
de Sade whippings. And from engrossed with each other at
Hollywood, Nicholson's wife the Hapsburg House.
Susan Hart messaged him( and Ann Corio, who has a new ediSam Arkoff, bd. chairman) the tion of "This Was Burlesque,"
pun of the week: "May each said at 37th St. Hideaway,
blow of the whip make us all "It's good to be back in burmore welty."
lesque and wearing clothes"
We think there'll be a day .. . . . . The ¦ Copa's Pat Cooper
when girls going to auditions in may have a comedy TV series
the raw will find the producers . . . Jack Dempsey and Jack
tickling them under the chin and Kelly helped celebrate the Robasking them how they'd like tb ert AJdas' anniversary at Inn of
pose with their clothes on.
the Clock . . . Vic Damome's
Wm. F. Buckley Jr. almost starting his own record label.
missed a party in his honor at Faye Dunaway arrived at the
21 (heralding his switch to 9 Camelot on a motorcycle drivp.m. Sunday on WOR) — be- en hy her date, artist Peter
cause of his karate lesson.
Gee . ' ;" Lee Hazlewood, who
"You taking up karate in wrote "These Boots "Were
case you meet Gore Vidal?" we Meant for Walking" and othasked . . . "I don't think I need er hits, will make his acting fcow
any lessons for that," he said. in "The Moonshine Wat': . 7 .
"I think I was born able to han- Anne Jackson and Eli Wallacb
dle that."
watched the dancing at NepenMy beautiful wife and I were tiuv . .. ' . Paul Newman and Joenjoying the lively atmo at anne Woodward asked for a seDaly's Dandelian with Mrs. cluded spot at The Ginger Man
Skitch Henderson (the smart but were soon joined by the
one of the family, according to Leonard Bernsteins, Lauren
Skitch ) when the B.W. hap- Bacall, Betty Comden, Adolph .
pened to say to people at a Green and Phyllis Newman, •
neighboring table, "I'm Earl TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: A
Wilson's wife.":
producer told an actor at the
"You bragging or complain- Gavel that he looks like he slept
ing?" they asked.
in bis clothes. "I did,'! the acComedian Jack E. Leonard tor said, '"It was at one of
introduced a pretty girl named your shows."
Gladys (he wouldn't tell us WISH I'D SAID THAT: Joe
her last name) at Danny's Hide- at Toots Shor's asked, "Do you
away as possibly his bride-to- have a reservation?" and the
be. (It depends on whether she customer replied, "No, I'm not
laughs enough at his jokes at an Indian."
the Rainbow Grill starting this REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
week.) Jack E. says he's recent- Imitation is the sincerest flatly played the Geneva, Wis., tery — Giarles Colton.
Playboy Club "where I did a EARL'S PEARLS: A couple
lot of rabbit-hunting." (He did walked into Bill's Gay '90s and
tell us the gal is from Connec- someone said, "They go well together. She's a vision and he's
ticut, now of Hollywood.)
Henry Morgan was a guest a sight."
when Chinese artist Dong King- At Seafare of the Aegean they
man, in Lenox Hill Hospital for told of the hippie who had a
a checkup, gave a very small medical examination. "There's
champagne party marking his nothing wrong with you — all
13th wedding anniversary. Hen- you need is a bath," reported
ry said he is an honest man: the doctor. "It is all right
"I'm so honest I admit I be- with you if I get another opin¦
came a Met fan only a month ion? " replied the lad ."..
ago" . 7 • Henry kept borrow- That's earl, brother.
ing cigarets from a woman
guest finally asked if she'd let Trempealeau Co.
him have her pack. "No Hen- GOP Sets Meeting
ry," she said, "I expect to meet WHITEHALL,
Wis. - The
many more of my non-smoking Trempealeau
County Republifriends this evening."
can organization will meet "Wed"Celia," the No. 1 autograph nesday at 8 p.m. in the easefan, reports that she was hit ment of the courthouse in
over the head near the RCA Whitehall.
Bldg. and robbed of her most Plans will be discussed for
prized autograph book . . . Joe the banquet Oct. 20 and future
Namath's name reportedly ap- activities. A representative
pears with Bobby Vann's on the from the state headquarters
Bachelors III license in Boston will talk about precinct repre. . . Keir Dullea 's father , Rob- sentation. All interested people
ert, a Montclair , N.J., salesman, are welcome.
and non-actor, did the dying
scene for him in "de Sade "
Winona Daily News
Joyce Bryant, the great singer
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 196»
who went into a convent, is
~"~~
planning a B'way comeback ""
VOLUME 113, NO. UA
. . . Robert Alda'll do a Published dally except Saturday and HolWEVD radio show . . . "Salva- idays by Republican and Herald PublishCompany. 601 Franklin St., Winona.
tion " charged $12 a seat for its ing
Minn. 55987
off-B'way opening, and there
7~'
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
wasn't one nudie in it.
Single Copy - 10c Dally, 20c Sunday
We never know when David Delivered by Carrtir-Ptr week 50 cents
52 weeks t2J.SU
Merrick may be kidding or set- 26 weeks $12.73
ting a trap ; nevertheless , after By mall strictly In advance! neper tloi>
our paragraph about him re- ped on expiration date;
n Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Wabastm,
portedly marrying Swedish Iend
Wlnono counties'In Mlnnetolai Bufmodel Etan Aronsen in secret, falo, Jackson, Pepin, and Tremcealeau
counties
and to military
he canceled appointments and personnel InwithWisconsin)
military addresses In the
notified his aides he was of t to continental United Statea and oversees
APO or FPO addresses.
Europe. He left without his us- with
I year
tia.oo a months
noo
19.00 i month
$2.00
ual farewell jollitie s. Merrick 6 months
and Miss Aronsen , a brunette , Elsewhere —
Slates end Canada
have been much around the I yaerIn UntiedI22.O0
3 months
(7.00
posh restaurants and she at- I months
tia.OO l month
12.50
$7.50
tended tlie finals of the Miss Sunday News only, 1 year .
Universe Pageant in Miami Second class postage paid at Wlnon*.
Minn.
Beach which he judged.
Send chenge ot address, notices, undellv.
ered copies, subscription orders and other
THE MIDNIGHT EARL . . . mall
Items to Winona
NIWI , P.O
Terence Young, director of Box 70, Winona, Minn Dally
15917.
"The Christmas Tree," wore a
yarmulka (skull cap) at Galla¦
¦
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The Life Style of A Mafioso: Quiet But MIGHTY

By BERNARD GAVZER
AP Newsfeatures Writer
To his neighbors in the seaside town of Atlantic Highlands,
N.J., Vito Genovese was just another middle <aged businessman
who lived in a modest bungalow
with his wife, a son and ' daughter and an adopted daughter ,
and, like many another resident, commuted each day to
work in caverns of Manhattan.
When he walked the streets of
the town no one noticed.
"Mr. Genovese was a quiet
gentleman and a perfect neighbor," said a teen-age girl who
remembered him after bis
death. And there was the time
another neighbor said : "He
minded his own business."
His business? Ruling a Mafia
family.

frowned upon as a threat to stability, not as a sign of moral
weakness. It is also viewed as a
possible danger in giving the
outside world information which
the Mafia wants to keep secret.
The danger of divorce was
clear to the Mafioso when Anna
Genovese brought suit against

Vito Genovese in 1952. She wanted $350 a week support for her
daughter and the two children
she had with Vito. He could easily afford it, her suit said, since
he brought home $30,000 a week
from the numbers racket. Until
Anna spelled it out, no one close
to the inside ever publicly said

or mistress of a Mafia man,
kept a diary. This diary was discovered after her suicide in 1962,
and one of its revelations dealt
with the time Mike left a package at a restaurant and was
anxious to recover it. When he
did, he showed Ann its contents
—$219,000. From the lottery, he

how much money anyone had.
The late Mike Coppola, better
known as Trigger Mike, went
into retirement in Miami Beach
where it was generally thought
he was a dedicate*." tender of orchids. He had running trouble
with his wife, Ann, who unlike
any other known wife, daughter

Western M/n//e Wouse /n Qu/ef
Corner of Liveliest County

SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (AP)
— Richard M. Nixon's choice of
this tile-roofed town for his
Western White House puts him
Genovese was considered one in a quiet corner of what may
of the masterminds and archi- be the liveliest county in the
tects of international narcotics U.S.A.
traffic. His Mafia family—one Orange County is the place of
of the five in New York-^-cbnducted the usual lucrative activ- the President's birth and boyities of organized crime: Gam- hood years, so for him it's a
bling, narcotics, vice, extortion, homecoming whenever he sets
loan sharking, labor racketeer- up shop here. But home was
never like this.
ing.
Sometimes, murder was his When Nixon was a boy in Yorba Linda in 1920, the population
business, too.
But the public face he turned of the whole sprawliig county
to the world was one of middle Was 61,375, and the chief conclass respectability. It is also cern of the natives was — you
the pose and life style of all the guessed it — oranges.
other Mafia leaders, or Mafioso,
who find middle class anonymi- Xou still find an occasional orty an important aid to the con- ange tree/ But the county 's poptinuing success of their private ulation now is 1.3 million and
soaring in this fastest growing
endeavors.
The qualities that the Mafioso part of the fajstest growing
prize bear striking similarities state. The natives now boast of
to those valued by any subur- such exotica as Disneyland and
ban breadwinner; quiet rieigh- the Japanese Deer Park, of the
borliness; dignity and respect; California Angels baseball'team
the discharge of family respon- and Knott's Berry Farm.
sibilities, the education of chil- They extol the matchless
dren for work in the profes- boaters' playground of Newsions; residence in a decent, port-Balfcoa , the surfers' parasuburban setting where the dise of Huntington Beach, the
streets are safe and the schools picturesque charm of Laguna
good.
Beach, the burgeoning aeroPew if any of their children space plants, a major new unibecome hippies; none , are versity, and the "cities of . the
known student activists, either future" planned for the vast Irleft wing or right; few are vine Ranch, the last close-in
known as dope addicts!
Spanish rancho, six times the
7
To all ontward appearances size of Manhattan.
Proudly,
they
proclaim
it the
the Mafioso have entered , the
mainstream of American life. home of "California conservaBut — only on the surface. tism" in politics. American
For the Mafia—beter known flags wave outside houses,
as La Cosa Nostra—the valued stores, even gas stations. Bumpmiddle class virtues have a mir- er tickers read: "America:
Love it or Leave it."
ror meaning.
One is to be loyal and honest Some call Orange County suto the Mafia family and its lead; per suburbia, the epitome of
ers, not to society at large. Re middle-class living, having now
spect is won through terror and what much of the rest of the
used to impose absolute loyalty country wants for the future. . to the codes of the Mafia, the, Young mods dominate the
word of Mafioso, not the codes county's 40 miles of shoreline,
of the nation.
and young marrieds have taken
This inner life of the Mafia over the adjoining suburbs.
has been revealed piecemeal What's happening in San Cleuntil recent years. Joseph Valar mente, where Nixon has purchi, the Mafia hoodlum with an chased for a reported $340,000 a
incredible recollection of crimi- secluded hacienda hugging a
nal activity and gang shop talk, bluff over the Pacific, is in miwas the first insider to provide crocosm what has happened
details of that Mafia life style. elsewhere in this ''country of
He did so because of fear. He the future."
felt that Vito Genovese had
marked him for death when •"I ho-pe the feeling of friendliboth were in the federal peniten- ness—which is what we like
tiary at Atlanta. The most re- about being here—will remain
cent revelations have come as it is," says a long-time resifrom the voluminous transcripts dent.
(some 2,000 pages) of conversa- The town occupies a strip of
tions involving Samuel De level or gently rolling land that
Cavalcante, the reputed head slopes down toward the,sea. Inof a New Jersey Miafia family. land, it backs up against the
These were recorded by a hid- beige flanks of the Santa Ana
den electronic device planted by Mountains. On the sea side, vertical cliffs rise dramatically
th FBI.
Speaking of the Mafia leaders, from the white sand beach.
Col. Walter Stone, head of the Housing tracts are springing
Rhode Island State police and a up where there was nothing but
veteran investigator of organ- blowing brush lo years ago, and
about 40 apartment houses are
ized crime, says:
in blueprints. A national motel
"They think they can't do chain is coming to town with a
anything wrong. All of them multimillion-dollar resort, and
consider rules and the law as industry is peering at San Clethings which do not apply to mente as the site for future facthem. When you say 'murder' it tories.
doesn't come into their heads as Real estate man Ole "Bob"
it does into yours and mine.
grandson oi the town's
"They may be sending their Hansen,
says business is boomfounder
,
'
they
and
kids to good schools
But
sighs that things
ing.
may be pressing more conserva- sure havehe changed
since he
tending
be
they
may
and
tively,
,
came
here
as
a
boy
of
9.
to their gardens in nice little
crowdhomes, but they are now and al: "San Clemente wasn't
might
You
quiet,
ed
then.
It
was
ways have been animals. "
The place the Mafioso lives say it was desolate, but only if
can be deceptive. Raymond Pa- you consider paradise desotriarca of Providence, R.I., who late."
now is in prison and who has Not until the 1920s did the
been identified as the head of area change from farmland to
the Boston-Providence Mafia , townsite. Lots
¦
went on sale Dec.
resided in the still fashionable 6, 1925, with a big tent as headEast Side section of Lancaster quarters and the main street anAve.
kle deep in mud. Land sold well.
Genovese had his modest The town incorporated in 1928,
(market
value about but with the depression "it just
home
$17,000 in 1963) on Highland fell asleep again." Ave. in Atlantic Highlands. An- "The renaissance came in
thony Accardo, described by the
when it
Chicago Crime Commission as 1951," says Hansen , "vacation
became
fashionable
to
one of Chicago's Mafia chieftains , long resided in Itlvcr For- here. And a lot of people retired
est, in a house that was fcullt by here."
Then the San Diego Freeway
its owner for $500,000.
Quite a few of the New York came through in 1060, making it
leaders, including tho late Al- an easy drive from Los Angeles,
bert Anasiasia , had houses in 60 miles north, and the boom
the Ft. Lee, N.J., area, close by was on.
the grandeur of the Palisades, "More growth is inevitable ,
De Cavalcante has a lovely Less than half the town 's 10,000
ranch house in the Princeton, acres is developed.
"Even if tho boundaries don't
N..I. area.
Living in such dosirnblo Niir- expand ," says City Manager
roundin Ks also brought another Ken Carr , "we could easily acmiddle class responsibility commodate 70,000 people. "
which the Mafioso gladly as- Since 1060 the population has
sumed—involvement in political doubled to 17,500, More than 100
and charitable events in which a homes are abullding and you
needed dollar could hn given so can't find a lot in San Clemente
that ihe right people knew who for under $10,000.
gave it, even if it was anony- Everyone says Nixon 's purchase has raised property
mous.
In tho Mnfin world , divorce is values, but Its importance took

time to sink in. Nixon's first visit here was uneventful.
"We were criticized because
we didn't have a lot of parades
and noise," says Mayor Wade
Lower. "We were told that Mr.
Nixori wanted a quiet visit and
we attempted to comply."
When the Nixons returned,
change was evident. About 5,000
neighbors welcomed huh; a
high school band blared ; children waved flags and shouted:
"Hey, we love you "
Like news of . gold two centuries ago, word of the good life
in Orange County has spread.
New families move into tract
houses as soon as the last shingle is in place. The population
has doubled four times in two
decades. Since 1960 the increase
in hew faces has totaled 79.5 per
cent.
"The average age of newcomers is 25," says a veteran newsman who watched the boom
happen. "They are attracted by
the good climate, good jobs,
good schools. They are well-educated, highly motivated, upand-coming young people. The
future looks good for them."
With the boom comes worry
about possible evils from urban ;
ization, but so far there are few.'
One reason is that the county
has no major city. Although Anr
aheim's population tops 165,000

much jumping across party
lines. In 1968, Nixon carried the
county by 168,000, receiving
105,000 more votes than there
were Republicans.
Anaheim is the fun city. Oldtimers still marvel at its transformation from a model farm
community founded by German
immigrants, For years its only
face was in a joke on the Jack
Benny radio show. Benny 's
train conductor would reel off a
list of Southern California's
most underwhelming towns:
"Anaheim , Azusa, and Cuc-a~
monga!"

and Santa Ana has more than
151,000, neither, is an urban industrial hub.
Nor does the county have any
large minority core. The population is less than 2 per cent Negro, and about 7.5 per cent MexicanTAmerican.
Here in Orange County, voters
consistently favor conservative
causes and candidates.
"People move here as registered Democrats and liberals,
and they change," says Walter
Knott.
Knott, 79, proprietor of the
county 's second largest tourist
magnet, Knott's Berry Farm—a
replica of a Western town—is a
frequent spokesman for . conservatives. "You must understand that
Nixon isn't what we in Orange
County think of as conservative," he says. "Many of us
long-time conservatives were
more confor table with Mr. Goldwater. "
A county political writer says:
"Orange County practices conservatism in its true sense. The
people want to conserve
things...They buy houses here
and they have a tendency to become conservative, to start worrying about taxes, to start looking out for themselves."
There are 277,488 Republicans
and 214,380 Democrats—but

Then, in 1955, came Disneyland and instant renown. The
town expanded its borders to accommodate a horde of hotels,
motels, hamburger stands and
gas stations. Now more than 80
million persons have visited.,the
70-acre amusement park.
Since 1955 Anaheim has
gained a sparkling new convention center and Anaheim Stadium, home of the California
Angels of the American* Baseball .League.»A few miles away,
little Buena Park offers Movieland Wax Museum, the Japanese Deer Park and Knott's
Berry Farm.
And of course, anchoring the
county 's southern end, abutting
the huge Camp Pendleton Marine Corps base, is San Clemente.

explained.
The head of a Mafia family
treats it as though it is his na
tural family. His paternalistic:
role makes him responsible to
his family members and their
children and relatives, in some
cases. The De Cavalcante transcripts concern one situation in
which Sam the Plumber (as he
was also known because of a legitimate business he operated)
became distressed because one
Frank Ferrone told his wife he
loved another woman. The wife
was the daughter of an imprisoned DeCavalcante member.
Sam automatically took it as his
duty to oversee her welfare,
even though she was married.
A man discussing this with
Sam promised to see that Ferrone does not go bad. He adds
that if Ferrone does not see the
light, through normal persuasion, he will "break his leg or
his head. "
:vespite a kind of puritanism ,
there apparently is no injunction against "playing around ."
But even here there is a style.
"It is according to position,"
says a Boston investigator.
"The family boss could have
some cheap little blonde but
surprisingly you'll find that thej
have mistresses for whom they
express love. Maybe it's because almost all of the top people are in their 60s and 70s."
"The younger guys, the ones
at the bottom, the ones called
soldiers or button men," says
the investigator, "can be seen
with what they call broads.
These women are flashily
dressed, good looking and might
otherwise be high-priced hookers."
One high ranking Mafioso who
was usually described by his
neighbors as a "nice" man, impressed one neighbor as "a devoted husband who came home
late every afternoon to take
care of his sick wife." Another
said of his coinings and goings:
"You could set your clock by
them."
But then, they could not have
known how much time he spent
with his mistress^ a woman in
her late 40's. She lived else-

were in the city, and also had minimum although you claim
a nice house on a lake shore, an income in the range of
and a Cadillac, and other $12,000 a year,
things.
DeCavalcante was particularThe wives are not ignored by ly miffed one day about the beany means. At certain func- havior of Joe Sierra, a caporetions, they are fixtures: Wakes gime (or lieutenant) in his fami*
and funerals, wedding and iy. ,
even some baptisms.
It all began with an incident
Wives, mistresses and chil- in which Sferra broke his leg.
dren are privately recipients of Here is the transcript version of
all the symbols of great wealth. what DeCavalcante said:
Ann Coppola wrote in her diary
that Mike had given her $250,000 "SAM You know how Sferra
in jewelry,' iurs and fine clothes. broke his leg. He was taking his
But, she complained, it was not daughter home from school and
out of love hut because he want- there were three other girls
ed to prove to his peers how from her school with them. So,
he gets behind this young kid
successful he was.
Anna Genovese, in her di- who'se got a broad in the car alvorce suit , praised her husband most sitting on his lap. Sferra
as a man who lavished things on gets mad at this and goes
her , denying her nothing. But he around this kid's car cutting
could also be ¦ violent, she said. him off. The kid chases after
Once, in a fit of temper , ; he set him and when Joe stops at a
her hair on fire. Genovese la- light, both of thern get out of the.
mented then: "What she step on cars. Joe berates the kid and
words are exchanged until Joe
my heart for?"
Apparently unforgiving, his pushes the kid. The kid went
will (made public recently ) cut after him like a tiger and puts
her off without a cent, provided Joe off his feet, When he fell, he
$5 for Anna's daughter , and left broke his foot. Now is this any
90 per cent to his daughter and way for an amico nos and a cathe remainder to his son. poregime to act?"
Genovese reportedly was worth Dignity in death— in the in$30 million, but the dollar evitability of execution — is part
amount of the estate won't be of the idealized credo. In the
DeCavalcante papers, t h e r e
made public until next May.
Sometimes the private munifi- once was a discussion regardcence has an unintended humor . ing the propriety of telling a vicLast July, it is reported, a teen- tim it would be better for his
age daughter pf a Mafioso went image to cooperate in his
to a summer resort with three death, otherwise he would be
girl friends to spend the day. subjected to a messy murder
While everything had been paid which could embarrass next of
for in advance, daddy had also kin.
slipped her some spending mon- One Angelo Ray De Carlo is
ey. When she went to pay for quoted as giving this suggessome hamburgers, she found tion:
the smallest bill she had was "Now, like you got four or
$100.
five guys in the room. You know
One important reason why they 're going to kill you . They
displays of public wealth are say, 'Tony Boy wants to shoot
considered bad form is the ever you in the head and leave you
watchful Internal Revenue Serv- in the street' or would you rathice.
er take this (a fatal shot of
Sam DeCavalcante had the dope)? We put you behind your
notion he could outfox the IRS, wheel; we don't embarrass your
but his tax consultant kept tell- family or nothing."
ing him to forget it. Instead,
said the consultant, figure out a
way to explain how you are able
to spend $18,900 a year at the
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Electoral reform?

Madison mobocracy
Now in Madison, "Wis ., the mob occupies the
assembly chambers, delaying opening of a special session.
Father Groppi , who says he's a taxpayer
like everyone else and therefore has a right
to be in the chambers, vows to remain there
until the end of the session.
Of course, legislative halls are and should
be open to the public so that the people may
see how legislators conduct the business of
making laws. As long as they are spectators
a»d not participants in the deliberations and
voting, it seems to us that the legislative process can proceed. We don't believe it's necessary that the legislators move to a football stadium where rival cheering and jee ring sections
can operate, but a representation of the public
has a right to be present. And they don't need
to be "taxpayers."
However, yesterday's events do not contribute to the preservation of the legislative
process, nor do they aid Father Groppi's cause,
which has something to do with higher welfare
payments. Not, at any rate, if we read the reaction pf the legislators.
Is there anyone who has Father Groppi's
ear.— A.B.

Peaceful Sundays
Earlier this summer the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence
took aim at the handgun and recommended
that it be removed from the hands of almost
all Americans. That would save lives, said the
commission.
Now the commission has turned on television, contending that it also is contributing to
violence.
WITH ITS "CONSTANT portrayal of vie

Conservative legal view stained
WASHINGTON—Though Clement F. Haynsworth Jr. of South
Carolina in all probability will
be confirmed by the Senate, his
appointment to the Supreme
Court will be a costly victory
alike for President Nixon, for his
supporters in both parties, and
for the cause of civilized conservatism on the high bench .
It is precisely a civilized conservatism — which Haynsworth
has embodied as a lower court
judge — that responsible critics
of the old "Warren court" have
so long been so eager to infuse
into the present court to assist
its new chief justice, Warren
Burger.
AND YET

it is sadly plain

that the attack being made upon
Judge Haynsworth by liberal Republicans and Democrats alike
will at minimum be successful
not only in cutting him up for the
future but also in collaterally
staining the legal philosophy he
represents. For though his opposition at bottom really objects to
him because of his point of view
— and his point of origin in the
Deeb South — the judge's own

stock dealings while on the bench
have raised concern as to their
propriety even among senators
who wish him well.
Among Southern senators, in
particular , th,e inner sense today
is one of poignant regret for what
might have been. They are standing with Judge Haynsworth, to
be sure, and with numerically
unimportant exceptions they will
be found standing with him to
the end. They recognize that certainly one of the compelling motivations of his senatorial adversaries is the kind of reverse discrimination, of automatic antiSouthernism, with which they
are all too familiar.
Nevertheless, among many of
them there is a compulsive acceptance of the plain reality that
a Senate which rejected Abe Fortas as Chief Justice, for what
was at most an impropriet y in
accepting and then returning unused a small foundation stipend,
will undeniably be applying a
certain double-standard by con-

lence," the commission said, television is
"pandering to a public preoccupation with violence that television itself has helped to create." 7
Television, the commission charged , "encourages violent forms of behavior and fosters moral and social values about "violence in
daily lif e which are unacceptable in a civilized society."
The commission nays it's concerned primarily with children who watch TV most.
Granted all this, but what to do about it.
The commission wants TV to abandon serious noncomic violence, to show fewer violent
programs during children's waking hours, to
depict violence "as an unusual and undesirable
outcome," and for parents to provide more supervision of TV viewing, among other things.

SO IT IS that the parallel between the Fortas case of yesterday and the Haynsworth case of
today could be said to be quite
complete —- but for one thing.
The
conservatives,
however
troubled, are not deserting a
man — Haynsworth — who has
given his life to their joint beliefs. But many a famous liberal
turned upon 1man — Fortas ~
who had given his life to their
joint beliefs. This columnist has
always believed that Fortas' sin
was his steadfast refusal to turn
his coat, as other liberals had
done/ and so come out against
the war in Vietnam when the going got tough.

ONE CAN FIND NO fault with these rec.

emmendations, providing one agrees to several types of controls. First of all, parental control of TV watching. Unfortunately TV is
a handy baby-sitter and the mother is hardly
in a position to preview the programs. Little
children know about controls, too; they can
switch channels. If violent programs have been
a staple of TV it's probably because the networks found they discovered they were kid audience builders. On the surface it appears that
the networks have complied with some public
demands for reduced violence, but the national commission says it's not satisfied with the
¦reduction.
TV programming, particularly as it involves children, is not unlike pornography. Unless the industry is willing to exercise control
of program content, the only acceptable recourse in a free society is to control the input
into the homes and into children 's minds.
GRANTED CONTROL could be exercised

through licensing of TV stations . Although the
licensing procedure now does involve a broad
guideline for program content , the provisions
seldom have been implemented on a realistic
basis. Happ ily so. To censor specific programs
and content would only compound our
problems.
Although the commission does not propose
any direct government control of TV program
content , it does propose more public , financing
of competition for the commercial channels.

It says that the Congress should finance
more public broadcasting "so that it may develop the kind of educational , cultural and dramatic programming not presently provided in
sufficient measure by commercial broadcasting ."
THUS WE will achieve the millenium and

on Sunday afternoon in the fall the entire family will sit around the tube watching a panel
discuss disarmament proposals. — A.B.
¦

"Probably no one else in the world gets as
much free advice as the President of the United States . And the more complex a problem Is ,
the more free advice the President gets on how
to solve it. . . There is one tremendous difference between the advice-givers and the President: They have no responsibil ity and can speak
freely; ho has all the responsibility and must
both move and speak with caution. '* — Bartow
(Fla.) Democrat.
¦
Let your light so shine before men that tlicy
may sec your good wnrJk s nnd glorif y your Father
which is In heaven .—Mat thew 5:lfi.
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firming Judge Haynsworth. For
he has himself acknowledged regret that he once bought stock
in a company then involved in a
case before his court.
THIS IS no kind of crime, by
any rational criteria — but yet
neither was Abe Fortas', From
the vantage point of the uninvolved observer neither Fortas
then nor Haynsworth now could
in uncomplicated justice be fairly denied the Senate's ratification, were the cold record of the
facts to be the sole standard.
But those who must vote in the
Senate upon these sticky matters
are not uninvolved. They are not
governed solely by the cold record. They are far from free of
harsh partisan and ideological
motives.
The truth of it was that there
was one and only one intellectually valid, if uncharitable,
reason for a rejection of Fortas
as Chief Justice. This was that
the court was already packed
with liberals, with a beleaguered and mildly conservative minority living in hard times, and
it could have honestly been argued that this was no time to increase the liberal power.
There was no sound question
to be raised against Fortas on either personal character or professional competence. At most,
one could contend that he had in
a single instance acted indecorously.
Today there is no sound question to be raised against Haynsworth on either personal character or professional competence.
At most, again, one could contend that on perhaps two or three
instances he, too, had acted indecorously.

United Feature ' Syndicate

GOP administrations compared
NEW YORK — The election of
Sen. Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
to replace Everett McKinley
Dirksen as Republican leader in
the Senate is a reminder that the
Republican days of Richard Nixon in Washington are quite different from the Republican days
of President Eisenhower.
Scott is clearly a more progressive leader than the last two
GOP Senate leaders — the deeply conservative William Knowland of California or the capricious Dirksen of Illinois. And
Scott's narrow victory over the
conservative candidate, Howard Baker of Tennessee — who is
not really all that conservative—
was probably due to the support
of the young progressive Republicans who have corne into the
Senate in the last two national
elections .
THIS DOES not mean that the
trend of the Republicans under
Nixon is clearly to the left of the
Republican administration under
Gen. Eisenhower. But the style
and tendencies are now different.
Tho Eisenhower administra tion was much more casual and
much more in the normal Republican tradition than the Nixon administration. Gen. Eisenhower
tended to make his appointments
law
from the big established
firms — John Foster Dulles and
Allen Dulles — and the big established corporations — Charlie
Wilson at Defense, George Humphrey at the Treasury — but he
was not always ideological in his
use of the Presidential appointive power .
On the whole, the judicial appointments by President Eisenhower were more progressive
than his executive cabinet appointments—and probably more
progressive than Nixon 's first
two court appointments. Ike took
each appointment as it came
and mainly ho followed his own
natura l bent , which was sometimes attentive and somctimes inattentive , sometimes conservative and sometimes progressive.

L^feS:"]

PRESIDENT NIXON is not so

casual. He is much more involved and informed than President
Eisenhower in the political and
appointive process. He leaves
much less to accident and instinct. He was undoubtedly much
more engaged behind the scenes
in the choice of Scott as Republican leader of the Senate after
Dirksen than Eisenhower was in
the choice of Dirksen after Knowland.
As a former member of the
House and Senate, President Nixon knows that he will have to
deal with the Senate Republican
leader on critical legislative bills
in the next few years, and Scott
of Pennsylvania is much more
likely to be sympathetic to the
President's foreign and domestic programs than Son. Baker , who was backed by the extreme conservatives of the Republican party.
Nixon has chosen a Cabinet
that is not ideological and most
of the time not even visible. Not
quite knowing how he or anybody else can deal with all these

intractable problems at home
and abroad, he tends to favor men who are flexible and
practical.
Nobody in the Cabinet is likely
to oppose him publicly on
ideological grounds, as George
Humphrey at the Treasury and
Jim Mitchell at Labor tended to
oppose President Eisenhower.
THE REPUBLICAN establish-

rrrent of the Chamber of Commerce and tire Council on Foreign Relations and the Ivy
League universities under Eisenhower is gone. The Nixon team is
a little left and west of center .
Their main claim is pragmatism, and this raises the main
question before the Nixon team.
Pragmatism , in its modern definition, is what works. The main
problems before the administration now are Vietnam and inflation. Do results justif y the costs?
This is the hard question President Eisenhower usually avoided , but President Nixon now
faces. The atmosphere of the two
Republican Administrations is
quite different , but tlie question,
is the same.
New iork Timet News Service

Graffiti . . . by Leary

Electoral reform?
Don't chuckle, chum .
You're knocking "an idea whose
time has come."
It passed the House, though
70 demurred;
Jt' s possible the Senate has concurred.
Now watch the pressure build
upon each state
Until three-quarters of them (38)
Abolish the electors from the
scene.
Then, rid of that archaic inbetween.
The people will be grateful for
the chance
To vote exactly, as they do in
France.
The verse is by National Review's William von Dreele, and it
suggests some of the fears (exaggerated), and some of the
hopes ( exaggerated) of those
who oppose, and those who applaud, the bill that has passed
the House of Representatives.
IT HEADS now for the Senate

which must pass it by ' a twothirds maj ority, then on to the
state legislatures, three-fourths
of which must approve it. if that
happens, we shall have the end
of the electoral college system,
and the popular election of the
president of the United States.
Passed, one might add, rather in
the spirit of a bill of attainder against George Wallace,
much as the 22nd Amendment
(no third term) was aimed at
Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
The idea is to prevent third
party candidates from tying up the
electoral college in such a way as
George ', Wallace might easily
have done in 1968. Because if
Wallace had picked up a couple
of border states, it would have
meant at least temporary chaos
and a stormy meeting of the electoral college. And then, assuming that the electoral college behaved, and merely transmitted
the problem to the House of Representatives, there is the possibility of chaos there, with infinite
temptation to individual concongressmen with powers quite
unintended to act quite irresponsibly.
Therefore popular vote? Not
necessarily/ France suffers from
the ogre of proportional representation, sending to the national
legislature representatives in
rough proportion to the distribution of political sentiments. If we
had P;R. in America, we would
have at least three Democratic
parties and three Republican parties. The result is the atomization of the legislature, and that
ain't good. . .
BUT

NOBODY

is

proposing

P.R . for the Congress , merely
for the chief executive. And the
reformers built into it — as nec-

essarily tliey must inasmuch as
the White House cannot be occupied by more than one person at
a time .— this device: That if no
one receives ,more than 40 percent
of the vote, a run-off election will
be held with voting limited to the
top two candidates (exit Wallace).
A few liberals, most notably
Theodore White and Max Lerner,
are on to some of the effects of
the popular vote reform "which
they find mischievous from their
point of view, namely a potential
decrease in the political leverage
of the minorities.
As things now stand, presidential candidates ardently court the
big cities, where said minorities
live. Because the big city vote
can supply the narrow margin
which will commit the enormous
electoral vote of the entire state.
Consider New York. In the last
three elections, the Republican
vote counted for nothing — millions of votes thrown away. But
under the proposed system, their
votes would be added to Republican votes in Republican states, towards a grand total that could be
'
decisive.
It has been a . long time since
the United States confronted the
paradox of the presidency going
to a candidate who actually got
fewer votes than the loser. But
the theoretical possibility survives. If we had had popular voting for president, there simply
wouldn't have been any point la
anybody's voting for Wallace,
since Wallace obviously wasn't
going to win. What he wanted
was: to deprive the other candidates of an electoral majority.
NOW IF Wallaco hadn 't run,
who would have gotten his vote?
Exactly. And that is what some
of the liberals are beginning to
whisper to one another, suggesting that in the weeks and months
ahead , there will be a re-examination of the bne-man-ome-vote democratism absolute which has served as an article of faith for American liberals, animating the
triumphant passage of the popular vote measure through the
House of Representatives.
My own preference is for the
so 7- called district alternative,
which strikes me as a desirable
alternative But surely a very
easy and simple expedient, with
which the country might prudently experiment for a decade or so,
would be the preservation of the
existing system with only^ this
modification: That in the event
of the missing electoral majority,
a run-off election would be held,
with voting limited to the top two
candidates. Exit Wallace; :-' -

Importance of work
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NEW YOFK — The Labor Department's adoption of the socalled "Philadelphia Plan" is
billed as representing a Nixon
administration policy decision to
concentrate on increasing job opportunities for minority groups.
This may be one of those areas
in which the administration's future deeds will speak louder than
its present words; but if taken at
face value, it is a remarkable development , with both hopeful
and warning elements.
THE PLAN requires contractors working on federally assisted projects — which is a lot of
projects — to meet certain goals
in hiring minority groups, rising
to 26 percent of their work force
by 1972. It comes complete with
a clever ruling by the Justice Department that for this purpose a
"goal" is not the kind of "quota "
forbidden by the Civil Rights Act
of 1964; and if it gets anywhere
in Philadelphia the plan can be
extended to other cities in which
it would help alleviate minoritygroup unemployment.
This is a remarkable stance
for the Nixon administration for
a number or reasons. It is the
first indication , for instance, that
anyone in this middle-class and
middlebrow collection of white
moderates and conservatives has
any idea of the depth and dimension of the racial crisis in America.
Labor Secretary G e o r g e
Shultz ' decision is right on the
bull's-eye of one of the toughest
targets in the whole racial controversy — the building trades
and their restrictive unions.
• But getting tough with the
building trades , unions in tho majo r cities is almost certain to cost
Nixon and his party severely
among low-income whites concerned about black competition

and black neighbors/ And for
these losses to Wallace, there
will be no certain compensatio n
among black voters who have
been going so strongly Democratic in recent elections.
But there is no doubt of the
importance of opening the construction field to minority
groups. The building trades offer
great potential for the unskilled
to learn and move into skilled
jobs earning high wages.
NOT MANY years ago It wat

genuinely believed — at least
among white moderates — that
nondiscriminatory education was
the key to racial equality in
America. That gradually gave
way to a school of thought, to
which Lyndon Johnson ¦ once
claimed adherence , that voting
equality was the real answer;
the vote in time would bring the
black all he needed and wanted.
That idea , too, has given way
to the sad knowledge that equal
opportunities in — say — housing
were going to have to come
about , if at all, through tough legislation and constant litigation.
As important as job opportunity
is, it will not turn out to be a
panacea cither.
Wow York Times News Servica
—
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SENATE MINORITY LEADER —

Will Quit If Humphrey

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
While former Minnesota Commissioner Russel Schwandt was
kicking off his campaign for the
Democratic-Farmer-Labor nonv
ination for governer Monday, the
party minority leader in the
Minnesota Senate said he would
quit if Hubert Humphrey doesn't

run for the post.
Son. Karl" Grittner, 4$, in an
interview Monday, said "The
only thing that would keep me
from retiring from the State
Senate would be his (Humphrey's) candidacy for governor."
Humplirey, unlike Schwandt,

has not declared what he will
run for next year or if he intends to run at all.
Others, like State Sens. Wendell Anderson and Nicholas
Coleman and Party Chairman
Warren Spannaus have been
sounding out support for governor.

See Delays in Rebuilding
OEO Civil Rights Division

WASHINGTON" (AP) - The
Office of Economic Opportunity's civil rights division has
been left in limbo by last week's
personnel shakeup : at the antipoverty agency's headquarters.

Recover two
Bodies From
Lake of Woods

AWAITING AN EVENT .7 . Above, old
quonset huts sparsely dot the bleak island
of Amchitka, Alaska. They are evidence of
tha last humans to" inhabit toe tundra-covered
hunk of volcanic rock—troops during World
War II. Below, a building covers the hole

in " which an underground nuclear device will
be placed. The Atomic Energy Commission
plans to detonate it on Thursday but is
meeting stiff opposition to its plan. (AP
Photofax)

Opponents of Alaskan
Blast Fear More Tests

By JOHN B. LENGEL
WASHINGTON ,M - Opponents of the big nuclear test
on Alaska's Amchitka Island not
only object to Thursday's
planned blast, but look with ap^ at bigger booms that
prehension
may follow.
Unofficial reports have tests
in the five-megaton range, possibly related to Spartan missile
warhead evaluation, c o n ten*
plated for the tiny Aleutian island located well into the Pacific from the mainland.
The largest tests to date by
the Atomic Energy Commission
at its Nevada testing grounds
have been in the one megaton
range—the equivalent of a million, tons of TNT.
7 Congressmen from Alaska,
Hawaii, California and nongovernment scientists joined Monday in testimony before the Senate foreign Relations Committee saying the Thursday test
could he disastrous, perhaps
causing earthquakes and tidal

the question and approves. Sev
eral other congressmen share
Gravel's position.
Committee chairman Sen. J.
W. Fulbright, D-Ark„ acknowledged reports oi five-megaton
blasts on the schedule and said,
"they'll stop when they produce
an earthquake. If they don't
have one at five megatons, they
may go to 10.'!
Separately, an AEC spokesman said test shafts, enough for
at least three tests, have been
drilled on Amchitka. "Thursday 's test will verify if other

S£n. Mike Gravel, D-Alask a,
sent a letter to President Nixon
asking postponement of Thursday's tejt until a nongovernment panel of scientists studies

He's heading west, all
right.

waves.

MARSHAL DILLON
HANGS UP SPURS
MILWAUKEE m - The
"real" Marshal Dillon is
hanging up his spurs.
Marshal Jobn H. Dillon,
70, of Wisconsin's eastern
federal district, is retiring.
And will the former Green
Bay resident ride off into
the sunset after hanging up
his badge and gun?
He says he and his wife
are taking a cruise to Hawaii.

WARROAD, Minn. (AP)-The
Lake of the Woods County sheriff said Monday night that two
bodies have been found at Stoney Point on the big lake from
a Saturday water accident.
Sheriff Oliver Kellogg said the
bodies are those of Mitchell Borkowski, 45, a resort operator at
Moose Lake, Man., and Kermit
E. Johnson, 88, Kennedy, Minn.
The sheriff said a third man
missing and presumed in the
accident has been identified as
Ray Nordine, 40, Halma, Minn.
Kellogg said one body was
found at the edge of the water
and another floating nearby in
Lake of the Woods.
.
A submerged metal boat was
found , nearby.
Stoney Point is about 20 miles
north across Lake of the Woods
from Warroad, Minn., and near
the east boundary of .Manitoba.

v Jim Schaln
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definitely be reassigned. More
than 100 employes were not included on the list, setting off rumors they were being eased out
of OEO.
Many of those left off the list
were in the $15,000 to $20,000
salary range and were connected with the agency 's more controversial programs.
In his memorandum, Rumsfeld said those not on the list
would be retained at present
salary ahd grade and would be
assigned for the time being to a
manpower pool to " be used
where they were needed.
This includes the eight or nine
employes of the civil rights division, the agency spokesman
said.
The rebuilt civil rights division "will not be just an advisory group," the spokesman
said. "It will be a real policy
making group for the entire
agency."
SERVICES AT DODGE
DODGE, Wis. (Special) —
First Friday services will be
celebrated at the Sacred Heart
Catholic Church on Friday.
Masses will be said by the Rev.
Matthew Molin aro at 8 a.m.
and 8 p.m. Confessions will be
heard before both Masses and
on Thursday evening.

0000100

Divorce Granted
In District Court
One divorce was granted by
District Court Judge Glenn E7
Kelley Monday.
Mrs. Carol J. Johnson, 27 ,
176V4 Mechanic St., received
a divorce from James E. Johnson. The couple was married
Oct. 25, 1967, at Sauk Centre,
Minn., and have one minor
child. Witnesses were the
plaintiff and Eugene Meyer ,
176 Mechanic St. Grounds for
the divorce was cruelty. M. A.
Goldberg represented the plaintiff.
: 'm
BUY HOUSE
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)Mr. and Mrs. Charles Graner
have purchased the Walter
Rahrman home on Sand Prairie
and will move Wednesday from
their Cook's Valley farm, which
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Miller
have purchased. ¦

0PT0METR1C OFFICES
117 WEST THIRD STREET

WINONA . MINNESOTA S5SB7
TELEPHONE 8-4648
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
DR. M. L. DeBOLT
» a.m. through 5 p.m.
¦DR. .* C. McMAHON
Satur(iay , to 12:30
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HUBRY . , . THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS!

I

didate and I know Russ
Schwandt is the kind of mas for
the job."
Schwandt told the DFLers
that agriculture is Minnesota's
forgotten industry and said tho
state needs to expand production, processing and marketing.

YOUR SAVINGS C%
OUGHT TO BE *V°
EARNING.......w

tests can be conducted safely,"
he said without elaborating.
An AEC commissioner, Clarence Larson, told the committee
Amchitka is one of two supple
mental testing sites. The other
is in central Nevada, chosen because of an absence of people
and highrise buildings. The
main site at Mercury, Nev. is
too close to Las Vegas.
Larson allowed there was a
faint possibility Thursday's m*
gaton range blast, which should
register about 6.5 on the Richter
scale, could cause a sympathetic shock of the same size at detonation. The 1964 Good Friday
quake in tremor-prone Alaska
registered 8.4, killed 113 and
sent a }2-foot wave as far south
as Crescent City, Calif.
Larson was backed by about a
dozen government specialists
who testified in the main that
there was little chance of radioaptive leakage at Amchitka,
little effect on the island's ecology ano any test shock would
probably not be felt at population centers 200 miles distant. If
there is a wave reaction it will
be about three feet high at the
site and dissipate rapidly, they
said,

j
Fred Nctai

OEO says the division will be
rebuilt, but it may take a while.
When the rebuilding process
is complete, the division's responsibilities will have changed
drastically.
"Before the shakeup, the division i n v e s t i g a t e d specific
charges of discrimination," an
OEO spokesman said, "When it
is rebuilt it will be a policy developing group for all departments -within OEO."
However , the spokesman declared to estimate how long it
would be before the division was
functioning again in any capacity.
"The structure of that unit
has not been mapped out because we have ho one to head it
up," he said, "We've lad no one
for some time. When we get
someone, that persoj will be
given the prerogative of setting
it up."
How long will that be?
"We don't know," the OEO official said. "Certainly as soon
as possible."
liie reassignment oi OEO personnel was announced unexpectedly last Thursday by Director
Donald Rumsfeld in a memorandum to the headquarters
staff of 1,000.
Attacked to the memorandum
was a list of people who would

Grittncr, a 48-year-old St.
Paulite like Anderson and Coleman, feels the DFL has a
chance to overturn the big Conservative majorities in the
House and Senate with Humphrey ag the party gubernatorial candidate.
"That's the key," said Grittner. "Control of the governorship is only half the key. Without control of both Houses, a
governor is effectively stymied."
Schwandt , whose bid for the
nomination began before 66 party officials from southern Minnesota counties at Sleepy Eye,
said the party must recognize
the importance of unity in the
campaign.
The 49-year-old farmer-businessman from Sanborn pointed
to his record as agriculture
commissioner under two governors and said he would seek the
nomination on the platform of
the party.
"Do you recognize the importance to unite all outstate counties behind one candidate?"
Schwandt asked those attending
the dinner meeting.
Rep. George Mann of Jackson
County gave his strong support
to Schwandt.
"The Iron Range and the
Twin Cities have told us too
long what to do," Mann said.
"It is time we have a rural can-
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Ettrick Coup le
Notes 25 Years
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) rhirty-three persons were pres
ent Saturday evening at a dinner party at the Wason Supper
Club for the silver wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Truax.
In the group wdre the attendants at the wedding of 25
years ago, Mrs. Arild Engelien, Trempealeau; Richard
Fruax , Kenosha , and Mr. and
Mrs. Bennett Onsrud, Ettrick
Wayne TrUax and the former
Phyllis Harris were married
Sept. 30, 1M4, at the Centerville
Methodist Church . They have
lived in Ettrick since their marriage. He is operator of the
West Side "66" service station
and she is a secretary oi ETCO
Industries, Inc.
The couple has four children ,
Cheryl , Minneapolis;-Mrs. Ronald (Marga ret) Jacobs, Dennis ,
rura l Ettrick , and Wayne, at
home. They have one grandchild.

Mrs . David F. Holden

David F. Holden, Bride to
Reside at Lawrence, Kansas
David F. Holden, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harlen H. Holden, 323
W. Sanborn St., took Miss Mary
Jo Thomas as his bride Saturday in ceremonies at the Danforth Chapel, Lawrence, Kan.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr and Mrs. A. G. Thomas,
London, Ohio.

A RECEPTION was held at
the Virginia Inn and a rehearsal luncheon was given at the
Castle Tea Room, both at Lawrence. ¦
The newlyweds will maice
their home at Lawrence where
they are on the teaching staff
of Kansas University. The bride
holds a bachelor of arts degree
from Kansas University and
teaches English there. Holden
received a bachelor of arts degree from Hamline University,
St. Paul, and a master of arts
degree from Kansas University.
He also teaches English and is
associated with the editorial office of "Modern
Drama."
¦

THE BRIDE chose a floor
length skimmer of white linen
with a stand-up neckline and
short sleeves. Venise lace flowers accented the detachable
diva train. A, narrow bandeau
of venise lace appliqu ed with
pearls held the bridal veil of
imported silk illusion and she
carried a cascade of phalanop¦
sis orchids, stephanotis and ROSARY SOCIETY
yellow sweetheart roses.
DODGE, Wis, (Special)— The
Miss Karen Wade, Columbus, Rosary Society of the Sacred
Ohio, was maid of honor and Heart Catholio Church will meet
Miss Bill Sloan was bridesmaid. Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
They wore formal length gowns church hall. Entertainment and
of seakist fantastic featuring lunch will be provided by Group
short sleeves and matching 2 with Mrs. Kenneth Frahm,
veils caught to a pouf of mal- chairman.
ine. They carried colonial bouquets.
DEANERY MEETING
Kerry A. Trask, Minneapolis, DODGE, Wis. (Special)- The
was best man and Ronald K. fall deanery meeting will be
Speed was groomsman. Ushers held tonight at St. Mary 's
were Wesley Holden and Thom- Church, Galesville, Wis. All
as Welch.
women are urged to attend.
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HARMONY ALCW MEETINGS
HARMONY , Minn. /Special )
— The Greenfield Lutheran
Church ALCW executive board
will meet Wednesday evening
at the church. The ALCW will
meet Thursday at 2 p.m. The
cause of the month is social
service and social action with
Mrs. Norman Eddy in charge
of the program. Officer s will be
elected. Naomi Circle will act
as hostesses.
ARCADIA CARD PARTY
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
St. Stanislaus Parish, Arcadia ,
will sponsor a card party Sunday at 8 p.m. in the church
hall . Five hundred, sbeephead
and euchre will be played.
Lunch will be served .
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¦OBSERVES 90 YEARS . . . Miss Elizabeth Wunderllch, right , a resident of St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia , Wis.,
observed her 90th birthday Sept. 22. Several members of
the Fountain City branch of the Ladies Catholic Order of
Foresters attended the celebration. The honoree was presented with a corsage and other gifts. Miss Berthilla
TDeullman , Fountain City, left , niece of the honoree, assisted in cutting the birthday 'cake. A former Fountain
Citian , Miss Wunderlich was born Sept. 22, 1879. She made
Iter home with her brother, Harvej, prior to moving to
the hospital two years ago. Another brother, Artbur, lives
in Winona. She was a seamstress while living in Fountain
City and is a charter member of the Fountain City COF.

ETTRICK, Wis. K Special) More than 100 persons attended
a reception at the home of Mr.and Mrs. Vincent Peterson,
South Beaver Creek, Saturday
for their son and daughter-inlaw and Mr. and Mrs . Richard
Peterson.
Peterson and the former
Kathleen Goggin, daughter of
Mr . aad Mrs. John Goggin Sr.,
were married ( Sept. 6 at DeGraff , Minn. She is a registered
nurse at Fairview Hospital in
Minneapolis, and he is employMYHRE SILVER YEAR
ed 7as a draftsman for Tel-ESPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- Lect Co., Bloomington, Minn.
cial) — Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Myhre were honored Saturday DODGE RUMMAGE SALE
evening with a party on their DODGE, Wis. (Special) - A
25th wedding anniversary.
rummage sale will ba held Wednesday in the church basement
of the Sacred Heart Catholic
BETHANY LADIES AID
BETHANY, Minn. (Special)^ Church from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
The Bethany Moravian Ladies
Aid will meet at the home of
Mrs. Lester Felsch , 1570 W.
Howard St. Winona Thurs- DUE TO LACK OF FOOD "
¦
BULK IN YOUR DIET
day at 7:30 p.m. There will be
devotions and Bible study based
on "Our Call to Evangelism."
All women of the congregation
are invited to attend.

Air Force Sgt. Dennis H.
Clark, son of Mrs. John D.
Wood', 361 W. 4th St.; and the
late Donald B. Clark , was married Aug. 12 at Honolulu , Hawaii, to Miss Lee Ellen Scheurn,
Sacramento, Galif .
Sgt. Clark is stationed in Vietnam, where he will remain until the end of November. His
bride has returned to Sacramento.
'
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Dollar Power Week. Save dollars! Get great fashion,too!

$42 to $50
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many imported from Italy & Hong Kong
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FOR EVERY WOMAN WHO RELIES ON & CHERISHES THE SMARTNESS
7
OF FINE QUALITY KNITS: OUR GREATEST VALUE GROUP EVER17
¦
BEAUTIFULLY STYLED IMPORTED ft DON ESTIC KNITS IN DARK
AUTUMN HUES & SUBTLE WINTER PASTELS. MISSES SIZES. . SHOP NOW!
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You can at Stevensons! We've gathered an entire week of

Dennis Clark Wed Reception Honors
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LADIES AID
St. Matthew's Ladies Aid will
nieet Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at
the church parlors . Mrs. Roy
Kratz and Mrs. Ann Weber will
serve as hostesses.
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ANNOUNCE MARRIAGE
Mr. and Mrs. John McNulty,
St. Paul , announce the marriage of their daughter , Julie
Anne, to Pfc. Roy Lee Willett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Willett , St. Paul. The couple
were married June 16 at Honolulu, Hawaii. The bride is employed at Northwestern Bell
Telephone Co., St. Paul, while
her husband is stationed in Vietnam with the U.S. Army. The
mother of the bride is the former Jeann e Herbert pf Winona.
Grandmother of the bride is
Mrs. Millard Chab, 1872 W. 5th
St."
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Everyone loves the look and feel of Health-tex
long-sleeve velour shirts. The solids have mock
turtlenecks with contrasting stripe on neck. The
stripes have turtlenecks. And mothers love them
too because they're machine washable.
Sizes: 2 , 3, 4

$3.50

.Sizes:4 , 5, 6, 7, 8

$4.00
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Ettrick Woman
Celebrates 80th

Rushford Women s
Group Names Heads

¦

DEAR ABBY:

Two Cant Live
As Cheap ly as One!

TH€ LOCKHORNS

'
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RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special )
Lutheran Rite
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — New officers of the Town
The 80th birthday of Mrs. C O .
Country Federated Club
Unites Couple and
Rogue was observed Monday.
have b'een named as follows:
Mrs. Rogne, the former CharIn Minneapolis The Mmes. Carlton Halvorson,
lotte Brey, is a registered nurse
president ; Larry Dahl, Vice
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - president; John Ryan, secreand assists Dr . Rogne in his ofMiss Sonja AmuMson, daughfice here. She was born in GerBy ABIGAIL VAN BUEEN
ter of Mr . and Mrs. Lloyd tary ; Ronald Torkelson, treacountry
many
and
came
to
this
young
very
nice,
Amundson,
Minneapolis, became surer ; Styrk Isberg, corresponda
room
to
a
:
I
rented
DEAR ABBY
the bride of Gary Severson, son ing secretary ; Michael Doraprofessor who's about 28 years old. He is a perfect gentle- at the age of 21. One of 11 chilof Mr. and Mrs. Albert Severman, neat and quiet and he always pays his rent on time, dren , she still has brothers
son, Ettrick, at Lake Nokomis men, historian. Elected to the
and sisters in Germany , and a
but here is* the problem ;
Lutheran Church, Minneapolis, board of directors were the
For the past month he has had a young lady staying sister in Paris. Her mother died
Saturday. The Rev. Waldo Mmes. Halvorson, Carroll Kjos,
with him. He didn't "sneak" her in. She came in with her of inju ries suffered in the bombI Johnson received the wedding Lyle Culhane, Wallace Hunlie
YES, MOTHER.HER HEARTS OKAY-is
his
wife.
He
him
like
she
moved
in
with
suitcase and
SHE NEEDS A 60PY TRANSPI-ANT."
g,
I vows.
I
ing of the family home in Dan- I
didn't introduce her to me. I saw her through the window. zig during, World War II.
Solvick ; Wick was organist and Les Heiden.
He never said he had a wife. But he never
Officers were elected and inand Bruce Peterson sang.
The Rognes met while he was
said he didn 't. They leave early in the interning at Presbyterian Hosstalled at a recent meeting of
The
bride
wore
a
floor-length
morning (she works, and he teaches) and pital , Chicago, where she was
satin gown fashioned with high the group. A donation was voted
they come home together late in the even- taking nurses training. They Ettrick Circle
Kellogg Council
neclcline, empire bodice, long to the Rushford swimming pool
ing. They go away every week end and were married in June 1918, at
sleeves
trimmed with Venise
Elects Officers
A toy party will be held
there is never a chance to have any con- St. Olaf College, Northfield, Meetings Set
lace, and short train. Her bouf- fund.
Oct.
14
at Montini Hall as a
versations with them.
Minn., and observed their goldKELLOGG , Minn. (Special) fant veil was shoulder length, fund-raising project.
I rented the room as a "single." I have en wedding anniversary last ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) - — St. Agnes
and
she
carried
white
roses.
Parish Council
Creek Lutheran Church
The community service prono idea how long she plans to stay with year . They have lived in Et- Hardies
Units
1,
2,
and
3
entertained at The bride's sister, Karen
Women
will
meet
at
1:30
p.m.
him. Should I charge him double?
trick more than 40 years where Oct. 97 The Bible study will be a pot luck supper Thursday in Amundson, and Mrs. Kenneth ject for the year is to volunteer
LANDLADY IN URBANA Br. Rogne is a practicing phy- presented by
were attendants. help to the elementary school.
Hugo Worch the church halls. At the meet- Amundson
They
wore
floor-length
gowns of Several members will help; at
sician. For relaxation they have and devotionsMrs.
will be led by ing Mrs. Leo Kraus'e installed pale green and
DEAR LANDLADY - If your
"Wit's End" farm , south of Et- Mrs. Donald Stuhr.
carried
tanger- the immunization clinics in
Hostesses
the
new
officers.
They
are
the
October, November and Decemtrick.
carnations.
Abby
"single" is sleeping double, charge him
will be the . Mmes. Rodney Mmes. O'Dell Arens, secretary; ineSeverson
ber.
The Rognes have three sons, Stage,
was
attended
by
his
accordingly. It's time these two lovebirds learned that two
¦ m
¦
'
Arlen Cook and Charles Robert Huth , secretary, and brother Richard, and Kenneth
Conrad
Jr.,
an
engineer
with
cheaply
as
one.
can't live as
Harnisch.
Tony Sharpe, treasurer.
the Bendix Corp., Van Nuys,
Amundson. Ushers were Rol- ETRIGK CIRCLE
Circles of Living Hope Lutheran Several committee reports and Amundson and Gary ETTRICK , Wis. (Special)- DEAR ABBY: I am one of those women who had her Calif. ; Robert, an engineer with Church
Women will meet as fol- were given. A reminder was Nelsestuen.
the Honeywell Corp., MinneapCircle meetings of the French
only child late in life—like 45.
lows; Eunice circle with Mrs.
of the November cloth- A reception in the church un- Creek Lutheran Church "Women
My daughter is 6 years old now and every once in a while . olis, and John, with the Dane William Truax, Wednesday at 2 made
some clod will ask her if she is spending the day with County welfare department , p.m. Eebekah circle with Mrs. ing drive and articles for the dercroft followed the ceremony. have been announced. Eunice
Popes Storehouse , and the Kor- The bride is a graduate of the
Madison, Wis., and four grand"GRANNY"-meaning ME!
Ingar Nestingen, Thursday, 2 ean boys support. A commit- University of Minnesota. She is circle with Miss Gertrude Ofschildren.
Can you supply a good squelch-type answer?
p.m. The Hannah circle/will tee is to be appointed for a employed at the Transistor dahl and Joanna circle with
Mrs. Dean Helstad, both at 2
A remark like this ruins my day. Thank you.
meet at the parsonage and the harvest Mass in October.
Electronics Corp., Minneapolis. p.m. Thursday, Phoebe
NO "GRANNY" RIDGEWAY REUNION
Dorcas circle with Mrs. Leland
Severson, a graduate of Wis- with Mrs. Henry Onsrud, circle
KIDGEWAY, Minn. (Special) Briggs, both at 8 p.m., and the
8 p.m.
consin
— A four generation reunion Esther circle with Mrs. Cletus ROLLINGSTONE MARRIAGE Claire, State University, Eau Thursday ; Dorcas circle with
- DEAR NO You had better develop a thicker hide.
is a chemist. He is emwas. recently held at the home Casey , at 9- a.m., all Oct. 7.
KUL-UNtrSTUJVE, MlUll. —
Clods are not for squelching.
with the Ashland Chem- Mrs. Ernest Berg, 8 p.m.
of Mr . and Mrs. Alfred Halver- The Lydia circle will meet The wedding of Miss Linda ployed
Thursday ; Rhoda circle with
ical Oil Company.
Mrs. Forrest Henderson, 8 p.m.
7 DEAR ABBY: I am one of those foolish wives who insisted son with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis with Mrs. Arnold Folkedahl, at Stoos and Richard Kreiderthat my husband wear his wedding ring at all times. My Berthe and family including a 8 p.m. Oct. 9, and the Debor ah macher w#l be held Saturday instead of Holy Trinity Church , Monday, and Abigail circle with
husband is a maintenance mechanic, and this is what hap- son and his family , all from circle with Mrs. T. H. Enger , at noon at the Oak Ridge Im- Rollingstone, as was previously Mrs. Lewis Lebakken, 1:30 p.m.
at 8 p.m., Oct. 14.
maculate Conception Church, announced.
pened. Yesterday, I received a call informing me that my Kerville , Texas, visiting.
Oct. 9.
husband was at the hospital! While jumping off a construction truck, he caught his ring on a piece of metal and his
finger was practically torn off. I was told he was lucky he
wasn't killed as he lost his balance and fell under the wheels
: of the truck.
Abby, please put this in your column as a warning to
¦
M|SA LE PmCES EFFECTIVE FOB 4 DAYS ONIY-WEP., THURS., FRI., SAT.
other women who want their husbands to wear their wedding
|
fe
MSemMMWM
^^___jjj || ^
AL'S WIFE
rings to work.
DEAR WIFE : Thank you for your letter. And while
7 we're on the subject , read this one :
DEAR ABBY: When my husband and I were married we
had a double-ring ceremony, and he promised he would never
take his wedding ring off. And he never did. After a few
years he gained a little weight and couldn't get it off . My
husband was an electrician. Well, to make a long and very
tragic story, his wedding ring wore a tiny hole through
his insulated: glove and . a fatal contact was made. He died
instantly. When his lifeless body was examined, the only
sign of injury was a small burn where his wedding ring
encircled his finger.
ELECTRICIAN'S WIDOW
SO . . . Dear Wife , if your husband works around
machines or electricity, tell him to leave ALL rings at
home. If you really love him, that is.
CONFIDENTIAL TO ALL MEN BETWEEN 16 AND
60: You are in the privileged position of being able to
do the "asking." You may be big, handsome, talented,
and popular, but unless you have a heart you 're nothing.
When you attend a dance or a party, pay special attention to at least three girls who are not popular. Find
something to compliment them for. Make them feel a
.. . ' little prettier, then watch them "bloom" and actually
;¦ - ' ¦ become prettier before your eyes. Among the quiet,
plain-appearing girls are those with special qualities.
Modesty, humility, generosity, virtue, and depth. For
that is where they usually can be found .
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Vbltlng hoursi Medical arid turglcai
pallenti: 3 10 4 and 7 to 8:30 cm. (no
children under 12.)
Matornlty pallenl*: 2 to 3:M and I le
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.),
Visitors to ¦ patient llmltfd to two
at on» tlma.

MONDAY
Admissions
Andrew Buggs, M i n n e s o t a
City.
Mrs. Bess L'Ecuyer, Valley
View Towers.
Melvin Wenzel, 708 E. 4th St.
John Winestorfer , 123 E . SanBorn St.
Discharges
Mrs. Duane Paulson and
baby, 111% E. Howard St.
Mrs. John Rehse and baby,
Arcadia, Wis.
Robert Tremain , Glen Mary.
Mrs. Frank Budnick Jr., and
baby, 1073 W. King St.
Karen Gaulke,- 900 E. Wabasha St.
Birth
. ..Mr.- and Mrs. Andrew Olson ,
Trompealeau, Wis., a son.
John Caldwell, 381 Orrin St.,
not John Waldwell, as reported
Monday , was adihitted Sunday,

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 30, 1969

Wmona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

John S. Tracy
John Smith Tracy, 70, a former Winona resident,'died Saturday it an Evanston, 111., hospital after a prolonged illness.
He was born in the Hawaiian
Islands, the son; of a medical
doctor , and raised in Winona.
He graduated from the University of Minnesota following service in World"' War I where he
had been wounded in action. He
began his advertising career at
the old Chicago Hearst HeraldExaminer under the tutelage of
Hays McFarland and later
joined the MacFarland adveftising agency as copywriter.
Prior to his death he was account executive and creative
supervisor with Caruso, Malis
& Pollack.
'
Survivors include Ms widow
and a sister.
Interment of ashes will be at
Chaska, Minn., Thursday. No
Chicago services have been
planned.

' Harry Hammond
WABASHA, Minn. (Special )
— Harry Hammond, 69, Wabasha, died at St. Elizabeth Hospital Monday of cancer. He was
a patient there for a week.
He was born Oct. 11, 1899,
in Faribault to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Hammond. He and his wife
owned and operated the Idle
Hour Game Farm until 1955,
when they retired. He married
Mrs. Gertrude Roemer in August, 1965. He \yas a veteran of
World War I, serving in France
with the U.S. Army Engineers.
He was a member of Wabasha
American Legion Post No. 50
and Burkhardt-Roemer VFW
Post.
Survivors are : His wife; three
sisters, Mrs. Edna Swenson,
Faribault; Mrs. Glen Cunnell,
Waverly, Iowa, and Mrs. Hazel
Fowler, Arcadia , Fla.; two
brothers; Gordon and Byron,
Faribault, and ; nieces and
nephews. Two brothers, Harold and Donald , have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at St. Felix
Catholic Church, the Rev. John
Daly officiating. Burial will be
in the church cemetery.
" Friends may call at the Abbott-Wise Funeral Home from
2 p.m. Wednesday. The parish
Rosary will be said Wednesday
at 8 p.m. 7

Winona Funerals

District Court
Jury Hears
Highway Case

Dr. F. J. Vollmer

Dr. Vollmer
Dies in Office

Dr. Frederick J. Vollmer, 61,
eye, ear, nose and throat specialist at the Winona Clinic, died
unexpectedly of a heart attack
in his office at 1:15 p.m. Monday.
An ardent fisherman and hunter, he had returned over the
weekend from a week of fishing
in the Northwest Territory.

District Court - got into full
swing Monday with the trial of
the first of over 20 appeals
from the commissioner's awards
on land condemnation proceedings to establish the right of
way for the construction of
Highway 1-90 across Winona
County. Judge Glenn E. Kelley
presided.
A jury of 12 was selected by
noon Monday for the case of
die State of Minnesota against
Rudolph Mueller, > Lewiston,
who was awarded $12,085 for
the talcing of approximately 13
acres of his farm which is located two miles west of Wyattville, Minn., on County Road 6,
commonly known as Territorial
Road. Mueller is seeking an unspecified sum in excess of the
award and the state is counterappealing in an effort to reduce
the award to $7,900.
In today's testimony, Mueller testified that in his opinion
his land was worth $45,000 to
$46,000 prior to the right of way
condemnation , and that now he
estimates it is worth $30,000 to
$32,000. ..He indicated that the
land taken was worth $14,000
to : $15,000, and said that, due
to the longer route he must
travel to reach his southern
fields, these fields would "bring
in" only half as much as: before.
When asked by state's attorney Lawrence W7 Collins it
he was qualified to appraise
the value of his land, Mueller
said he was not. "i
Mueller also testified that the
division of his; land has caused
the southern portion '--of it to be
limited 'to harvestable crops
whereas before it was used as
pasture. He said the southern
half had no water source.

NEW PRE-SCHOOL CLASS . . . These
three children are the first members of a
new Winona County Day Activity Center
pre-school class for retarded children. Left
to right are: Jamie Johnston, Mrs. Charles

COMMUNITY CHEST INACTION

Chapter Seeks Acceptance
For Mentally Retarded

Mrs. Louise A. Mueller
Funeral services for Mrs.
Louise A. Mueller , 521 E. 3rd
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
St., will be Wednesday at 2'
p.m.
at Fawcett Funeral Home ,
(
ETTRICK, Wis. Special) —Mr. and Mrs. Leland Briggs, the Rev . A. U. Deye, St. MarHE HAD been a ;widow«r since
twin sons at a La Crosse .hospi- tin's Lutheran Church, officiatthe death of his wife, Evelyn, in
Mental retardation is the
ing. Burial will be in the Wil..
tal Friday..
September 1964 and lived at
largest
serious handicapping
"
son
Lutheran
Cemetery.
SOUTH BEND ,Ind. -Mr. and
4345 '6th St., Goodview.
Friends
may
condition
of children. Based on
call
at
the
.
fuMrs. James J. Allaire, South
Dr. Vollmer came to the WiMrs. Adeline Lanz
national averages there are
Bend, a son, Sept. 27. Paternal neral home today from 7 to 9 DOVER, Minn . (Special) - ona Clinic in August 1S46 aftgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs . p.m. A devotional service will Mrs. Adeline Lanz, 88, Dover, er five years and three months
about 100,000 retarded children
Joseph Allaire, 618 E. Sanborn be held at 8:45.
and adults in Minnesota alone
died Monday at 5:45 p.m. at the of Army service during World
A memorial is being ar- Preston nursing home after
and about 1,230 in Winona CounSt.. . .
War II.
a
ty. According to estimates
NEW LONDON, Wis. - Mr. ranged.
He went overseas in February
long illness.
made by the National Associaand Mrs. Michael Dean , a son
The former Adeline Tresnier, 1944 with the 97th General Hostion for Retarded Children menMonday. Grandparents are Mr. Two-State
eye,
ear,
the
as
chief
of
pital
Funerals she was born Jan. 25, 1881, in nose and throat department and
and Mrs. Robert Lorenz, 611
Germany to Herman and AirieW. Sanborn St., and Mrs. James
Mrs. Paulina Pape
lis Tresmer, She came to the was stationed with the unit four
Dean , 1109 W. Howard St., Wi- FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe- United States in 1893 and lived months in Oxford , England.
nona.
cial)-^Funeral services for Mrs. in Olmsted County and in St, Next consultant in ear, nose
Paulina Pape , a resident of St. Charles for short time. She "was and throat ailments in the LonTODAY'S BDXTHDAYS
Michael's Evangelical Lutheran married to Otto Xanz Sept. 19, don area for a year, Dr. Vollmer during this time treated
Home for the Aged , were held
Kathy Ann Bender , 66 E. this afternoon at St. Michael's 1902, at Nodine. She was a many llamous persons including
member
of
the
United
Methodist
Mark St., 12.
exiled King Peter of Yugoslavia
Lutheran Church here , the Rev.
John David Ratajczyk , 567 E, Cleone Weigand officiating. Bu- Church, Dover.
and Weston Churchill. His final
Survivors are: One son, Emil,
5th St., 1.
rial was in the Fountain City La Porte, Ind.; two daughters, assignment was to Wrexham,
North Wales, where he was
Public Cemetery. .'.
Mrs. Ardena Ferrier, Dover* and chief of the eye, ear, nose and IN HIS opening statement to Winona s . objections to proIMPOUNDED DOGS
Pallbearers were Rodney Bag- Mrs, Selma Drysdale, Kellogg;
the jury, Mueller's attorney, posed discontinuance of the
niewski, Ronald Northrup, Mel- eight grandchildren ; several throat branch of the ISth Gen- Roger W. Poole, said that MuelNo. 133 — Three puppies, male vin Buchholz , Arthur Wachholz,
eral Hospital. This was the
153 acres Milwaukee Railroad afternoon
and female , German shepherd , Earl Pape and Leland Brom great-grandchildren; one broth- maxillo-facial plastic center for ler had farmed hisgeneration,
" HJawathas will be registered at
er, John, Lamoille, and two sis- 14 hospitals in North stales. Dr. for "more than a
mixed breed, available.
merich.
Way
the;
right
of
since
forthcoming hearings¦ conducted
and
that
ters, Mrs. Julia McDougall, Vollmer was a lieutenant-colNo. 153 — White, black and
went7 through his farm in Oct*. by the Inter- ' ' . ' . . ' - .
Dover,
and
Mrs,
Selma
Knecht
,
tan female, mixed breed, avail¦
onel.
Unity, Wis. Her husband , three Retufning to this country in 1968, cutting his land into two state Com- I" 7\ ' .,.
able. :
. 7 .77 7'
Municipal Court
Mueller
has
not
had
parcels
hnerce
Combrothers and three sisters have August, 1945, Dr. Voilmer from
*
Cifv
No. 159 — Male, black, part
access to the condemned parcel. mission.
Y
V"
died.
WINONA
poodle and terrier, available.
the following October until Apr|l Poole said that prior- to the City Council
Wayne -.E. Larson , 24, La- Funeral services will be 1946 worked in the eye, ear, "taking" Mueller had direct acfV-UUncil
oiihriI
No. 165- — Small black and
members vowhite female, mixed breed , no moille, Rt. 1, Minn., pleaded Thursday at 2 p.m. at United nose and throat department at cess to the fields in the southern
' Monday I
guilty to a charge of driving Methodist Church, Dover, the Walter Reed General Hospital, half of his farm. Now, he said, t e d
license, available.
night to direct
No7 170 — White with tan with a license issued to another Rev. Earl Toy officiating. Bu- Washington, D.C.
Mueller must take a "circuitous the city attorney, George M.
markings,^ female, no license, and was fined $35 by Special rial will be in Evergreen Ceme- Before entering service he route.".
Robertson Jr., to present the
Judge Loren W. Torgerson. Lar- tery, Doyer..
mixed breed,¦ second day.
practiced at Grand Forks, N.D, Poole told the jury that "the cityV case.
NO; 171 — Large black and son was arrested at 12:01 p.m. Friends may. call at Sellner
rule of the market place" must
tan German shepherd , no li- Monday at West 5th and* Lee Funeral Home from 3 p.m. Wed- DR. VOLLMER obtained his be applied in this case. He safcf Beginning Nov; 3, the hearbachelor of arts and science de- the "market value of this firm ings will be conducted at sevstreets.
cense, second day.
nesday to 11 a.m. Thursday and grees
at the University of North and no other ," must be deter- eral points oh the ChicagoW.
L.
Parker
49,
,
914
Parks
No. 172 — Small black puppy,
at the church from Thursday
¦: 7 ¦¦ ¦', ' Twin Cities main line. They will
Dakota
,. Grand Forks,, and; his mined.
female, mixed breed, first day St., pleaded guilty to a charge noon.
at
Rush
Medical
degree
medical
,,
Poole's first witness Kenneth open at Chicago, move to Milof assault and was fined $50.
College, Chicago. He served his Heini of the right of way de- waukee Nov. 6 and to Madison,
Schmittfranz
James
Mrs.
The
fine
was
suspended
by
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Judge Torgerson on condition MONDOVI, Wis7 (Special ) — internship at St. Barnabas Hos- partment of the Department' of Wis , Nov. 7.
Flow — 11,600 cubic feet per of good behavior for six months. Funeral services for Mrs. pital, Minneapolis, and took spe- Highways, specified more ex- The hearing nearest to WiParker 's attorney Roger P. James Schmittfranz, 46, who cial training at Rush Medical actly the effect of the ripht of nona will be that at La Crosse
second at 8 a.m. today.
Brosnahan asked the court to died Sunday morning at Buffalo College and the Illinois Re- way on the farm , He said the Nov. 10, beginning at 9:30 a.m.
Monday
farm was divided into a north- The session will be in Room
consider suspending the sentence Memorial Hospital, will be held search. Hospital, Chicago.
Small craft — 2.
He had been practicing medi- ern section of 60.6 acres and a 202—the county board room—
2:05 p.m. — Emma Bordner , due to "mitigating circum- at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday at Our
southern section of 79.9 acres
stances." Parker was arrested Savior's Church, Mondovi, the cine since 1934.
County
16 barges, down.
and that a proposed highway of the new La Crosse hearing
'
of
the
president
He
had
been
'3:20 p.m. — Greenville, 12 at p o l i c e headquarters Rev. Ruwal Freese officiating.
cotrthouse. A Nov. 12
the
sections
between
fence
on a complaint by James John- Burial will be at the East Thorp Winona County Medical Socie- would necessitate traveling 2 25 at St. Paul will conclude the
barges, up.
5:10 p.m. — Badger, 13 barges, son, no address given, who said Cemetery, Thorp, Wis., at 3:30 ty, vice president of the;*medical miles from the farm in the series.
staff of the Community Memora
Parker struck hirn at the Park- p.m.
up.
ial
Hospital, exalted nller of north section to the southern
5:30 p.m. — Coast Guard Cut- view Apartments on Sept. 1. The former Alice Kerns was
fields.
Brosnahan said today that his born April 10, 1923, the daugh- the Benevolent and Protective
ter Fern , 1 barge, down.
'
7
'
a
nd
a.
memElks
Order
of
the
.
AT THIS point Judge Kelley
and assistant city attorney ter of Clarence and Paula BrugToday
'
- . 11:05 a.m. — Walter Houg- Frank Wohletz' investigation neaux Kerns, She attended ber of the Toastmastefs Club. announced that the jurors would
showed that Parker was "pro- school in Davenport, Ia. She He was a member of Howard be taken to the Mueller farm
land , 4 barges, up.
Lodge, AF & AM, Howard, S.D., so that they could better undervoked."
•. ¦ •; - .
married James Schmittfranz, the Scottish Rite of Wjnona and stand what- would be talked
FORFEITURES :
Washington , D.C., in January of
William DeBree , 50^ E. King 1951. She was employed as book- Osman Temple of the Shrine ln about , in court.
A motion by County Attorney
Lawrence T. Collins is attorSt., $5, overtime parking, 9:55 keeper at Ede Motor Sales prior St. Paul and of Centr al LutherJamesSoderberg to dismiss
¦
'
> ney for the state.
a.m. June 16, meter 40, West to her illness; v/as in charge an Church.
charges
of intoxication and asSurvivors are: Two daugh- Jurors are: Robert G. Ander4th Street.
of the Bloodmobile Unit at Mon- ters, Mrs. Willard (Sharon) son, 462 E. Howard St ., Dennis saulting a public officer against
Kay F. Schrnidtknecht , 521 E. dovi several years; was a mem15,1 Mcand Daly , 050 48'h Ave., Goodview; Forrest A. Hauser, 20,
Wabasha St., $15, driving with- ber of the Buffalo County fair Johnson , St. Cloud, Minn.,
was granted by SpeBride
St.,
Dakota,
Katherine
Howerton.
)
(Joan
Hansen
,
Mrs. James
out driver 's license, 5:30 p.m.
Torgerson
A new weather system should Saturday, West 4th and Main board , and of the American Waverly, Iowa; his mother, Minn ., Arthur H. McDonald, 119 cial Judge Loren W. morning.
in
municipal
court
this
M>\s.
Joseph
Sarnia
St.,
W
.
Legion
Auxiliary.
Le
Center,
Vollmer,
bring some rain into the Winona streets.
Mrs. Mary
807 W. Howard Soderberg recommended the disarea tonight , and with it some
Survivors include : Her hus- Minn., and four grandchildren. Chris'-opherson,
Winona missals because of special cirwarmer temperatures, but pre- reading of 58, heading toward a band ; one son, James Jr., at Fawcett Funeral Home is in St,, Wallace Northouse,
v W. Ahrens, 917 cumstances
surrounding the
Rt.
1,
Roland
'
cipitation will be ending by predicted high this afternoon of home; one brother , Frank charge of arrangements.
,
E. Wabasha St., Mrs. George case.
about noon Wednesday,
around 70.
Kerns, Kankakee, III , and two
rroDpIe . 558 E. 3rd St., Mrs. Hauser , who is currently abThere was a 32-degree spread
It "will be between 45 and 52 sisters, Mrs. Mike (Dorothy)
Richard Todd , 80 Fairfax St., sent without leave from the
In temperatures during the 24 tonight and a high of 64-70 is Carmichael , and Mrs. Betty
Mrs. Richard Fischer, rural Army is serving a 90-day senhours ending at noon today with forecast for Wednesday.
Dnnico , both of Davenport , Ia.
Utica . Minn. ; Leland T . Larsen , tence in the county jail for a
the mercury skidding from a Increasing cloudiness tonight
Friends may call at the
709 W. King St„ Mrs. Joyce third charge within a year of
Monday afternoon high of 71 to will bring showers and thunder- Kjentvet & Sons Funeral Home,
Morris , rural Dresbach , Minn,, driving after suspension of his
an overnight low this morning storms continuing into Wednes- Mondovi , after 4 p.m. today and
nnd /trs. Joseph Pampuch , 370
license for which he was arof 39.
day morning.
E. 5th St.
at the church Wcdnesdny nfter
rested Aug. 7 at West Broadway
By Thursday temperatures 9 n.m.
Fog lifted to reveal virtually
and Sioux Street . He was arcloudless skies this morning and should be near normal and no
rested Aug. 2 on Highway 43 by
Mrs. Julia Halverson
temperatures rose to a noon precipitation is likely.
the Highway Patrol on the disARCADIA , Wis. (Special ) - Bruce Nustad , 652 W. Wabamissed charges.which were conMrs. Julia Halverson , 93, Ar- sha St., has purchased the
tinued and for which a plea was
cadia , died at St. Joseph 's Hos- Royal-Yellow Cab Company and
not entered.
pital here at 8:20 p.m. Tuesday. assumed the position of ownerShe had been a patient at the manager, Sept. 25. He also pur- The court took into considerchased the telehospital one month.
Police today are investigating ation that milita ry police will
The former Julia Nelson , she phone answerthe shooting of a cow and sev- come for Hauser in approxiTen Years Ago . . . 1959
was born Feb. 17, 1876, iri Tam- ing service .
mately 30 days and that no will
eral thefts ,
arack , the daughter of Nels and
The n a m e
Mrs. Lloyd Ozmun , Sugar be taken back to Ft, Lewis,
A big Houston-to-Ncw York airliner exploded in the air
Ingeborg Larson Nelson. She will be changed
Loaf, told police Monday that Wash., where he will face AWOL
last night , streaked across the sky like a comot , and crashed. married Ole Halverson June 8, to Yellow Cab;
someone shot her one-and-one- charge.
Thirty-four persons died as It struck on a cdntral Texas farm.
1897. He died in 1947. The couple Nustad
also
half year-old steer between 5
Continued cool this afternoon with a 56 degree reading.
farmed in the Tamarack area owns and operand 6 p.m. Saturday as it
A gold retirement badge was presented to former Fire all their married life.
ates the Yellow
grazed In a pasture on her
Chief F. P. Witt last night at a recognition dinner arranged
Survivors include: Three sons, Cab Company
Eroperty. Police said her son
by members of the Winona fire department. \
Nels, Gilbert and Oscar , all of in La Crosse.
ad fed the steer at 5 p.m.
Arcadia! three daughters, Mrs. The Royal and she noticed It dead at 6
Twenty-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1944
Edwin (Jennie) Guenthcr , Ar- Y e l l o w Cab """"" ™ ~~""» p.m. with what looked like a
Nustad
cadia
; Mrs. Ida Jensen , Trem- Corp., came in.22 caliber bullet in its stom Highway projects under way include graveling on IliRlito
existence
in
December
of ach . Value of the steer was
and
Vernon
pealeau
Mrs.
,
52
nnd
bituminous
wny 42 , n fill repairin g job on Highway ,
ALMA , Wis. (Special)-Buf(Ruth) Larson, Milwaukee; 24 1931, started by Frank and* Art $300.
senlcoating on Highway 61.
grandchildren; 28 great-grand- Cunningham. John Cunningham , Albert Angelic, 40(1% E. Wa- falo County Board of Supervischildren , and ono sister , Mrs. son of the latter , Is president of basha St. told police that an ors has passed a resolution to
1919
Fifty Years Ago .
K. K. (Signc) Strand , Arcadia. the corporation. Ho will con- automobile tape player and 10 borrow $300,000 from the AmerFuneral services will be at 2 tinue to run the Hertz Rent-a- tapes were stolen from his lock- lean Bank of Alma or any othOtto Babcock ohWInnipeg, Canada, Is visiting in Winona
p.m.
Wednesday nt the Tama- Car and Truck rental service. ed car Monday night, Entry er more advantageous source
for n day, a guest, of Judge 11. L. Buck,
rack Lutheran Church , the Rev. Nustad , former manager of wns gained by breaking ' the for the purpose of remodeling
Nolan Sucher officiating. Burial Vets Cab of Winona , Inc., says left front wlndo-w, The items and renovating the county jail
Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1894
and purchasing a residence for
will bo In the church cemetery. there will be no change In ' com- were valued at $70.
Friends may call at the Kil- pany operation or personnel, Winona Auto Sales West 3rd the sheriff and family.
Mrs. William Block and Miss Janie Block, who have
Tho board voted to issue a
lian
Funeral Home , Arcedlo , ano* passengers will receive the. and Huff streets, reported that
East
have
returned
home.
been spending the summer in the
after 4 p.m. today and at the same prompt and courteous between Saturday nnd Monday promissory note or notes for the
church from 1 p.m. "Wednesday. service.
a stereo tape player wns tnken loan nnd secure It at tho least
One-Hundred Yea rs Ago . . . 1869
A devotional service ' will be Hon Mitchell , 505 E. 9th St., from a locked car on its used amount of interest that can be
given nt tho funeral homo this has been appointed manager of car lot. The player was valued negotiated by tho purchasing
Commendable Improvements are going forward in the
committee,
evening at 8 p.m.
Vets Cab.
at $00.
streets.
¦¦
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ICG fo Hear
Objections to
Rail Petition

Dismissal of
Charges Granted

Rain Back
In Forecast

Yellow Cab
Has New
Owner-Manager

In Years Gone By

Cow Killed,
Tape Players
Taken From Cars

Buffalo Board
To Renovate,
Buy Residence

..

Tansil, teacher, holding Jeannette Gruber,
and Lori Wicka. The Center is sponsored by
the Winona County Association for Retarded
Children. (Daily News photo )

tal retardation affects about 3
percent of a given population,
which means that 750 residents
of Winona could be afflicted.
Mental retardation can enter
any family, regardless of income, race, color or creed.
There are over 100 known causof Winona could be afflicted .
The main objective of the
Winona County chapter of the

ARC, according to its president, Mrs. David L. Johnston,
are to effect the acceptance of
the retarded child or adult as
a full member of the community' by assuring that he has
access to the ordinary services
available in the community
and to make available special
provisions to meet their special needs,

Weather

THE WINONA County ARC
is supported by the Winona
OTHER TEMPERATURES Community Chest whose genBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS eral drive for funds will be
High. Low Pr. conducted Oct. 6-25.
The Winona chapter carries
Albany , cloudy ..... 64 41 ... out these objectives by furtherAlbuquerque, clear . 85 54 .. ing the retarded person's welAtlanta , cloudy .... 77 56 .. fare at home, in institutions
Bismarck, rain ..... 68 43 T and in public and private
schools. The chapter also aids
Boise, cloudy ...... 72 54 .. in furthering research into menBoston , clear ...... 63 48 7. tal retardation and in helping
Buffalo, cloudy ..... 60 51 "... the public .to understand, the
Charlotte, cloudy ... 70 49v .. problem. They also help in the
and training of
Chicago, clear ..... 75 54 .02 recruitment
personnel in the field of men.
.
7
3
51
7.
Cincinnati, clear .
tal retardation .
Cleveland, cloudy ...' 64 55
There are currently 82 mem85
52
..
......
Deliver, clear
Des Moines, cloudy 80 55 .. bers In the Winona chapter. It
composed of parents of the
Detroit, cloudy .... 65 53 .. is
retarded
, professional people
Helena, cloudy ...... 72 54 .. and other concerned citizens.
M
75
•
.
..
cloudy
.
.
Honolulu,
.
They meet the third Wednesday
Indianapolis,_ clear . 74 50 . of every month to hear speakJacksonville,' rain . .81 68 2.45 ers, have discussions and see
Juneau, rain . ..... 48 44 .41 films on retardation. The .asKansas City, clear . 89 67 .. sociation's officers are: PresiLos Angeles, clear . 87 68 .. dent, Mrs. David L. Johnston;
Louisville, clear .... 76 51. . . vice president, Mrs. Melvin
Memphis clear ..... 83 54
Wedul; secretary, Mrs/ Betty
Miami, clear........ 85 77 .51 J. Hubbard , and treasurer, Mrs.
Milwaukee, clear .. 62 47 .73 Henry Haines.
Mpls.-St.P., clear .. TO "4 1 7 . .
The association is: aided by
New Orleans, clear .85 64 ... - . a young people's group called
Youth MIN-ARC -whose job is
New York, clear ... 67 53
Okla. City, clear ... 87 61 .. to promote young people's understanding of mental , retardaOmaha, clear ...... 81 56
Philadelphia, clear . 67 42 ... tion. Two such organizations,
Phoenix, clear .... 103 70 .. one in Winona and one in Lewiston, provide social and recPittsburgh, cloudy . 64 46
Ptland , Me. clear -. 63 40 .. reational contacts for the rePtland, Ore. rain .-. 71 , 58 .01 tarded of Winona County. .
Rapid City, cloudy . 7 7 55 .. THE WINONA chapter uses
Richmond, cloudy .. 70 43 .. a large portion of its income
St. Louis, clear .... 82 60 .. to help suoport the Winona Day
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 91 60 .. Activity Center for pre-school
San Diego, clear ... 88 63 .. and post-school retarded per!
San Fran., clear ... 69 58 .. sons.
Seattle , rain
61 55 .37 Both the pre- and post-school
Tampa , cloudy
82 76 .11 groups have "socialization" of
Washington, cloudy , 71 48
the retarded person as a main
Winnipeg,
M
MM
.. goal. The social and learning
1
environment provided these
M—M issing : T—Trace
groups hole equip the preDAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr. school child for success in a
Stag* Today Clig. trainable class whnn he reaches
Red Wing
14 2.3 -.2 school ace. For the nost.-school
Lake City
6.1 —.8 person the Activity Onter exWabasha
12 7.0 -.1 perience!? wiU heln him funcAlma Dam , T.W. .. 4.1 -.3 tion more effcdivelv as a memb'"' of the cnrnmnnitv.
Whitman Dam .. .. 2.6
Winona Dam ..
3.0 — .1 The orp-schoo] ?roup with
Cb"rles Tansill as teacher
WINONA
13 5i2 -.1 Mrs.
meets frorn 9 to 11:30 a m.
Tremp. Pool ... .. 9.9 —.1 Monday. Wodnesdiv
and FriTremp. Dam
4.2 — .2 day at Washinnton-Knsdusko
,.
7.5
Dakota .........
School. Tho oost-fchoof cfass ,
Dresbach Pool.. ,. 9.3
taught hv Mrs James Cole,
Dresbach Dam. .. 2.0 — .2 meets Monday through Friday
La Crosse
12 5.1
from 9:30 a.m . to 1 p.m, at the
Tributary Streams
school .
Zumbro at Theil. .. 28.3 — .1 In addition to helnim supnnrt
Trernp. at Dodge .. 2.2
the Dav Actlvltv C°nN>r , ARC
Black at Galesville.. 1.2
funds M n send children to
La Crosse at W. S.,., 3.9 -|-,1 C*mn Winnebago, pav for speRoot at Houston . . . 5.5 -|-,2 cial holiday pnrties for retarded children, buvs **rlucaMonal
RIVER FORECAST
Wed. Thurs. Frl. Films, books and nther literaRed Wing .... 2.4
2.4
2.3 ture in addition to financing the
Winona
5.2
5.2 5.1 publication of a monthlv newsLn Crosse .... 5.1 5,1 5.0 letter that is sent to 350 persons in fhe area. ,
Statistics show that the maj ority of mentally retarded can
be educated and trained to support themselves and lead useful
lives. They do need help, however.
Hearings on assessments for
Lovee Plaza sidewalks were set
for Nov. 3 by the City Council
Monday night . .
The council approved a certificate of completion on the project and ordered payment of a
final estimate to Ralph A.
Scharmer, contractor , for sidewalk work.
Total cost of the work was
$28 ,109.27, all of which will be
assessed
against
benefited
frontages.
TT Winona County \^
3
Ab»tracf Co.,
*?>

Plaza Assessment
Hearings Slated
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BUT THEY CAUSED ITS HALT

Knowlesz Speech Would
Have Pleased Protesters

MADISON, Wis. Wv Gov. Warren P. Knowles',
scheduled speech to a special session of the legislature Monday presumably
would have been pleasing to
the very persons who prevented him from delivering
it.
The governor had issued
his first special session ' call
in his five years in office
to plead for restoration of
$33 million in welfare funds
trimmed by the lawmakers
from the state budget.
The governor's prepared
text urged passage of a
supplementary measure replacing the welfare money .
But Knowles never got to
deliver the plea. Thousands
of welfare recipients and
their s u p porters stormed
the Capitol and occupied the
Assembly chambers, where
the session was to have
been convened. Lawmakers
had to adjourn until today.

After making the Milwaukee-tb-Madison journey
on foot to make sure the
legislators would do the
"right" thing, the demonstrators apparently fixed it
so that the lawmakers, at
least temporarily, could do
nothing at all.
"Our deeds or misdeeds
during this special session
will affect the lives and
hopes of the people of our
time and of generations to
come," the governor had
planned to say.
"Ignoring the problems
will not make them go
away," the text continued.
"Poverty and despair will
not disappear, B1 i g h t e d
cities will not renew themselves. The untrained jobless will not become educated for employment, unless you take the necessary
action to make these things
possible."

The speech said the urgency of the matter was
"reflected in the fact that
some 8,000 Wisconsin children are without the financial assistance necessary to
assure them adequate food
to eat or clothing to wear."
"Ladies and gentlemen,"
Knowles had planned to
say, "so long as some of
our people go to bed hungry or in ill health or jh
hopelessness every night,
nobody in Wisconsin has the
right to be indifferent."
Monday night , Knowles
issued a statement saying:
"Today , a few hundred unruly d e m o n strators may
have destroyed the opportunity for legislative enactment of public assistance
and job training progranis
for the thousands of persons
who are in serious need of
public assistance. I can't
imagine a greater disservice to. the poor."

Legislators: Protesters
Just Blew Their Chances

By DAVID L. TODD
MADISON, Wis. Iff) — "It
looks 7 like that's the ball
game," Assembly Assistant
Minortiy Leader Frank Nikolay, D-Abbotsford, said after hundreds of protesters
forced a quick halt to the
special legislative session
called in an attempt to provide more welfare and urban aid.
"We might have gotten
something through," Nikolay

said of Democrats' efforts to
get the appropriations added to the budget, ''but
now. . .. ."7
"Shabaz, Merkel and that
crowd have enough ammunition to last them a long
time," he added. Assemblymen John Shabaz, R-New
Berlin, and Kenneth Merkel ,
R-Brookfield, were leaders
in the GOP's efforts to trim
Gov. Warren P. Knowles'
budget, including the wel-

DISTURBANCE
(Continued From Page 1)

"We're going to be here as long as the special session
is in Madison ," Groppi told several hundred cheering followers after their ouster from the Capitol.
"I think we got our point across," he said. "We solidified our people."
Groppi, who led a smalT group of welfare mothers on
a 90-mile weeklong march from Milwaukee to Madison, had
entered the Capitol about an hour before the special
session was to begin at 2 p.m. Monday.
By the time lawmakers started arriving, more than 2,000
protesters—many of them students from the nearby University of Wisconsin—had crowded into the chambers. They
jammed the balconies and stood atop desks during speeches
by Groppi and others.
The Assembly finally adjourned in an uproar after
Speaker Harold Froehlich, R-Appleton , tried unsuccessfully
to get the demonstrators to give legislators room to operate
hi.

As the afternoon wore on, Knowles and the lawmakers
started a waiting game with the demonstrators. As uniformed police, and eventually guardsmen arrived at the
Capitol, the number of protesters in the Assembly chambers
slowly dwindled.
About 300 National Guardsmen were on the scene when
Groppi and his group were evicted. A short time later , the
guard announced an additional 750 men were being placed
on active duty to seal off the Capitol today.
Groppi and many of his followers had declared repeatedly during the sit-in that they expected to be arrested and
jailed.
"We'll go to jai l with peace of mind ," Groppi said. "We
consider it a privilege."

GERMANY

(Continued From Page 1)
Social Democrats' proposal.
Together the Socialists and
Free Democrats would command 254 of the 496 Bundestag
seats against the Christian
Democrats ' 242.
Both Christian Democrats and
Socialists say they can accommodate the smaller Free Democratic party in spite of policy
differences .
The Christian Democrats reject the Free Democrats ' campaign for closer ties with communist East Germany and Eastern Europe in general—a policy
largely in line with the Social
Democrats.
The main obstacle to a Social Democrats—Free Democrats linkup is the Socialists '
drive to lei workers have more
say in industry . The liberals
side with the industrialists who
provide much of their revenue.
Another difficulty involves
Brandt' s campaign to revalue
the mark upward . The Free
Democrats fear this could hurt
German exports , agreeing with
Kiesingcr 's Christian Democrats.

Wilson Says
Britain to Be
Tough on Mart

BRIGHTON, England (AP") Prime Minister Harold Wilson
tol d cheering delegates at the
Labor party 's annual convention
today Britain is ready to negotiate entry into the European
common Market "but no longer
cap in hand. "
"Europe needs us just as
much , and many would say
more , than we need Europe,"
he said. "It is the common interest of us all to achieve economic unity , but if this cannot
be achieved , we can stand on
our own feet."
The Labor government's push
to win membership in the sixnation Common Market comes
while public doubt about such a
linkup is rising. But in his 50minute speech , when received
a prolonged standing ovation
from the 1, 200 delegates , Wilson
yielded no ground to those who
questioned the policy.

Baseball official in
much hot water.
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a brighter life for you

fare appropriations.
The protest has virtually
ruined any chance the recipients had for winning welfare restorations, said Assembly Majority Leader
Paul Alfonsi, R-Minocqua.
"They've blown it and
they can thank Father
Groppi for it," Alfonsi said
of the Rev. James E, Groppi, who led the welfare recipients' 90 - mile march
from Milwaukee and the
demonstration. "T h e y 'v e
lost the battle in the first
first half hour".
"If the bill had any
chance of passing, it is now
wiped out — a complete failure," said Assemblyman
Gerald Kleczka * D-Milwaukee. "By their actions today, they have set their
cause back at least two
years."
"This is the greatest display of mob takeover the
Capitol has ever seen,"
said another Milwaukee assemblyman, Democrat Daniel Hanna. "The majority
here is not poor people, but
people they picked up from
the University of Wisconsin."
"This could never happen ," said a still astonished Assembly Speaker Harold Froehlich, R-Appleton,
as police gather in the Capitol , preparing to oust the
demonstrators. "But it's
happened. "
"We're not going to meet
under the threat of intimidation," he said. "We are here
to represent four million
people, not 400."

SECURITY

(Continued on Page 1)
the hours of darkness, we
were able to take a walk
around Capitol Square this
morning.
We were unable, however ,
to get into the capitol without first going to the Madison
police department to apply
for press credentials. Troops
surrounding capitol entrances
are barring all persons except
bona fide representatives of
the press, state officials and
those with definite business inside.
So far the only casualties
reported in connection with
the disturbance have been
National Guardsmen . Early
this morning a 2%-ton Guard
truck crashed into a guardrail on Highway 1-94 near Sun
Prairie and Platoon Sgt,
Felipeh Fernandez , Co. B,
2/128 Infantry, a Milwaukee
unit , was killed. Sixteen men
riding in the truck were injured . They wore cn route to
Madison after being called to
duty.
In a press conference this
noon , Gov. Knowles indicated
that Guardsmen would he on
active duty "as long as necessary."
Father Groppi is said to be
organizing another march on
the capitol grounds from the
library mail adjacent to the
University of Wisconsin campus,

Supreme Court
May Be Asked
Of Powell Pay
WASHINGTON (AP) _ The
Supreme Court may be askwl to
rlolerminc whether Rep. Adam
Clayton Powell should receive
back pay nnd reinstatement of
the seniority he lost when excluded from the 90th Congress,
Af. a news conference Monday, Powell's lawyer , Herbert
Reid , said Powell would ask tho
courl. to "enforce Us own man-
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(Continued From Page 1)7
I
CLASSES
TERM
—The Nixon administration I
of
29 to Oct. by
HERE IS YOUR SCHEDULE OF OUR 1969 FALL
phoning ¦
the
week
Sept.
3
10:00.
might be out from under a pub- ¦
Pre-enroll
10
7:00
to
9:30
0^
Classes begin the week of Oct. 6 - Oct.
lic relations prdblem with^fbr- , ¦
.._
8-4606 or mail the enrollment coupon.
I
V
eign implications that had festered for nearly two months.
—The CIA refusal to supply
"
ft. AMERICANIZATION ft
ft HOMEMAKING COURSES ft
I
|
witnesses lets the Army avoid |
Tues. 7:00-9:30 ¦
7:00.9:30
T
UBS
.
FOR
WOMEN
CITIZENSHIP
TAILORING
U.S.
PREPARING FOR
a potential airing of military '.
Mr. Arnold Hoff*
An advanced class in dress and suit construction. Students ¦
,
laundry in public.
17
'
foreign
lands.
Prepares
should have adequate background in basic sewing techniques, fl
from
For U.S.- citizens of the future
Resor left no doubt , however,
Help will be given with individual projects. 20 hrs. $8. .
you for U.S. citizenship. 20 hrs. No fee. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 106.
he was unhappy with the whole ¦
Central J.H.W.-Rm. 111.
I
affair which involved charges I
•
ft AGRICULTURE ft
Wed. 7J O0-»:*M ¦
SEWING I
that the Green Berets drugged
Thurs. 1:30-10:30
FARM AND HOME ANALYSIS
/Art. Lowell Johnson
and killed a South Vietnamese
I
Mr.
John
Januschka
This
class Is designed for persons needing instruction ln ' -'J- ' civilian who reportedly was a I
family/(husband
and
designed for the farm
This
course
is
.
and
machine
sewing techniques. Learn to use patterns,
spy for both the allies and the
wife). Classes meet monthly, with concentration on the overall
¦
' $8. Central Jr., W-Rm. 106;
hand
sewing.
20
hrs.
enemy in Vietnam.
farm operation and farm analysis, 24 hrs. per year.• . $25.00.
Tues. 7«.00-9:30 ¦
SEWING (Intermediate)
"While it is not possible to ; I
W.A.T.S.-Rm. 314.
¦
Mrs. George Clpon
proceed with the trials, I want
to make it clear that the acts II AGRICULTURE SPECIAL COURSES
basic knowledge |
Designed
for
home
seamstress
who
has
the
Mr. John Januschka
which were charged , but not 7"
of the sewing machine, pattern terminology, and construcThese courses will be announced throughout the year. Watch
proven, represent a fundamenttion. Demonstrations will precede each lesson (seam finishes . ¦
the news media for announcement or phone 8-4606 for details.
pockets, zipper application , collars, sleeves, etc. ) with class |
al violation of Army regula- I
¦ •
discussion and participation. 20 hours. $8. Central Jr.. Wtions, orders and principles,"
EDUCATI
ON
BUSINESS
ft
ft
I
Resor stated."The Army will
Mon. 7:00-9:30 ^ Rm. 106.
(Beginnin g)
7:00-9:30 ¦
not and cannot condone unlaw- I TYPING
Thurs,
LINGERIE
SEWING
Miss Sharon Beck
ful acts of the kind alleged."
Mrs. Glen Ertel
I
This is a beginning course in typing for those desiring a
Pentagon .officials said it was I
Includes
panties, half and full slips, pettipants^ and pettislips, |
118.
-Rm.
use.
20
hrs.
$8.
W.A.T.S.
office
knowledge
fer
home
or
up to the CIA and the CIA alone
sleepwear and cotton knits. Also accessory items for trim
Thurs. 7:00-9:30
TYPING (Intermediate)
to7decide whether intelligence
I
gifts, slippers, smokerlngs, hosiery gloves, pillow cases, —
Miss Ellen Swark
personnel could testify in the (
head scarves. Material availability and selection will be I
This course is designed for anyone who has had a beginning
trials without hurting the nacovered. Economical and fun to do. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S- —
course in typing or for those who would desire to become
Rm. 106.
I
tional interest.
(
more proficient. Twenty hours. $8. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 118.
However, there had been no
KNITTING
Wed. 7:00-9:30 "
¦
indication at any point during
Tues. 7:00-9:30
Mrs. Art Hlttner
INTRODUCTION TO DATA PROCESSING
the initial legal steps of the case (
Mr. Stephen Smith
Make beautiful and useful garments in your spare time. |
over the last several weeks that
Bring to class the first evening, knitting needles, a small _
Considerations of the fundamentals of business data processthe intelligence agency would
deof
the
effects
along
with
understanding
amount of knitting yarn, notebook and pencil. 20 hrs. $8. ¦
ing.
Gain
an
; ¦I ¦ ' ¦ fining terminology. Computer evolution and its application to
1
duck out at the last minute.
W.A.T.S.-Rm. 10O.
As recently as Sept. .18, Resor
record keeping problems. 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation comI
ft LANGUAGE SKILLS ft
had said that "preparations for (
puters, unit record , operating personnel , computer organizaTues. 7:00-9:30 ¦
a full and fair trial will go forr i
tion and computer objectives Will be studied. 20 hrs. $8. GERMAN CONVERSATION I
Miss Karyl Enstad
ward," and specifically menW.A.T.S.-Rm. 116.
7
B
'
'
.
tioned the matter of witnesses. I OFFICE MACHINES
The
conversational apnroach is used in teaching and learning |
.
Wed. 7:00-9:30
foreign languages. Emphasis is placed on pronunciation, •
"A trial," said Resor at that I
Mrs. Art Tye
vocabulary
building and speaking. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.- I
time, "accompanied by the arA practical course in the fundamental operation of business
Rm.
107.
.
I
guments of counsel for both I
machines found in the typical office. Mimmeograph, ditto,
sides, and the availability of
Tues. 7:00-9:30 adding machines, key-driven calculators, printing calculators, SPANISH CONVERSATION I
Mr. Bernard Baratto
necessary witnesses, will pro- I
¦
and fully automatic rotary calculator. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.vide a chance for full explora- ¦ _ . Rm. 112. ' ' ¦ '
The Spanish that you will leirn will prepare you to converse
tion of matters bearing on innopassably when you visit a Spanish speaking country. Em- ¦
Men. 7:00-9:30
phas 's is placed on pronunciation, vocabulary building and I
cence, guilt, excuse, justifica- | INTRODUCTION TO INVESTMENTS
Mr, Ron Kuhn
speaking. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.-Rm. ll4.
tion, mitigation or extenuation. "
m
Presents
a "common sense" approach to such topics as
The Pentagon in response to a
to
I
types
and
how
TRADE
AND
INDUSTRIAL
ft
management,
of
securities,
ft
sound
money
|
question acknowledged that traread the financial page. Clarifies technical jargon of fi- BLUEPRINT READING
Thurs. 7:00-9:30
ditionally a government agency
nancial advisory services. No specific investments are sugDesigned to acquaint the student with fundamental princioles I
makes its employes available to (
gested. 12 hrs. $4.50.• '. - . W.A.T.S.-Rm. 116.
. of shop blueprints through fhe interpretation of drawings ¦
testify in courts martials. But it
of machine parts and assemblies. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.-Rm. ¦
Wed. 7:00-9:30
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL BUSINESS
said an agency also has the op-307( 7 - Mr. Dave Mertes
I
tion of determining "that cerINDUSTRIAL
T-jes.
:
MATHEMATICS
I
7:00,9:30
information
practical
and
up-to-date
Designed
to
bring
you
tain matters, if testified to,
¦
Mr. B. Thomas Thorson
devoted to planning, managing and measuring a small busi- ¦¦
would be deterimental to the na- (
¦
W.A:T.S
.
opportunities.
40
hrs.
$16.
.
problems
ness:
and
Covers
basic
ideas
and
skills
in
arithmetic
,
practical
measinstruct
tional interest and may
¦
Rm.
115.
urement,
decimal
and
fraction
review,
powers,
roots
and
the witness to refuse to testify
belt drives , and gears, simple trigonometry and a general I
Wed.
7:00-9:30
B
.
(Brush-up
Basics)
of
SHORTHAND
at trial to those matters."
,
review of problems in industrial math . 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.. "
;¦
Miss Janice Lee
¦
Rm.
307.
il
A course in Gregg shorthand for those wishing to increase
MACHINE
SHOP
fBeginning)
Tues. 77:00-10:00 |
their ability to take dictation at greater speed. Build your
Mr. Basil Thorson
speed to 80 w.p.m. or more. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.-Rm, 117.
A course offered to the beginner interested in learning bench- I
I BUSINESS ENGLISH AND COMMUNICATION Mon. 7:00-9:30
work, elementary lathe operation and basics on milling ™
Mrs. Archie Lackore
machines, drill press and other industrial equipment'. 30 ¦
intensive .review of the practical use of English FundaAn*
hrs. $12. W.A.T:S.-Rm. 401.
I
|
7 mentals for presently employed business personnel. Course MACHINE SHOP (Interrnedlat*)
Wed. 7:00-10:00
will be geared 'to basic needs of the group. 20 hours. $8,
¦
Mr. Albert King
W.A.T.S.-Rm. 115.
I
More advanced experiences are offered cn various types ¦
Thurs. 7:00-9:30
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
of machinery found in W.A.T.S. machine shop. The use of ¦
Mrs. Harold Rooge
accessories arid complex set-ups are stressed on selected I
units. 30 hrs. $12. W.A.T.S;-Rm. 401.
modern
busiby
required
I
A
review
of
mathematical
skills
WASHINGTON (API - Like (
¦
the stockholders of a mammothL - ; ness. Presentations made by step-bvrStep procedures / and STEAM POWER ENGINEERING
Mon. 7:00-10:00
the application made by way of practical problems to be
Mr. Cy Hedlund
corporation, the barons of worldI 9
|
worked. 20 hours. $8. W.A.T.S Rm. 116.
A course designed for those who would like to get a higher ¦:?••
finance waited today to hear ¦
class license in engineering, than the one they now hold. ¦
what^ the largest business of
.
ft GENERAL INTEREST ft
Examinations will be given by the State Chief Boiler In- I
them all—the United States- I ADULT DRIVER EDUCATION
(by appointment)
spector on a scheduled date. 30 hrs. $12. W.A.T.S.-Rm. ¦
thinks about the world' s econoInstruction in dual controlled cars which include six hours
¦
115. " . ' .' ..
.'
my. :
of "behind-the-wheel" driving. To arrange call 8-4606.
WEVDING (See. 1)
Tues. 7:00-10:00 |
Economists, finance experts (
Thurs. 7:00-9:30
ALGEBRA , BASIC CONCEPTS
Mr. Bruce Lyngklip
and publicity men worked late
Stankiewiez
Mr.
Henry
An intensive course in the theory of gas and arc welding I
at the U.S. Treasury Depart- (
A review of basic algebra fundamentals , equations, factbrwill be presented. It Will consist of introduction of welding, ¦
ment Monday preparing Secre-..
.ing,
radicals and simple quadratics. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.¦
kinds of welds, different metals along with practical applica- ¦
tary David M. Kennedy's
' ' •'¦
ti on. 30 hrs. $18. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 402.
speech to the annual joint meet-7| Rm. 114.
7:00-9:30
Tues.
WELDING
(Sec.
II)
MATHEMATICS
MODERN
INTRODUCTION
TO
Tues. 7:00-10:00 "
ings of the International Mone¦
Mr. Bruce Lyngklip
tary Fund and the World Bank ¦Mr. Henry Stankiewiez
backadults
with
little
or
no
Content
same
as
section
A
basic
treatment
intended
for
I.
30
hours.
$18.
W.A.T
.S.-Rm, 402. i
and its affiliates.
ground in the "new" mathematics, includes a study of sets , BASIC ELECTRICITY I
Tues. 7:00-10:00 ¦
I
.
The Treasury had been quietequations; inequalities , geometry, numeration , properties of
Mr. Ken Limestahl
I
er than usual about Kennedy's>
mathematics, new division, the number line and probability.
Instruction will include basic electrical theory, series and
speech to the representatives ofI I . 2 0 hours , $8. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 114.
parallel circuits, conductors, electric power and energy, I
111 other non-communist coun-; ¦CHAIR CANING
Mon. 7:00-9:30
magnetism, measuring instruments , batteries, and D.C, mo- |
tries, but unofficial sources had' ¦
tors' and generators. 30 hours. $12. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 312.
Mr. Earl Welty
said it would be a broad review.• 1fl
Hand caning, spline caning and rushing are done in this class. ELECTRONICS — SEMI-CONDUCTORS I
Wed. 7:00-9:30 I
¦
President Nixon told the fiMr. Howard Sawyer
Materials may be purchased in class at nominal cost. Bring
J
nance ministers and central' I
a piece of furniture to the first session . 20 hrs. $8, W.A .T.S.Fundamentals." cf Semi-Conductor theory and basic semi- ¦
bankers Monday, in a message7| Rm. 202.
conductor circuit analysis. ' 20 hrs . $8. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 313. |
read by Kennedy at the meet7:00-10:00 REFRIGERATION I & II
Tues. 7:00-9:30
Wed.
(Classroom)
DRIVERS
TRAINING
7
B
ings' opening session, that the
Mr. Mike Kertiman
I
Mr. Gordon Addington
institutions must work to re-7|
Introduction to the basic principles of refrigeration. Funda- ¦
,
_
written
you
for
the
prepares
Classroom
drivers
training
store price stability, attack the
mentals of refrigeration , compression systems, condensers, B
drivers examination. Defensive driving concepts are pointobstacles to development andi fl
dehydration and other important units will be covered. 40 fl
aids.
fl
teaching
charts
and
other
,
ed out with the use of films
¦
hrs.
reinforce the framework of in$16. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 307,
30 hrs. $12. Central Jr. H.S.E.-Rm. 158.
¦
ternational finance.
ft SPECIAL COURSES ft
I can assure you that this 1 OUTBOARD AND SMALL ENGINE REPAIR Mon. 7:00 9:30 TRAINING FOR NEW FIREFIGHTERS
(To
Be
Arranged)
|
Mr. Roy Evett
Mr. Bruce Johnstone
country aims to do its part , in- i
Increase your understanding of outboard and small engines.
cluding dealing with the inflaThe course will assist fire departments lo train new men , I
Reduce your maintenance costs by learning how to take
tion that for too long has5 I
Essential information required for firefighters will be dis- ™
Open
to
repairs.
emergency
expert
care
and
how
to
make
cussed. The course in no way is intended to replace any ¦
strained the vitality of our econwomen as well as men. 20 hrs. $8. W.A.T.S.-Rm. 321.
training offered by individual departments. For more in- I
omy," the President said.
I
¦
fcrmation write or call Winon a Tech. 8-4606.
Tups. 7:00-9:30
In addition , the West German1 _ PAINT FOR PLEASURE
FIRE TRAINI NG FOR INDUSTRY
Mr. John Ambuhl
(To Be Arranged) fl
decision to remove controls onill
Mr. Bruce Johnstone
|
the mark and let it find its ownl ¦
Learn the basic fundamentals of painting with an approach
in pencil drawing and charcoal. Beginners can use their
This course is designed for anyone working in industry H
exchange rate—probably conleisure creatively. Bring materials , pad , pencils and charinterested in fire prevention . Units in Fire Characteristics; I
siderably higher than the cur- ¦
coal. 20 hrs. $8. Central J.H.S.W.-Rm . 304.
Common Causes of Industrial Fires; Special Hazards; Built-in ¦
rent 25 U.S. cents—is likely to!
Protection e.g. Alarm Systems; Organizing Fire Brigades; ¦
Tues. 7:00-9:30
get considerabl e attention durOIL AND WATER COLOR PAINTING
Fire Prevention Tips along with other important units will |
ing the meetings' remaining ¦ Mr. Dave Reed
be covered. Ten hours.
•
four days.
This course is designed for persons who have an interest EMERGENCY
CARE FOR INDUSTRY
fl
in learning techniques in oil and waler color. Explore your
¦
Kennedy said Monday, shortly
(Alt. Man. A Thurs. Beginning Oct. 13, 1969) I
creative talents . 20 hrs . $8. Central Jr. H.S.W.-Rm. 322.
after the German decision was
Mr.
Edward
Kohner
_
Wed. 7:00 9:30
announced , that it "is under-]' ¦UPHOLSTERING
Designed for anyone working in industry. Covers such units fl
Mr. Hugh Orphan
as: Burns and ill effects, types of wounds and first, aid , shock ¦
standable in the light of presentj
Learn to regain any piece of worn upholstered furnitur e.
and artificial respiration , poison , inj ury to bones, joints and ¦
circumstances , and we believe, flj
The novice should begin with a small piece of furniture such
muscle, and other important aspects of first-aid. For addi- I
will serve a constructive pur-71 ¦
as stool , small chair or ottoman, Tuition does not include
tlonal information call 8-4606. 20 hours, $B. W.A,T.S. -Rm.
pose in dampening potential1 fl
¦
cost of materials. 20 hrs. $R. V/A,T.S.-Rm. 202.
322.
speculative forces."
¦
PRIVAT
E
PILOT
GROUND
TRAINING
,
His comment was a reference
— Register NOW by PHONE or COUPON "
Tvei. and Thurs. 7:00-9:30
to the large amounts of other; a
Many
of
our
courses fill up well in advance. You may register I
Enga
Mr.
Jim
.
money being exchanged for fl
This course should enable you to pass the FAA private pilot anytime from 8 a.m, to 5 p.m, Monday through Friday during I
marks by speculators gambling
examination given at the conclusion of the course. Instruction the week of September 29, Group or individual registration _
that its value would rise.
will cover prc-flight facts , meteorology, flight computer , nnvi- will be accepted by telephoning 8-4(106. Enrollment fees arc I
¦
¦
Tho fund itself and one other ¦
gallon , aircraft , radio communications , and federal aviation payable the first class meeting. Refunds should be approved
nation issued formal comments71 regulations. Text material , plotter and computer must before the second session unless class is discontinued , Class B
I
on the German action , althoughi'l
be bought by the student. 50 hours. $20. W.A.T.S. -Rm. 322. minimum size in set at. 12 students.
unofficial reaction from most
ft HIGH SCHOOL FOR CREDIT ft
countries was favorable.
SEND THIS COUPON TODAY
I
Mon . and Wed. 6:30-9:30
¦
The fund's executive directors I MODERN PROBLEMS
WINONA
TECHNICAL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
EVENING
Mrs. Clarence Satka
snid they recognized the pres¦
FALL TERM 1069
A high school credit class designed lo cover government
sure lhat caused Bonn to make ¦
1250 Homer Road r Winona , Minn. 55987
|
¦events.
call
8-4031
1
credit.
To
arrange
[
problems
and
current
its decision , and took note of
'_
rin.ifie enroll me In the following course -or courses:
Germany 's willingness to con- I o r 7622. Senior H.S. -Rm. 237.
MATHEMATICS
Mon. and Wed. 4:30-9:30
sult with it and to resume mainMrs. Erwin Bachler
taining a formal par value asi ' _
11 This course is available for those needing credits to cornsoon as possible.
¦ '"
pletc their high school requirements. 1 credit , To nrrnn ge
B
:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::
dale. "
c,i)| 8-4li3l or 7f>22. Senior H.S. -Hm. 212.
Tho Supreme Court, last .luno I ENGLISH II
Tues. and Thurs , 6:30-9:30 (Mr., Mrs., Miss)
m
ruled that Powell had been illeMr. Tom Schaefer
¦
gally barred from tlie House,
This cou rse Is available for those needing credits to com- Address
but did not take a position on I
plete their high school requirements , One. credit. Registra- City
¦
the New York Democrat's retion for this class will be at 7:00 p.m. January 27, l!i7n . in
quest for $55,000 back pay, senthe hiRh school concou rse. ' To arrange call 8-4l>3 l or 7li22, Home Phone
,, :
Business Phone
I
iority and quashing of a Houseimposed $40,000 fine.
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Mabel-Canton
Prepares for
Homecoming

GRIN AND BEAR IT

DENNIS THE MENACE

Predict Stokes
Wil!Receive
Voter Majority

MABEL, Miiju. (Special) -.
Three days of . special activities
will make up Homecoming forthe students and alumni of MaCLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) bel-Canton High School this
Carl B. Stokes, first Negro
coming weekend.
elected mayor of a major U.S.
Thursday night the fociis is on
city, was expected to receive
MABEL HOMECOMING CANDIDATES . . . From left,
the coronation ot : the homethe majority of votes today
coming- king and queen. Candi-. first row, Nancy Johnson, Barbara Hoff and Lisa Rolfshus,
from
the light to moderate turndates selected by the senior, and back, from ldt; to right, Jim Johnson, Bob Kelly and out forecast for the Democratic
class include Barb Hoff, Nancyr Jerome Tengesdahl. The winners will be crowned Thursday primary
election!
Johnson^ Lisa Rolfshus, Jim night. (Burr, Griswold photo)
Most political experts thought
Johnson, Bob Kelly and Jerry
Stokes would win handily over a
Tengesdahl. The coronation will
political newcomer, Robert J.
be preceded by a talent and
Kelly, who campaigned on a law
skit session put on by school
and order platform.
classes and L.organizations.. The
If Stokes,gets past Kelly, Ws
program concludes with a bonNov.
4 general election opponent
fesi
fire pep
will be Cuyahoga County AudiFriday afternoon homecoming
activities will include a parade CAPE KENNEDY; . Fla. w ticated electronic equipment in tor Ralph J. Perk, who is bidand pep fest in the downtown
The natioh's spaceport is 20 the world.
ding to become Cleveland'sifirst
area. The main feature of —
"We were using a lot of old Republican mayor in 28 years.
years
and
it's
old
Wednesday,
a
homecoming .is the football
field wire for communications
game, Friday night the Mabel- long time since mosquitoes lines and often would lose con- Kelly, 48, is a former city
Canton: Cougars with a' 3-1 rec4 stopped a countdown.
tact , with the pad whenever it service director.
ord will take on the Houston Fewer than 100 persons were rained," said Gibbs,
Only 150,000 were expected to
Hurricanes. Game time is 8 on the payroll- when the Joint "I once called a hold on a turn out at the polls although
p.m.
Long Range Proving Ground, as BOMARC missile because of the
The student-alumni dance Sat- it was then called, was opened mosquitoes. They got too bad on there are 316,340 registered voturday night in the high school
the.pad where the guys were ers in the city. A light turnout
gym • at 8 will conclude the for business on Get. 1, 1949. Now trying to prepare it."
was expected to help Stokes,
there are more than 20,000,
homecoming.
Since the beginning, there whose , supporters have been
The base then encompassed have been approximately 1,800 working hard to get out the vote
oply 15,000 acres. Today it takes major rocket firings at the Cape in the predominantly Negro
by the Air Force, National Aero- wards.
in 103,000 acres.
nautics
and Space Administra- Stokes counted on 95 per cent
The test range extended 200 tion, Army
and Navy.
of the vote from the black commiles into the Atlantic community, which makes up .about
pared with the present 10,000
one-third of the city's populamiles, and sending people to the
Medql for tion, but he also was expected to
Wins
moon
was
only
a
dream.
LOS ANGELES IB — Thee
draw a large nuinber of white
Free Community University, op- "We only had about 35 people, Vietnam Service
votes.
erating with a $500 endowment then," recalled Asa B. Gibbs, a
and $1enrollment fee and offer- now-retired Air Force colonel SPRING GROVE, Minn; (Spe- Stokes, 42 , was elected in 1967.
ing neither degrees tor college : who became commanding offi- cial) .-^ ,Sp. 4 John E. Oiristo- He has had problems with the
credit, opens for business to- cer of the Cape in 1951. "They pherson, son of Mrs. Lloyd Strin- rank and file of the police force
night in a museum.
have more security guards than moen, rural Spring Grove, has and there was a recent Civil
The school, started by Sen. that now."
been awarded the Army com- Service Commission scandal inMervyn Dymally and endowed The first missile—a captured mendation .;' medal for distin- volving police promotion examiby the Urban Affairs Institute German V2 with an Army WAC guishing himself while serving nations. But the mayor says his
which he heads, has no age or Corporal second stage—was with the 21st Supply and Ser- administration has made adprior education requirements or launched July 24, 1950, from a vice Co., 1st Logistical Com- vances in housing, jobs and polcourse limits.
flimsy spiderwfeb of pipe and mand, in Vietnam.
lution control.
It hopes to make college-level scaffolding.
•The citation said his service
studies available to the entire The blockhouse was a wooden Was "characterized by outstandSENIOR CITIZENS
community and, coordinator structure protected by sand- ing accomplishment, and a ALMA
7 superior ihanper of execution." ALMA, Wis. (Special) Giorla Silvera says, "create an bags.
Citizens will meet
awareness of the heeds of the A Jeep raced back1 and forth It praised his "sound technical Alma Senior
at-l;30
p.m. at the AmerOct.
7
along
a
sandy
road
to
scare
commum'ftr ."
knowledge and pragmaitic ap- ican Bank reception room.
Its 13-course curriculum cov- away poisonous snakes.
which enhanced the suc- Vera Hendrickson, Black River
ers such topics as "The Ghetto, It was a far cry from today 's proach
cessful
accomplishment of the Falls, will show slides^ of forthe Barrie and the Law," "Mi- Apollo project with its cavern;
eign travel at 3:30 p.m. The
nority History," "Insiii-ance and ous " assembly building, 363-foot- mission."
Minority Groups" and "Dia- tall Saturn 5 rockets, computer- Christopherson now is serv- public is invited for th1s;;,showized countdown and ah elabo- ing his second tour of duty in ing, card playing and' 'lunch,
logue in Practical Politics."
The instructors are volun- rate launch control center con- Vietnam and is expected home which will be served by Mrs.
Rudy Bielefeldt.
taining some of the most sophis- sometime in Decembei'.
teers:

Spaceport Nears

20fh lirthday
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By Alex Kohky

Free Community
University Will
Open in LA.
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By Parker and Hart

Lundy Island
Celebrating
New Status

Middle-Income
Whiles Resent
Black Gains

LTJNDY ISLAND, England
(AP)—The 10 residents of Lundy Island, played host to .1,000
visitors today celebrating Lundy's new status as .British government property.
Jack Hayward, a wealthy
property developer, made a
$360,000 gift that enabled Britain's National Trust^to buy the
island after reports that gamblers might try to purchase it
for an offshore casino. The isle
lies off the west coast.
There were seats for only 200
in the little granite church of St.
Helena for a commemoration
service. The rest sat on the
springy turf outside and heard a
relay of a service by the bishop
of Crediton, the Right Rev.
Wilfred Westall.
"We have come here to give
thanks for the preservation of
this island from development,"
Westall declared.
The island , which has no teleEhones, will be kept mainly as a
ird sanctuary.

NEW YORK (AP) - White,
middle-income Americans are
resentful of gains they think
blacks have made, Newsweek
magazine says.
The magazine, in its Oct. 6
edition, says a poll of white,
middle-income A m e r i c ans
shows that 85 _per cent believe
that black militants have been
treated too leniently.

The survey showed that 44 per
cent of this group—which President Nixon called the "forgotten
man"—believe Negroes have a
better chance to get good-paying jobs; 41 per cent believe
that Negroes have a better opportunity to get a good education for their children; and 65
per cent believe that unemployed Negroes have a better
chance to get financial help
from the government.
The survey was prepared by
the Gallup organization for a
magazine article entitled "The
Troubled American, A Special
Report on the White Majority."
It surveyed 2,165 households,
1,321 of them with an income between $5,000 and $15,000.
The article said these Americans were pessimistic about the
direction of the country. Fortysix per cent believe the United
States has changed for the
worse over the past decade, and
58 per cent believe the nation is
likely to change for the worse
during the next decade, it said.
Asked about the top problems
facing the country, nearly 2 out
of 3 cited the Vietnam war , 41
per cent the racial crisis, 10 per
cent crime and only 2 per cent
nuclear war, the magazine said.
Newsweek said nearly 7 out of
10 persons conceded that some
demands of Negro leaders are
justified ,
Although 78 per cent said that
federal taxes are too high,
Newsweek said many cited
areas where federal spending
should be increased.
It said 56 per cent want more
spent on job training and air
and water pollution, 55 per cent
want more spent on fighting organized crime and 47 per cent
favor more money for medical
care for the old and needy.

Park Celebrates
52nd Birthday

A SMtBY LOT . . . Dave Aurelius of St. Paul, a University of Minnesota sophomore and part-time campus parking lot attendant, shoos away: cars from his lot Monday, the

Churches Group
Honors Durante
As Humanitarian

¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦
^
¦¦¦

first day of classes. Forty-thousand students, most of them
using cars, converged on all available parking spaces around
the Minneapolis campus. (AP Photofax). .
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Play Touchdown — Win $$$ or Stamps — Get Free Cards
Match Viking-Packer Score and You Win — It's Fun!
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HAPPY THEIR SON FREE . . . Charles Williams hugs
his wife at their home in Athens, Ga., after they received
word that the Army had suddenly dropped murder charges
against their son Capt. Budge E. Williams and seven other
Green Berets accused of killing a supposed double agent in
Vietnam. "I feel no bitterness against the Army, only
against Gen. (Creighton) Abrams," the father said. (AP
Photofax)

QUILLIN'S <© Super Saver¦- .= «=-

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) — Comedian Jimmy Durante is the recipient of the 1969
Humanitarian Award of the National Conference of Christians
and Jews.
Jack Benny was master of
ceremonies and Danny Thomas
{•¦resented the award to their felow entertainer at a testimonial
banquet Monday night. Both
have been similarly honored in
previous years.
Durante was cited for "outstanding leadership in the field
of human relations" and for
"exerting great personal effort
to improve human understanding."

MOPS wprkp erViotira..
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SEOUL (AP) - President
Chung Hee Park of South Korea
celebrated his 52nd birthday today without interrupting his
routine at the presidential palace. 7
He received no special guests
and planned a simple family
dinner, a spokesman said.
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1970 Sales Tax Returns Estimated
Fillmore County should receive $272,578.68 for 1970; as estimated on Sept. 1 this year;
$36,407.97 for underpayments for
this year; and $19,467.42 for underpayments for 1968.
Houston County receipts will
include $222,616.08 for 1970; $29,728.61 for 1969 underpayments;
and. .. $15,865.98, 1968 underpay^
ments.
Wabasha County receipts are
estimated at $228;323.88 for 1970;
$30,917.79 for 1969 underpayments; and : $16;437.69 for 1968
underpayments.
Amounts 'Olmsted County can
expect are $964,866.48 for 1970;
$127,486;70 underpayments during 1969; and $66,552.20 in 1968
underpayments.
¦
¦¦
The totals, go; to municipalities on a $6.60 per capita basis
and to school districts on a
$24.52 per pupil basis.
Fillmore County school districts estimated sales tax receipts next year total. $115,709.88, based on a school population
of 4,719. Expected! receipts from
this source next year by the inMINNEAPOLIS (AP) - U.S. dependent districts will be: DisDistrict Judge Philip Neville trict No; 238, $15,888.96; No. 228,
took motions by the federal gov- $15,938; No. 228, $11,990.28; No.
ernment and an attorhey repre- 232, $4,928.52; Dist. 233, $16,168.senting two northern Minnesota 68; Dist. 234, $14,967; Dist. 236,
resort owners under advisement $9,930, and No, 237, $23,054.12.
Monday and said he would file Common school district estian opinion on the case.
mated receipts for next year;
The case involves Jacob and No. 525, $907.24; No. 535, $613;
James Pete, Ely father and son, and No. 537, $343.28.
who own and operate a resort Underpayments to the Fillmore County districts for J969
on Basswood Lake.
total $15,513.52, and for 1968,
government
has
The federal
$8,479.51.
condemned the Pete's land and Fillmore had three common
argued against the validity of districts in 1969 'and four in
the value placed on their 165 1968.
acres of land in the Boundary Houston County school dis"Waters Canoe Area.
tricts can expect an estimated
A federal jury had set the $113,135.28 for 1970, based on a
000
for
the
land
value at $120,
school population of -4,614. Estialone or $205,000 if three house- mated for independent districts
boats were included pending a are: No. ' 29i» $3,457.32;- No. 293,
ruling by Judge Neville.
$8,582; No. 294, $13,404; No. 296,
The judge earlier ruled the $1,520.24; No. 297, $12,725.88;' No.
houseboats to be considered per- 298, $2,204.88; No. 299, $35,186.manent fixtures on the land af- 20; and No. 300, $33,739.52.
ter two naval architects con- Houston County Common' Distended the boats could not be trict No. 619, $1,814.49.
removed or transported success- In 1969, Houston County had
fully to another site without a two common districts and in
"great deal of damage."
1968, seven common districts.
Assistant U.S. Atty. Ralph E. Wabasha County school disKoenig of Minneapolis repre- tricts can expect an estimated
sented the government and filed $116,077.68 for 1970.
three motions Monday.
Wabasha County independent
He asked the judge for either districts are estimated to rea new trial, a reduction in the ceive the following distribuamount of the federal jury ver- tions: No. 806, $9,611.84; No. 809,
dict or a-verdict from the judge '$8,459740; No. 810, $25,525.32;
favoring the government ex- No. 811, $27,168.16; and No. 813,
empting it from any payment $38,569796.
for the land .
7 Common school districts in
The Pete's attorney, Solly Wabasha County can expect the
Robins of St Paul, filed a mo- following nevt year: No. 2374,
tion asking the judge to add $2,157.76; . No, 2386, $1,348.60;
$65,000 to the amount deter- and No7 2407, $3,236.64.
mined by the jury, saying the ' In ^969 Wabasha County had
five common districts and in
land was undervalued.
Neville did not say when he 1968, nine.
Olmsted County school diswould file his opinion.
tricts can expect an estimated
$474,314.88 in 1970 from sales tax
ATTEND CONFERENCE
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special), — distribution. Five of the districts
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Erickson are independent, the largest
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bishop receiving $271,706.12. Olmsted
attended 4he 10th District Amer- has 30 common school districts
ican Legion conference at Chip- this year, had 32 in last year,
pewa Falls Sunday. Erickson and in 1968 had four indepenand Bishop are district com- dent districts, one special, and
mander and adjutant. Erickson 34 common.
represented the district at a de- The following tables show
partment meeting in Milwaukee amounts payable to municipalities:
Friday and Saturday.

Distributions . from sales tax
receipts in Fillmore County in
1970 are : expected to be $328,454.07; in Houston County $268,210.67; in Wabasha County $275,679.36; and in Olmsted County,
$1,095,758.67, according to State
Auditor William J. O'Brien. ,
The distribution, in equal installments oh June 15 and Nov.
15 next year, wfll include underpayments during 1968 and 1369
and estimates for next year,
based on opinions of the Attorney General.

Judge to Look
Af State Resort
Owners' Case

Fillmore County

Town of Amherst .........
Town of Arendahl ........
Town of Beaver
Town of Bloomfield ......
Town of Bristol ...........
Town qf Canton ...........
Village of Canton ........
Town of Carimona ........
Town of Carrolton .........
City of Chatfield .........
Village of 'Chatfield ......
Jown of Fillnlore ....7...
Town of Forestyille
Town of Fountain .........
Village of Fountain .......
Village of Harmony ......
Town of Harmony ........
Town of Holt 7. .:.......„.
Town of Jordan ........ ..
Village of Lanesboro ......
Village of Mabel .........
Town of Newburg ....... ..
Town of Norway .........
Village of Ostrander ..... .
Village of Peterson .......
Town of Pilot Mound......
Town of Preble
Town Of Preston ..........
Village of Preston .........
City of Rushford ....
Village of Rushford .......
Village of Spring Valley .
Town Of Spring Valley 7..
Town of Sumner .........
Village Whalan ..........
Village of Wykoff .........
Town of York.:

Houston County
Town of Black Hammer ..
Town of Brownsville ......
Village of Brownsville ....
Village of Caledonia ......
Town of Caledonia ........
Town of Crooked ¦ Creek ..
¦
Village of Eitzen ¦¦;...' !.. '
Village of Hokah .........
Town of Hokah ..........
7Town of Houston
Village Of Houston ........
Town of Jefferson ;
Town of La Crescent ......
Village of La Crescent ....
Town of Mayville .. 7.....;.
Town of Money Creek ....
Town of Mound Prairie ...
Town of Sheldon ..........
Town of Spring Grove ....
Village of Spring Grove ...
Town of Union .
Town of Wilmington
Town of Winnebago ......'.
Town of Yucatan ..........

..
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Total
-—Makeups—•
1968
1969
Estimated
1970
$ 201.10
$ 382.41 $ 2,871.00 $ 3 ,454.51
179.83
341.97 , 2 ,567.40
3,089.20
176.60
335.82
2,521.20
3,033.62
2,253.13
16,915.80
20,353.80
1,184.87
286.63
545.04
4,092.00
4,923.67
165797
315.60
2,369.40
2,850.97
83.68
159.12
1,194.60
1,437.40
316.68
602.18
4,521.00
5,439.85
158.11
300.65
2,257.20
2,715.96
191.39
363:95
2,732.40
3,287.74
500.21
951.19
7,141.20
8,592.60
95.70
181.971,366;20
1,643.87
362.91
690.09 '
5,181.00
6,234.00
2,306.76
20,838.24
1,213.08
17,318.40
210.81
400.87
3,009.60
3,621.28
197.40
375.38
2,818.20 '
3,390.98
233.00
443.07
3,326.40
4,002.47
169,20
321.75
2,415.60
2,906.55
4,621.90
269.06
511.64
3,841.20 620.41
" 1,179.75
8,857.20
10,657.36
177.99
338.45
2,541.00 - 3,057.44
4,012.80
4,828.37
281.08
534,49 199.71
379.77
2,851.20
3*430.68
193.24
367.46
2,758.80
3,319.50 ,
$ 7,668.66
$ 14,582.51 $109,480.80 ,$131,731.97

Census
' 53
465
528
521
610
296
476
205
490
271
446
3,494
292
320
444
171
110
128
485
3IH)
378
641
I,b33
2,500
350
489
457
164
17,007

Total
—-Makeups—
1970
1968
1969
Estimated
$
46.59 $ 349.80
$ 420.89
$
24.50
408.78
3,069.00
3,692.75
214.97
464.16
3,484.80
4,193.05
244.09
240.86
458.01
3,438.60
4,137.47
536.25 .
4 ,026.00
4,844.25
282.00
2,350.65
136.84
260.21
1,953.60
418.45
3,141.60
3,780.10
220.05
180.22
1,353.00
1,627.99
94.77
3,891.29
226,53
430.76
3,234.00
125,28
238.24
1,788.60
2,152,12
3,541.77
892.08
2,943:60
206.19
27,747.26
3,071.58
23,060.40
1,615.28
256.70
1,927.20
2,318.89
134.99
2,541.25
147.94
281.31
2,112.00
3,525.98
205.26
390.32
2,930.40
79.05
150.33
1,128,60
1,357.98
96.70
726.00
873.55
50.85 .
844.80
1,016.49
59.17
112.52
224.22
426.36
3,201.00
3,851.58
130.30
342.85
2,574.00
3,097.15
3 ,001.85
174.75
332.30
2,494.80
5,090.43
296.33
563.50
4,230.60
1,611.39
12,097.80
14,556.59
847.40
2,197.75
16,500.00
19,853.50
1,155.75
2,779.50
161.81
307.69
2,310.00
3,883.34
226.06
429.88
3,227.40
211.27
401.75
3,016.20
3,629.22
1,302.39
1,082.40
75.82
144'.17
¦$112,246.20
$135,059.28
$ 7,862.33
8 14,950.85

Olmsted County
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Census
435
389
382
2,563
620
359
181
.685
342
414
1,082
207
785
2,624
7 456
427
504
366
582
1,342
385
608
432
418
16,588

Wa basha County

Bellechester
Town of Chester
Town of Elgin
Village of Elgin ..........
Town of Gillford
Town of Glasgow ..'
Town of Greenfield
Village of Hammond
Town of Highland ........
Town of Hyde Park .......
KMHHHJ^H^HHK|9^HH^^^^H
Village of Kellogg
^^^^^^^^^^^^
City of Lake City
>1
bl^a
i^''7*fi'
1>1 ^?>
lM '?T^'f '^pS^^^^^i@^^^^B^^^^^B
'.
Town of Lake
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Town of Mount Pleasant ..
;
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Town of Oakwood . . . . . . . .
^^^H^HMfisiSr^S^^
Town of Pepin
Town of Plainview
Village of Plainview
^^^^|^^MBj^^^H^^^^^^^i^giHHP|F^I^^^HBHIJ|
City of Wabasha
,
HrfBiBE)).^. il&j Jiif,\AKayM^mt\wamMa Town of Watopa
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Town of Zumbro
Village of Zumbro Falls ..
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——Makeups——
Total
1968
1969
Estimated
Census
1970
$ 432.52
$ 3,247.20 $ 3,907.17
492 ' $ 227.45
459
212.20
403.51
3,029.40
3,645.11
385
177.99
338.45
2,541.00
3,057.44
545
251.95
479.11
4,380.06
3,597.00
650
300.50
571:41
4,290.00
5,161.91
688
318.06
604.82 ¦
4,540.80
5,463.68
215.8Q
467
410.54
3,082.20
3,708.63
421
194.63
370.10
2,778.60'
3,343.33
416
192.32
365.71
2,745.60
3,303,63
440
203.41
386.80
2,904.00
3,494.21
1,240 '
573.25 _
8,184.00
1,090.08
9,847:33
' , ' 531.86
605
279.69 '/ " ¦
3,993.00
4,804.55
548
253.34
• 481.75
3,616.80
. 4,351.89
428
197.86
376.25
2,824.80
3,308.91
297
137.30
261.09
1^960.20
2,358.99
1,214
8,012.40
9,640.86
561.23
1,067.23
476 ,
220.05
418.45
3,141.60
3,780.10
346
159.96
304.17
2,283.60
2,747.73
442
204.34
388.56
2,917.20
3,510.10
1,063
491.42
934.48
7,015.80
8,441.70
815
376,77
716,47
5,379.00
6,472.24
4,876.02
614 7
283.85
539.77
4,052.40
470
217.28
413.18
3,102.00
3,732.46
216
99.86
1,715.35
189.89
1,425.60
283
130,83
248.79
1,867.80
2,257.42
467
215.89
410.54
3,082.20
3,708.63419
193.70
368.34
2,765.40
3,327.44
441
203.87
387.68
2,910.60
3,502.15
1,491
689.29
1,310.74
11,840.63
9,840.60
¦
1,335
617.17
1,173.60
8,811.00
10,691.77
581
268.60
510.76
3,834.60
4,613.96
2,628
1,214.92
2,310.27
17,344.80
20,869.99
650
. 571.41 .
5,161.91
4,290.00 '
. 300.50
591
273.20
519.55
4,693.35
3,900760
146
67.50
128.35
963.60
1,159.45
391
180.76
343.73
2,580.60
3,105.09
608
281.08
534.49
4,012.80
4,828.37 ;
23,768
$10,987.91
$20,894.45 $156,868.80
8188,751.16

Census
10<iB
595
Village of Byron
1,209 $ 558.92
900.56
Town of Cascade
1,948
Town of Chatfield
601
277.84
Town of Dover
511
2:16.24
Village of Dover
312
144.24
Town of Elmirn
435
201.10
Town of Eyota
Sltt
260.27
Village of Eyota
55ft
257.96
Town of Farmington
5G!»
263.05
Town of ..Haverhill
842
389.26
Town of High Forest
981
453.52
Town Of Knlmar
835
386.02
2,140.69
Town of Marion
4,6501
Town of New Haven
910
420.69
Town Of Orion
444
265.20
Town of Oronoco
1,107
530.50
780)
Town of Pleasant Grove ..
360.5(1
Town of Ouincy
487
225.14
22,096.55
City of Rochester
47,797
1,808,52
Town of Rochester
3,912
Town of Rock Dell
&'.«>
249.18
Town of Salem . *
82ft
301.86
1,010.59
Village of Stewartville.... 2,186
Town Of Viola
669
309.28
,
S .14085.83
73 .731

Makeups

1969
Estimated
$ 523.06 $ 3,927.00
1,062,83
7,979/0
12,856.80
1,712.49
528.34
3,966.60
449 ,22
3,372.60
2.059.20
274 ,28
382,41
2,871.00
494.03
3,715.80
490,54
3,682.110
500.21
3,755.40
740,20
5,557.20
802.40)
6,474 .60
5,511.00
734,05
30,690.00
4,087.82
709,98
6,006.00
390,32
2,030.40
1,025,91
7,702.20
685.70
5 ,140.00
428.12
3,214 ,20
42,018.34
315,460.20
3,439,04
25,810.20
47:W3
3,557.40
726.14
5,451.00
1,921,71
14 ,427.60
5BIU 2
4 ,415.40
,
$115 339.99 l4H0 .551.fi0

Total
1070
$ 4 ,450.08
9,601.15
15,469.85
4,772.78
4,058.06
2,477.72
3 ,454.52
4,471.00
4,431.30
4,518.06
6,686.66
7,790.52
6,631.07
36,927.51
7,220.67 ,
3 ,525.98
9,267.61
6,191.29
3,807.46
37f),.r)75.09
31.flr.fi.76
4,289.41
6,559.60
17,:i59.90
5,312.80
589.077.43
*

NEW ADDITION . . . Discussing arrangements for a special occasion in the new
private party room of the Sunshine Bar Cafe,
7S E. 2nd St., are Robert Mueller, 1265 Lake-

view Ave., owner and operator, and Miss
Sheryl Shealy, 212 E. King St., an employe,
(Daily News photo)

Sunshine Bar Cafe
Exoands Facilities

The Sunshine Bar Cafe, 79 E.
2nd St., has a new look as the
result of an extensive remodeling and lighting program and
the addition of a private party
room.
Owner and operator of the
combination bar-restaurant, located at the same address the
past 10 years, is Robert Mueller, 1265 Lakeview Ave. There
are seven employes.
THE completely new private
party room, adjacent tov the
bar, has a seating capacity of
70. Walls are of masonite paneling decorated with brightly
colored vinyl strips in red,
green and gold. The unique lighting arrangement on dimmer
switches consists of electrical
candle lights in canopies, suspended on wrought iron decorator hooks and chains.

The ceiling is covered with
acoustical tile and has panels
of indirect day time lighting.
Floor covering is a light green
speckled vinyl asbestos tiling in
block pattern.
Dropped ceiling panels decorated in green, yellow, orange
and gold with offset patterns of
acoustical tile blocks are featured in the 20- by 70-foot barroom. Soft lighting consists of
five hanging rondelle lights of
red, gold and amber glass with
antique red roofs, suspended
over the bar.
Eye beam lights on dimmer
switches are set in the dropped
ceiling panels over the booth
area. The seating area — nine
booths and bar stools
are
upholstered in a bright tangerine leather.
WALLS OF THE long bar-

LARGE GIFT . . . Jerome Housker,
Spring Grove, second from left, received a
$30,000 check Monday from W. B. Schoenbotim, far right, executive director of the
. Minnesota Society for Crippled Children and
Adults for the retarded children's Camp
Winnebago near Caledonia. Housker is
president of the Houston County Society for
Retarded Children, which built the camp.
Far left is Martin Deters, Caledonia, co-

Rogers Schedules
Meeting Over
Mid-East Problem
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FOREIGN STUDY
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — Miss Susan Wold,
daughter of the Hildus Wolds,
has left for Zurich, Switzerland,
where she will further her
studies in music.

the story of

f}Jr

»'<' •;.

8 In the Rolllngstono Area
H
Call Rog or Tom

¦' '

executor of the estate of the late Benjamin!
Bunge, Eitzen, from whose million-dollar bequest to the state society this gift to Camp
Winnebago was made. John Hippe, Caledonia, third from left, is attorney for the estate. The gift from the state society is $60,000, the other half to come later for construction of a building as memorial to Bunge.
( Palen Studio photo)

^
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UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
CAP ) — Secretary of State William P. Rogers meets today
with Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir, Arab foreign ministers
and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko for another
round of backstage talks aimed
at peace in the Middle East.
The two sessions are the last
llogers has scheduled with either leader before all three
leave New York—Mrs. Meir
heading west on her U.S. tour,
Gromyko returning to Moscow
via Ottawa and Rogers preparing to leave for Washington.

i Troubles?

room are covered with roughly
sawn Masonite coat paneling. A
canopy of cedar shingles is featured over the back bar.
At the front of the building
the interior walls of the 10- by
14-foot kitchen are finished in
Marlite paneling. Outer walls
(in the barroom ) have a Masonite royal coat of alpine oak.
Materials used on the exterior of the building are Winona
travertine stone and strips of
aluminum in gray and green.
Bruce McNally was general
coritractor for the remodeling
job which was begun in July
and completed Sept. 23. Subcontractors: Best Electric Co.
Chalres J. Olsen & Sons, plumbing: Winona Heating & Ventilating Co., sheet metal; Roger
(Mike)Husman, masonry, and
Winona Lighting Studio.
¦ ¦
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ALLEGED VICTIM'S WIDOW SOBS

Green Berets Celebrate Victory; Prepare for Trip Home

LONG BINH, Vietnam (AP)
The six Green Berets officers
freed of murder charges celebrated today with "a beer bust
and prepared to fly home, while
the widow of their alleged victim sobbed: "The soul of my
husband will follow those who
kffled him."
.'The outcome we never
doubted at any time," said Col.
Robert Rheault, 43, of Vineyard
Haven, Mass., after Army Secretary Stanley R. Resor announced in Washington Monday
he and five fellow officers would
not be court-martialed in the
slaying «f an alleged Vietnamese -double agent because
the U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency would not furnish witnesses.

the guise of a friendly individu- could think, of any circum' '
stances "under which aomicide
al." ' . ¦:'
justifiable in espioAsked whether Thai Khac might be
Chuyen, the Vietnamese who nage work."
the Army said was slain by the Replied Rheault, "I don't
Green Berets last June 20, was think you can make the termisuch an agent, Rheault said : "I nology homicide. War is a difficult and dangerous business.
believe so."
He also was asked whether he Peofle get killed in war. This is

FindCluster
Of Wreckage
Censorship of
On Superior
to
News
Vietnam
Be Investigated

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
"The only question was how former news head of the Armed
long and how difficult it would Forces Vietnam Network says
be to prove the point," Rheault the U.S. Army information Ofadded as his comrades sky- fice "routinely censored legitilarked for newsmen, drank mate stories that were available
beer, loudly played the "Ballad to the civilian media."
of the Green Berets" on a portaRandall J. Moody, who left
ble phonograph and got ready
the network in June, said Monto fly home.
A few miles from this military day he has sent a three-page
post, Mrs. Pham Kim Lien, wid- letter containing a Ust of supow of the slain Vietnamese, pressed stories to Ohio congressscreamed: "The Americans are man Chalmers Wylie.
worse than the Viet Cong! I'm Moody said Rep. Wylie began
going to join the Viet Cong! I'm investigating the censorship afgoing to blow up the Ameri- ter one of his constituents, Spec.
cans! They are more cruel and 5 Michael Maxwell, was reassavage than the communists!" signed after discussing the
She collapsed in sobs, saying: Army's suppression of newsdur"They eliminated my husband ing an interview with CBS.
and now they are free. It is not Moody, a captain during his
fair. The soul of my husband Vietnam tour, said Army regwill follow those who killed ulations required him to seek
him."
specific approval from the
Rheault, the slim, blond, Army Information Office on evcrewcut "West Pointer who com- ery story concerning the Vietmanded the 3,000 Special Forces nam war before he could use it
in Vietnam before he was on news broadcasts.
charged in the case, made his "In the fall of 1968 taere were
first public statement about the riots at the Long Binh jail,"
case in a brief news conference. Moody said, "but we were not
He said it involved a "pene- allowed to carry any informatration agent... an agent who tion, even though the story was
has penetrated one of your own available to the civilian media.
operations, who has come under No real reason was given. Since
we have to have specific approval all it takes is a "no comment' from the Office of Infor-

mation. They kill many legitimate stories that -way."
Moody listed several other
stories he said he felt should
have been available to the
troops, but which were censored
by the Army.
"We taped an interview with
the leader of a Marine patrol
who had killed a Marine deserter -who was leading a VC patrol , but we weren't allowed to
use it.
"Also in January we had AP
and UPI stories about a possible
troop withdrawal, but we were
told to kill it 'because the troops
wouldn't like it."'
Moody said most of the orders
suppressing stories came from
Army Col. Gordon Hill and Brig.
Gen. Winant Sidle.
"We were told not to run
weekly or monthly totals of
downed helicopters," Moody
said "This was done all the
time by the civilian press, but
it never reached the troops. We
were told not to do it because
the troops would lose confidence
in the helicopters and in the pilots."
Moody, who still has more
than a year of reserve duty to
complete his service obligation,
is serving as an assistant to the
dean of the journalism school at
the University of Minnesota.
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not to be considered homicide."
Besides Rheault, the officers
facing court-martal in the case
were Maj. Thomas C. Middleton
Jr., 29, of Jefferson , S.C.; Maj.

1—17 cu. ft. refrigerator.

DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — The
U.S. Coast Guard said it located
what "appears to be a cluster
of wreckage" Monday in an
area where an Air Force T-33
Jet Trainer may have gone
down in Lake Superior last
Wednesday.
The Coast Guard said "we
had a sonar contact" with what
is believed to be the wreckage
of a plane piloted by Maj. Harold E. McKiney, 37, San leandro, Calif.
McKinney is missing and presumed drowned from the accident which occurred in early
morning hours during a Department of Defense exercise.
The Coast Guard cutter
"Woodrush" made the contact
about noon Monday in: an area
about two miles off the Duluth
harbor entry and four miks off
the lake's north shore.
According to a Coast Guard
officer, the contact was within
150 yards of the spot where a
wing tank, confirmed by the Air
Force earlier as being part of
the missing jet, was found earlier.
The officer said the Woodrush
reported the -wreckage to be under about 70 feet of water and
marked the area with a buoy.
The Coast Guard said a pair
of divers will be sent to investigate the area today.
' ¦

Criticize Negro
Administ rator for
1
'Racfst Attitude
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Schools Supt. Mark B. Shedd
and William Ross, a member of
the Board oi Education, both
white, criticized a Negro principal Monday ior what they said
was a racist attitude.
They referred to a letter to
the board from Paid Vance of
Pickett Middle School who complained that "hippie, draft-dodging marijuana-smoking white
hustlers" were sent to teach at
his school.

David E. Crew, 33, of Cedar
Rapids, Iow£; Capt. ( Leland J.
Brumley, 27. of Duncan, Okla.;
Capt. Budge E. Williams, 27, of
Athens, Ga,, and Capt. Robert
F. Marasco, 27, of Bloomfield,
N;J.
Also charged initially, when
the case broke in June, were
CW02 Edward M. Boyle, 26, of
New York City and Sgt. l.C. Alvin L. Smith Jr., 41, of Naples,
Fla. Their charges were held in
abeyance pending the trials of
the other six

Rheault said several of his
comrades were near the end of
their service obligation and had
expressed intentions to leave
the Army before the murder
case developed iri June.
As for himself, Rheault said,
"I withhold judgment" But he
added that their careers "may
certainly be colored by this incident."
Marasco, named by the Army
charges as the trigger man in

Edward Bennet Williams, a
Washington, D.C. lawyer who
arrived Sunday to take charge
of Rheault's defense, said he expected eventual dismissal because public opinion "ranged
from mild indignation to outrage" and "in all my years as
an attorney. I have never been
in a case where public opinion
was so clearly on one side."

the slaying, expressed dissatis- (Resor*) statement, but I don't
faction with the reason given fpr know what I will do about it."
dismissal of the charge.
Marasco, who rose from pri"I am not satisfied with his vate to captain in three years,
said he would leave the Army
when his present active duty
tour was up next April and return to civilian life.
Six of the men, excluding
Rheault, flew to Nha Trang this
morning, the 5th Special Forces
headquarters 200 miles north'
BOSTON (AP) -Boston .Uni- east of Saigon, to collect thenversity Monday banned the Stu- gear and return to Bien Noa
dents for a Democratic Society airbase, adjoining Long Binh.
from, the University campus.
They were slated to leave for
Dean of Students Stanton Cur- the United States tonight.
tis said the ban will be effective At Nha Trang, where the slayuntil further notice. ,
ing allegedly occurred last June
A university spokesman said
no welcome was staged, but
the plan is to remove any recog- 20,
nition for the SDS from campus one sergeant said: "I think evand deny the group the use of erybody as happy it's over."
An officer said: "A thing like
university facihties.
The decision was prompted by this has got to affect morale. It
an . SDs meeting at a University hasn't affected our actual operauditorium last Friday night at ations ... We have been going
which chairs were smashed and on as usual. But it's useless to
one youth beaten, the spokes- say we have been happy about
man said.
the whole thing."

SDS Banned from
Ca mpus of
Boston University

¦7

WILMINGTON FUND DRIVE
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special)—All residents of "Wilmington Township are urged to attend the fifth annual meeting of
the Wilmington Township United
Fund Inc., orf Oct. 7 at 8:30
p.m. at the town hall. Informative, materials regarding the
coming drive for funds will be
presented and will be open for
disCssion. Solicitors will be given their materials for the drive,
which extends through Nov. 1.
Refreshments will be served,
announces Mrs. Lorentz Myrah,
secretary.

PLANNINGMOON TRIP?

You Won t Avoid Transfers

CLOUDCROFT, N.M. (AP) Planning a trip to the moon?
If Dr. Krafft A . Ehricke is
right, it's going to involve six
space ships and something like
seven days of your time.
And don't forget to teep an
eye on your baggage during
those transfers.
Dr. Ehricke, chief scientific
adviser for advanced programs
at North American Rockwell,
outlined his moon travel plan
Monday to the International
Academy of Astronautics, which
is holding an international orbit
ing laboratory and space conference.
A typical flight to the moon as
Ehricke envisions it would begin
at an earth spaceport such as
Cape Kennedy. There, a craft
would rocket travelers to a rendezvous with an orbiting space
station.
The travelers, and hopefully
their luggage, would take a
short ride by space taxi to the
station.
The station would be a giant
craft boosted into space by a nuclear rocket engine and cruising
endlessly on a 13-day, eggshaped orbit, passingbehind the
moon and then returning to
sweep around the earth and
back to the moon again.
The lunar travelers would relax in large, comfortable quar-

ters aboard the station for the
flight to the vicinity of the
moon. There, another tiny taxi
would leave a spacecraft orbit
ing the moon and rendezvous
with the main station.
Passengers would transfer to
the taxi for a short trip to the
moon orbiting craft. From there
they would catch a flight on a
lunar lander.
The entire trip would take at

least a week.

The shuttle would look like a
400-foot pencil with an oversized
eraser and would contain Irving
quarters, laboratories and control rooms.
Along the body of the pencil
would be a nuclear power plant,
maneuvering rockets, and docking terminals for the space taxis. The "eraser" might rotate
slightly to create an artificial
gravity.

Ehricke said his plan would
reduce the cost of space travel ,
because the vehicles could be
used again and again.
The space shuttle station
would be more than a luxury
liner. It would include laboratories and be used to ferry supplies to other shuttles ahd moon
stations. Most of its occupants
probably would be scientists.
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COLLEGE GRID POLL

Ohio State Solid Choke

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 37-6, and Tennessee, which
The top seven teams, led by drubbed Auburn 45-19 and
mighty and near-perfect Ohio climbed from 19th to loth.
State, retained their positions Notre Dame, which had been
this week in The Associated ninth ¦, fell
¦ out of the Top TwenPress college football poll
ty. ¦:¦
The Buckeyes of Woody
The Second Ten included
defending
national UCLA, up from 14th; Florida,
Hayes,
champions, opened their season no change; Michigan, up from
Saturday with a 62-0 massacre 20th ; Michigan State, down one
of Texas Christian and earned to 14th; Alabama, no change;
35 of the 40 first-place votes cast
by a nationwide committee of
sportswriters and broadcasters.
They wound up with a total of
784 points, only 16 short of a
perfect score and 165 in front of
runner-up Penn State, with two
first-place votes and 619 points.
Arkansas, Texas, Southern California, Oklahoma and Georgia
remined third through seventh,
respectively, with Texas getting
the other three first-place ballots.
In weekend action, Penn State
trimmed Colorado 27-3, Arkansas clobbered Tulsa 55-0, Texas
trounced Texas Tech 49-7,
Southern Cat walloped Northwestern 48-6, O k l a h o m a
Whipped Pitt 37-8 and Georgia
blanked Clemson 30-0.
The rest of the Top Ten consisted of Purdue, up from 16th
to eighth on the strength of a it *
- ~
- —**J
W no i D ly Nev s Ok
28-14 defeat of Notre Dame;
Winona, Minnesota VW
Missouri, which rose from 11th I
to ninth after crushing Illinois
TUESDAY. SEPT. 30, 1969
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touchdowns in leading the Vikings to a 52-14 romp over
the Baltimore Colts. He alsd tied an NFL pass mark. (Daily
News photo)

Kapp Had Best Day Despite
Cracking Bone in Left Wrist
M I N N E A P O L I S (ff) - bone in his left wrist when he
Vikings quarterback Joe Kapp was tackled by the Colts' Bubba
had one of his best days in Na- Smith in the third quarter.
tional League football play Vikings Coach Bud Grant said
Sunday when Minnesota downed Kapp will be fitted with a speBaltimore 52-14, even though he cial cast and should be able to
cracked hTis wrisc in the game. play in Sunday's game with
Kapp, who tied the league rec- Green Bay in the Twin Cities.
ord by throwing seven touch- "It's a very slight crack and
down passes, received a cracked he should lose no mobility,"

Grant said . He added that the say he ever had a better day, "
break is high enough that it Grant said. Joe's timing was exdoes not. hamper Kapp in the cellent, his rhythm was never
use of his hand.
better and he threw the ball
Grant said he has always had right on the money."
a lot of respect for Kapp, and "He had a lot of protection
had high praise for his perfrom our offensive line," he
formance Sunday.
"I don't think that Joe could added, "and our receivers made
some great catches."
7
Teammate Gene Washington
also had some good words to
say about Kapp, who joined the
Vikings the same year as Washington.
"Kapp always plays' like that
in practice," Washington kidded
they'll know by midweek if their in reference to Sunday's game.
The wide receiver, who has
sensational rookie will be able caught 13 passes for 324 yards
to play against San Diego next and three touchdowns in this
Saturday. Cook pulled a muscle year's first two league games,
in his right arm and was re- said he had improved by playing with Kapp for three years.
placed by Sam Wyche.
Minnesota, which handed Bal- "It takes a while for a quartimore its second straight loss, terback and a receiver to know
expressed confidence that quar- each other," Washington exterback Joe Kapp will be able to plained.
play in next Sunday's game Coach Grant said another
with Green Bay. Kapp fractured year's experience was evident
his non-passing wrist in the in Washington's game, but "we
third quarter but Coach Bud can't expect Washington, to be
Grant said the break is high this effective all year."
enough that it doesn't affect the Grant said the Vikings had
worked on their passing game
use of his hand.
The limping Jets compounded this season and in all of their
their problems with the loss pre-season games. "This was
of Jim Hudson, hard-tackling one of our weaknesses last year
strongside safety, who tore liga- and we had to improve."
ments in his gimpy left knee But he said Minnesota's runduring the world champions' ning game has suffered as a re34-27 drubbing at San Diego.
sult. "We'll have to work on this
Unless the knee shows dra- because we will need to run the
matic improvement , Hudson ball when we start playing on
could be lost for at least six bad fields "he added.
weeks. If surgery is eventually
required, he'd be through for
the year. Hudson has had major
surgery on the knee twice before and the Jets are hesitant to
operate again.
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GREEN BAY . - (*) - The
Green Bay Packers did not
have a good day when they beat
San Francisco, 14-7, Sunday,
but "the 49ers may have had
something to do with it," Coach
Phil Bengtson said Monday.
"They really came at us and
they wanted the game badly,"
Bengtson said of the winless
49ers. "But we came up with
the big play when we needed."
The 49ers also came up with
the big play — or Green Bay
gave it away, depending on how
you look at it.
The Packers gave up thenfirst touchdown of the season
on an 80-yard pass to Cliff McNeil ' .
"There's not much you can do
about a perfect pass," Bengtson said after viewing films of
the game.
But several Packer mistakes
cost points, and another could
have, but didn't.
The Packers drove downfield
into 49er territory, but Travis
Williams fumbled inside the five
and the ball hopped into the
end zone where San Francisco
recovered — saving the touchdown.
"Travis was hit from the side
and stripped of the ball," Bengtson saicl "While he was losing
it, he happened to kick the bail

Hard-Luck Chiefs Look
For Another Quarterback
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Kansas City Chiefs, suddenly the American Football
League's hard-luck team, are
looking for at least one quarterback.
Starter Len Dawson injured
his knee at Boston two weeks
ago and is out at least another
month. Backup man Jacky Lee
broke an ankle bone during
Sunday's 24-19 loss at Cincinnati
and will be sidelined two to
three weeks.
Suddenly, No. 3 quarterback
Mike Livingston, a second-year
obscurity from Southern Methodist, is No. 1 and the Chiefs
need someone at No. 2. They
could even use a No. 3.
Coach Hank Str am discounted
rumors of an impending trade
and said Tom Flores and John
Huarte, free agents with
impressive credentials, were to
try out -with the Chiefs today.
Stram also will look at rookie
Ed Podelak, a former Iowa
quarterback who has been Used
by Kansas City at running back .
Livingston played in two
games last year and came in

during the second half in the
stunner at Cincinnati. He completed nine of 17 passes for 99
yards—not enough to stop the
amazing Bengals, who won their
third straight and snapped Kansas City's regular season game
winning streak at seven dating
from last season. The Chiefs
also won all six exhibition
ganies.:
Flores, a nine-year veteran,
spent seven years at Oakland ,
then went to Buffalo in the 1967
Daryle Lamonica trade. His
best season was 1966 when he
was the Raiders starter and
completed ,151 of 306 passes for
2,638 yards and 24 touchdowns.
Huarte, 1964 Heisman Trophy
winner for Notre Dame, spent
1965 on the New York Jets' taxi
squad, was traded to Boston in
1966, released by the Patriots
after four games of the 1967 season and spent 1968 with Philadelphia. He. tried out with
Minnesota this year before
being released.
The Bengals, -who did fine
without starting quarterback
Greg Cook after he was injured
in the second half Svnday, said

Gophers Missing
Three Regulars
Due to Injuries

Taste what it does to a Sour.
A lot of people like Fleischmann's Preferred. For some,
it's simply the smooth taste. For others,
^ <"•*
proof...
and
the
value.
the 90
h~~%
For many people the important thing is
the Fleischmann name. (And that 's the kind
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - The
Minnesota Gophers were missing three first teamers Monday,
including quarterback Phil Hageif, as they resumed practice
for Saturday's clash with Nebraska at Memorial Stadium.
Hagen, defensive safety Jeff
Wright and defensive tackle
iSteve Thompson were all held
from contact Monday because of
minor leg injuries.
A spokesman for the Gophers
said Thompson will be able to
play in Saturday 's game7 but
listed Hagen and Wright only as
probables.
Junior Walt Bowser, who lettered in 1968 at flanker and has
played at that position most of
this season, worked out at first
team quarterback position Monday.
One change was made in the
Gopher offensive line. Sophomore Lee Rankin of Glassport,
Pa., moved in at first team left
guard and sophomore Ron King,
Chatfield , Minn., was shuffled
up to the second unit .
Bill Christison of Grnnd
Forks, N.D., the starter against
Ohio University and Arizona
Slate, was put with the third
unit.
Minnesota , 0-J-i , will meet Nebrask a, 1-1, when it's without its
two fastest men.
¦
BK; K ELIMINATED
BOSTON (AP) - The Big Exacta is out. nt Suffolk Downs for
the remainder of the track's
thoroughbred race meeting.
President Bill Vceck sn Id two
perfect rnccs will replace the
multiple form of wagering.
There will bo perfcctiis, based
on picking the 1-2 finishes , in
three races.
The Big Is, based on picking
1-2 finishes in two straight
races, is eliminated .

They were 10th, 17th and 18th »
week ago,
"We're aware we have some
good players," Hayes said Monday at his weekly luncheon in
Columbus, Ohio. "We have to
continue to get better every
time we play."

Big Play Saved
Victory
Packer
'

Wmmz

KAPP AT THE CONTROLS . . . Veteran quarterback
Joe Kapp of the Minnesota Vikings is shown above shouting signals during Sunday's NFL game at Met Stadium. Kapp,
leaning over center Mick Tingelhoff (53) tossed seven

newcomers Louisiana"" State,
Stanford , West Virginia and Wyoming in the 16-17-18-19 positions , and Mississippi, down
from eighth to 20th .
Besides Notre Dame, Indiana ,
Auburn and Arizona State
dropped from the Top Twenty.

with his knee and it bounced
into the end zone for an easy
recovery."
The Packers lost another opportunity for points when rookie
Dave Hampton fumbled a pitchout and the 49ers recovered on
their own 31.
"He just hobbled it, took his
eye off the ball," Bengtson
said. "There's no excuse for
that because we work on the
play all the time."
Hampton did score one touchdown — on an 87-yard return
of the second half kickoff. But
he threw the ball down before
crossing the 49er goal line, almost costing the six points.
"There was a shadow on the
field, we could see it in the
film," Bengtson said. "Hampton probably mistook it for the
goal line. The referee picked up
the ball and signaled a touchdown. We were fortunate. It
could have been called a touchback."
Next week the Packers face
Minnesota , the team which
smashed the defending National Football League champion
Colts, 52-14, Sunday.
"It's hard to believe they
could score that much against
a defense as strong as Baltimore's" Bengtson said, thinking about next week.

SAUER HAS SURGERY
BOSTON (AP) - General
Manager George Sauer of the Boston Patriots of the American
Football League was reported in
good condition today after surgery for removal of the gall
bladder.
Sauer underwent emergency
surgery at Faulkner Hospital
Sunday after being stricken
with severe abdominal pains.

^?alttinjg)
NATIONAL LEAGUE

IN RECORD* BOOBS . .. Boston's Rico Petrocelli (6)
gets a dugout welcome from teammates , including Tony R.
Coiigliaro (25), Monday night after becoming the first
American League shortstop to hit 40 home runs. The 40th
came in the seventh inning off Senators' pitcher Jim Shellenhack at RFK Stadium. The Red Sox won, 8-5. (AP Photofax)

Dozen Pitchers
Have Won 20

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
This was supposed to be baseball's Year of the Hitter but the
pitchers, lowered mound, smaller strike zone and all, haven't
done badly for themselves.
There are a dozen 20-game
winners sprinkled around the
major leagues—the highest total
since 13 pitchers reached the
20-victory plateau back in 1951.
And four other hurlers with 10
victories each could reach 26 as
the season swings into its final
week.
Phil Niekro, one of ttie~,29game winners, goes for Atlanta
tonight against Cincinnati as the
Braves try to clinch the National League West pennant. One
Atlanta victory er San Francisco loss, ends the race.
Mike Cuellar, another member of the 20-victory club, was
beaten 4-1 by Detroit Monday
night—only the second loss in 15
decisions since the All-Star
Game for the Baltimore lefthander.
Bill Freehan , whose run-scorng second-inning triple was the
only hit off Cuellar through the
first eight innings, drilled a
two-run single as the Tigers rallied for three runs to break a tie
in the ninth.
In the only other game played
in fhe majors Monday night,
Boston whipped Washington fl-5
as Itico. Petrocelli set a record
fiy hitting his 40th homer of the
year, most ever by an American
Lea gue shortstop. Petrocelli
broke the mark of 39 set by
Vern Stephens who also played
for the Red Sox ,
Frank Howard ripped his 4f)th
of the year for the Senators ,
tying Harmon Killebrew for the
major league home run lead.
Besides Cuellar , 23-11, and
Niekro , 22-13, the 20-game winners this season are Minnesota 's
Jim Perry, 20-6 , Tom Seaver of
the New York Mets, 25-7, Detroit's Denny McLain , 24-0,
Dave McNnlly of Baltimore , 20fl, Dave Boswell of Minnesota ,
20-11, Mel Stolllcmyre of the
New York Yankees, 20-14, Snn
Francisco's .lunn Marichal , 2111, Houston's lj arry Dicrkor ,
20-12 nnd Ferguson Jenkins, 2115, and Bill Hands, 20-14 , both
of the Chicago Cubs,

McNally and Perry both get
a chance to add to their totals
:oday. The Baltimore left-hander faces Detroit while the Twins'
righty takes on Chicago.

Playing Status
Of Lew Alcindor
'Up in the Air'

MILWAUKEE UPI - Milwaukee Bucks' center Lew Alcindor
usually is up in the air — even
when the 7-foot-2 giant's feet
are on the ground.
But today, his physical condition was "up in the air " as
well.
Alcindor suffered a sprained
ankle as the National Basketball Association Bucks dropped
a 114-117 exhibition decision to
the Chicago Bulls at Wichita ,
Kan., Sunday night.
The Bucks won their opener
87-156 over Phoenix the previous
night and journey to Madison
tonight to take on the tough
Baltimore Bullets.
"Whether Lew will play is
still up in the air ," said a
Bucks spokesman late Monday
night. "The trainer will decide
whether he can play. He will
start If possible. He wants to
play ."
Bucks genera l manager John
Erickson noted heavy pre-game
ticket sales — many of them
due to tho, promised appearance
of Alcindor. He said tho former UCLA great "will play if
at all possible."
Officials said he would , at
least, appea r at the game, even
if he does not play.
».
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EAST DIVISION
W. L.
91 41
Mew York
»1 4?
Chicago
86 74
Pittsburgh
85 74
........
St. LOUis ¦
Philadelphia .. ..... 97.
Montreal
SI 108

Pet.
.<»»
.569
.538
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.390
.325

G.B.

WEST DIVISION
W. L.
Atlanta
92 <8
San Francisco .... 89 70
Cincinnati
I. 88 72
Los Angelea ..... S3 7<
Houston
• 80 79
San Diego .. .... 50 109

Pet.
.575
.560
.550
.522
.503
.314

G.B.
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MONDAY'S RESULTS
No games schedued.
TODAY'S GAMES
Philadelphia (Wise 14-13) at St. Louis
(Gurman 0-0), night,
Cincinnati (Nolan s-7) at Atlanta (Niekro 22-H), nlgftf.
Houston (Lemaster 12-17) al Lot Angeles (Sutton .17-17), night.
San Diego (Santorinl 8-14) al San
Francisco (Perry . 18-14), night.
Only games scheduled.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Montreal at Pittsburgh, night.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis, night,
Houston at Los Angeles, night,
San Diego et San Francisco.

COWBOYS HAVE 26 BACK
LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) - Wyoming's defending Western Athletic Conference football champions have 26 lettermen back
tinder Coach Lloyd Eaton.
The Cowboys have three captains—Larry 7 JVels, Tommy
Tucker and Joe Williams.
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EVERY DAY OF
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AMERICAN LEAGUE

EAST DIVISION
W. L.
Baltimore
108 52
Detroit
89 71
Boston
<7 73
Washington
14 74
New York . . . . . . 78 81
Cleveland
42 97

Pet.
.675
.Sit
.544
.525
.491
.390

G.B.

WEST DIVISION
W. L.
Minnesota
» 74
t(
73
Oakland
California
71 tl
Chicago
.67
92
Kansas City ... . .. it 93
Seattle . . . . ... .... 13 91

Pet.
.597
.541
.447
.421
.415
.391

G.B.

19
31
34
29VJ
45tt

9
24
38
29
32

MONDAY'S RESULT S
Detroit 4, Baltimore 1.
Boston I, Washington 5.
Only games scheduled.
TODAY'S GAMES
Oakland (Dobson 14-13) at Seattle
(Brabender 13-13), night.
California (Mossersmlth li-U ) at Kansas City (Drago 10-13), night.
Chicago (John 9-11) at Minnesota (Perry 20-4).
Detroit (Wilson 12-10) al Baltimore
(McNally 20-6), night.
Boston (German 10) at Wa shington
(Bosnian 13-j), night,
Cleveland (Tlant 9-1a) at New York
(Downing 6.5), night.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Oakland at Seattle , night.
California at Kansas City, night.
Chicago at Minnesota.
Detroit at Baltimore , nlnht.
Boston at Washington , night.
Cleveland at New York, night.

RJONDEAU WINS DECISION
NORTH ADAMS, Mass. (AP)
— Terry Rondeau , the New
England featherweight boxing
champion from ncarhy Pittsfield , scored a unanimous 10round decision over Jean LeRoux of France Monday night in
a nontitle bout before a crowd of
1,500 fans. Each fighter weighed
121.
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LEARNING TO FLY?
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LITTLE CHAMPS . . . Skelly Oil won
the Little Boys division of Goodview Park
Recreation baseball which was just completed. Shown above from left to right are:
Front Row—Joe Nix, Tim Doelle, Ed Hem-

melman, J. Hemmelman, Tom Doelle and
Dan Hermann. Second Row—Mark Bambenek , Les TMcElmury, Mike "Whetstone, Keith
Lockwood, Jim Beard and Craig Lockwood,
Daily News photos)

MAJOR LEAGUE CHAMPS . . .. Rollingstone Lumber won the v Major League
championship In the Goodview Park Recreation baseball program this past season.

Shown from left are: Fran Rlnn, Terry
Stoos, Joe Nett , Bob Hengel, Dan Speltz,
Larry Stoos, Steve Wise, Denny Hengel,
Gary Stoos, -Bob -Klinger and Bob 7 Hoffman.
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PEE WEE GIRLS . . . Winners of the
pee wee girls championship are shown above
from left : Front Row—Carol Pryzbylski,
Beth Keister, Karen Tanner and Shelly Bus-

well. Second row—T. Curran, Karen Case,
Lindg, Berg, Becky Newell and Patti Clark.
Third Row—coaches Kris Aline and Sue Dunn.

VALLEY NURSERY 7 ... '.; Shown from
left are the members of the Valley Nursery
girls softball championship team: Honda

Lea,' Kris Aune, Fran TReishus, Mary Ann
Schuh, Joan Curran, Jane Noline, Deann
Gehlhaart, Rox Galewski and Sarp Boiler.

Betty Englerth
Second in Books 1
After Rolling 258
Betty Englerth blasted 258-607 be rolled this year. Dick Niefor Main Tavern of the Pin meyer (Sunshine) also slammed
Topplera League at Westgate a 244 count. Pepsi-Cola teamed
Bowl Monday night to take for 1,043 and Country Kitchen
over one second place and tie rapped 2,982.
for another. The 258 gives her Walt Woege leveled 237-833,
sole possession of second place Bob Winestofer 237-631, Al
in this season's records (last Ruppert 221-822, Gary Schossow
year's high was 257) and her 222-614, Dick Niemeyer 244412,
607 is good for a tie with this Hal Biltgen 209-603, and Don
year's second best performance Braatz 232-600. Karrol Jaastad
and tied for tenth with last (583) and Luther Myhro (576)
pitched errorless series.
year's.
H&M Plumbing and Heating HAL-ROD LANES: VFW shot 978 and Watkln's Cosmet- Gene Ehlers of Koehler Body
ics had 2,686, Irene Pozanc roll- Shop cracked 286-604, the city's
ed 204-599, Jane Maschka 544, third highest game of the year
Esther Pozanc 211-523, Mary in the men's division, and Rod
Hengel 214-513, Ruth Hopf 511, Doebbert shelved 654 for WaGladys Roetzler 504, Leona Lu- son's Supper Club. Koehler's
binski 503, Pat Stahmann 201- hit 1,020 and Wason's toppled
503. and Esther Kelm 202-502. 2'flfl2
Ron Fitch of the A.D. Bootery WESTGATE BOWL: Alley Gasmashed 244663 in City League ters — Economy Plumbing's
activity at Hal-Rod Lanes. The Janice Drazkowski slapped 236series score is the third best to 590. Her 236 tied her for fifth
spot in the season's record
book. Meanwhile, Curley's Floor
Shop tallied 906-2,650. Sue
Plait flipped 205-511, Jan Wieczorek 507, and Larry Donahue
230-500.
Community — Morris Schutz
threw a 213-604 count for Pizza
Hut, which recorded 1,021. BenALMA, Wis. (Special) — Jer- son's Feed Mill belted 2,818.
ry Grebin, former teacher and Ladies — Peggy Jacobson of
coach in Alma, Wis., and 1954 Midland pounded 207-506 and
graduate of Winona State Col- Arlene Sobeck of Laehn's House
lege, was recently named ath- of Beauty tipped 513. Midland
letic director of the Minneapolis Co-op piled up 896-2,552. Shirley
Athletic Club.
Gehlhaart shot 200-501.
Grebin becomes the third
ATHLETIC CLUB: Go Getters
athletic director
Orvilla Cisewskl led EB's
in the club's 57Corner to 879-2,480 with her
year history, He
182-441.
replaces Seldon
Monday — Ed Dowall, QuilCoombs.
lin's IGA tripped 218 and Rich
While at WiChuchna floored 593 for Qualnona State College, the 36ity Sheet Metal. Quality Sheet
year-old Grebin
Metal had 945 and Quillin's toearned 12 lettaled 2,661.
PIN TOPPLER'S
ters in three
Weslgate
W. U
sports and was
Main Tavarn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4>
listed in the
Winona Paint l, Glan .... 7 3
Shorty* Bar t Cafi ...... 7 5
Grebin
1954 edition of
. Polactiek Electric . . . . . . . . tV, sVs
"Who's Who" in colleges and Watkins Cosmetics
A t
universities. He also has earn- H&M Plumb. » Heating .. 5VJ «'ji
lakitide
Oulf
........
1
7
ed 15 credits in administration Winona Fruit Market
i t
In post graduate study at the
WESTGATE LADIES
Westgate
W. L.
University of Wisconsin.
Laehn's House of Btauty .. 15
*
Football and baseball were Winona
Typewriur
12 «
tiis sports. In his senior year Midland Co-op
il
T
"O" Ranch ........ * *•
at Winona State, he was named Circle
Ktn'i Hardware .......
41*
most valuable player in the Haddad'i
i is
VFW
Minnesota State Conference. He
Hari-RM
VJ
. L.
was also the iirsf to~"win the Koetiler Body Shop
11 I
award established to honor .WMMi't supntr Club . . . . . . 10 I
BunKe's Apco Radiator Serv. I 4 ><
Glen Gallagher.
St. Clair 's
7 5
Grebin is married to tlie for- Sand
Bar
7 s
mer Diane Schweitzer of Alma. Blanche's Tavern .......... 4 &

Jerry Grebin
New Director

Coy Bacon
Big Surprise

MEN'S WINNERS . . . Winona Truck
Leasing won the Men 's softball championship. From left are: Front Row—Bob Boulware, C. Lund, Steve Berg and John McDon-

ald. Second Row—Dennis Brom , Duane Nelson, Bob Ferris and Waully Trouten. Not
present are Fran McCann , Jeff Biesanz and
Tim Curran.

MATZKE CONCRETE . . . Matzke Concrete won the Small Boys championship behind the play of from left : Front Row—Mark
Henry, Mike Borkowski , T. Kowalewskl and

Tim Borkowski. Second Row—Steve Conway ,
Dave Williamson, Duane Pryzbylski and Bob
Wilson.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL IS NEXT

Professional Football Nation s No. 1 Sport

NEW YORK (AP) - Professional football is the nation 's
No. 1 sport according to an Associated Press Managing Editors' Association Sports Committee survey, but there are
surprising variations in reader
interests by age and by region.
Tho survey was made under
the chairmanship of Larry

Watkins Products
Excellent Opening in
Corporate Training
Training Program Developer

—Will be instructed in analysis of corpornto training
needs, preparation , administration and evaluation of
training programs. Will lend
to advancement to Project
Supervisor.
UndeiTjnidunle (I OR ice preferred. Writing and editing
ability desirable. . S a l a r y
open.
Call
8-150?

Mr. S. J.
Hondros or
Mr. A. J.
Picurd

Jinks , managing editor of the said:
Miami Herald , with the profes"Pro football is more popular
sional guidance of Carl J. Nel- in tlie East and college football
son Research , Inc.
is more popular ia the central
area of the country. Baseball,
Among male readers the top pro basketball, hockey and golf
ll sports were in order: profes- are more popular in tlie East,
sional football , college football, More people in the "West want to
baseball , professional basket- read about automobile racing ol
ball , college basketball, Indian- all kinds and about boating and
apolis typo car racing, RO M. box- boxing,
ing, track , fishing and horse
"It should be pointed out that
racing.
in most cases the percentage
In explaining some of the de- differences are not great in this
tailed findings based on surveys generalized regional division,
by 97 newspapers of 709 male Far more significant , perhaps ,
readers and IBB female, Jinks are the percentage breakdowns
by age of readers.
"Here we find that the three
types of automobile racing considered—stock car, drag and In-
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Ask about tho Sentry Auto
policy wllh the new monthly
or quarterly payment plans.
Call and Compare I

DUANE RINGLEIt

P. O. Box 465

,
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dianapolis type—are all strikingly more popular among
younger readers. The 18-to-24
age group lead In all three categories by a large margin, and
the 25-to-34 group are a comfortable second in each category.
"Younger readers lag slightly
behind others in their enthusiasm for professional football
and college football , although
tho Interest remains quite high*.
Surprisingly (50 per cent ot the
younger group are 'very interestcd'' in baseball—placing this
group second only to the 50-to-fiO
category in baseball interest—
and the youngest group led everybody in liking professonal
basketball. "
One of tlie surprises of the
survey was the strong fourth
place finish of professional basketball , which was tenth in an
APME survey of sports editors
in 1959 and eighth in another ln
19(17.

"One mild surprise ," said
Jinks , "at least to many observers, wns tho strong hold that
basebnll—considered by some a
declining sport—still has on
renders."
Jinks also reported strong interest in .statistics on sports
pages and said tho survey

showed that "sports readers depend strongly on newspapers for
relevant tabulated detail—box
scores, football summaries, racing entries and results , and the
like. "
The survey was confined to
readers who expressed an interest in sports. In the top sports,
HO per cent of the males questioned said they were very In-

Johnny Sample
Turning Author
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. <AP)
— Corncrbnck Johnny Sample
of tho New Yerk Jets has
termed Commissioner Poto Ro
zclle a "dictator" and says that
pro football would be better ott
without him.
Sample made the comment
Monday at a news conference at
which he announced he plans to
publish a scries of books on
black athletes and their struggle
for equality in professional
sports.
"As a person, Rozelle has too
much power," Sample said.
"He 's biased against the
AFL ," Sample said , "because it
waa the NFL which gave him
his job."

terested in pro football and 17
per cent said they were interested.
The comparable figures for
college football were 71 and 25,
for baseball 58 and 37, for
professional basketball 42 and
43 , and for college basketball 40
and 42.
In the previous APME surveys, sports editors in 1959
ranked the top five this way:
.1—baseball , 80.0 per cent; 2—
college football , 1)0,5 ; 3—professional football , 77,3; 4—college
basketball , 01; 5—boxing, 56.1.
In 19(17" tho rankings were: 1
—professional football, 78; 2—
college football, 77; 3—baseball ,
75 ; 4-golf , 58; 5-collcge basketball, 54,

FALL SALE

• WINDSOR SEED
$1.00 OFF wlion
purchaied with
Sc off a Turf Builder
D^DD BROTHERS
nlFOD STORE, Inc.
V * S HARDWARE
574 E. 4th St. Phon« 4007

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Defensive tacHe Coy Bacon, who
•wasn't a first stringer in college, must be the biggest surprise for followers of the Los
Angeles Rams this season.
He's starting ahead of the veteran Roger Brown and, on Sunday, recefred the game ball
tribute from his teammates after the Rams beat Atlanta 17-7 to
remain undefeated after two
N a t i o n a l Football League
games.
"In college , at Jackson State,
I had no idea I would be a pro,"
says Bacon, "I was only second
or third string."
It should be noted, however,
that two players on the first unit
were Ben McGee, now playing
with the Pittsburgh Steelers
and Verlon Biggs of the New
York Jets.
Bacon spent two years in the
pro Continental Football League
at Charleston, then signed with
Dallas as a free agent. The
Cowboys had him on their reserve squad.
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Jiaatad Hardware
5
7
Cheer's Barber Shop
5
7
Holiday Inn
4
a
Oatlt Bar I. Cats . . . . . . . . A
a
Park Plana
j
9
MONDAY LEAGUE
Athletic Club
W, L,
Cumin's I.O.A. .. . . . . . . .. . . I 1
Bunko 's Aneo
5
1
Joswick's Fuel & Oil
4
a
Quality Sheet Mclal
j 3
Oeorge 's Bar
1 5
1st national Bank
0
*
GO GETTERS
Athletic Club
W , L,
E.B .'j corner
i
0
Winona Plumbino
3
,
Steve 's
4
2
Avenue Cafe
3
3
Unknown
0 4
COMMUNITY
-Vestgat a
points
Happy Chef .
)7
Frlckson' s Auclloneers
14
1st National Bank
in/,
Benton 's Feed Mill
n
Tempo
11
" 9
Gibson's
Pine Hut .
•>
uss Agrl. chemicals
\ ty-A
Blumenlrllts Store
4 .
Sunbeam Bread
s

Canadian

R'R®

Rich&Rare SSBLWLm

Individually registered
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Minneapolis
To Collect
On New Taxes

125 Injured in
Commuter Train Crash
SHIZUOKA, Japan (AP) - A
t h r e e -c a r commuter train
rammed head-on into a 35-car
freight train parked in a yard 70
miles southwest of Tokyo early
today, injuring 125 persons, police said. All of the injured were
aboard the passenger train.
Fifteen of the victims, including the engineer, were reported
seriously injured. About 400 passengers were aboard the commuter train.

Boughton Reports
Forecast Fulfilled

pretation of the German currency revaluation and said it
has produced a devaluation of
1 MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
the dollar. He said:
An
"If you had been a tourist
estimated $800,000 to $1 million
yesterday, traveling in West
a year will start flowing into
Germany, and had chosen to
Minneapolis coffers Wednesday
buy a suit costing $100 in U.S.
when a batch of new local taxes
money, at the opening of the
passed by the 1969 legislature
To Your Good Health
German foreign exchange bank
take effect.
today, you would have found toAmong the taxes are a 3 per
day that your dollar had decent hotel-motel tax and a 3 per
creased
in value. You would
cent tax on admissions and
have
had
to pay $103 for the
amusements, which will be addsame
suit.
ed onto the state's 3 per cent
"By today's close, you may
sales tax.
even find that you would have
The city will get the money,
had to pay perhaps
$110 for
¦¦
that suit. .. • ¦ ¦ ' • " .
but the state Tax Department
"In other words, it's my begets the first slice for the costs
lief that in the near future the
of administering the program.
IN A telephone Interview to- U.S. dollar will be devalued in
The City Council approved the By G. 07 THOSTESON, M.D, day, Boughton gave his inter- Germany , by at least 10 percent. Your $100 in U.S. money
tax, which will double the tax Dear Dr. Thosteson: I understand that breast implants are
will buy 10 percent less than it
a customer already pays on ho- the most successful method of
would before.
:
tel-motel lodging bills, in June. augmenting the ; fcustline, but
"I DO consider it unfortunAs with tlie state tax, sales of that is all I know.
ate that Treasury Secretary
I would like to know all the
36 cents or less are exempt.
David Kennedy only yesterday
details: What is the cost, is
The 3 per cent admissions tax general anesthesia required,
said that the change in the valwill affect high school and are there different sizes of imue of the German mark would
college football games, con- plants, do they hold up or have
have ho effect on the U.S. dolcerts, movie theaters, golf cour- to be replaced , could they interlar or British pound. In truth
it will have the opposite effect
ses, skating rinks, dance halls, fere with pregnancy or nursing
bowling alleys, swimming pools a new born baby, where can the
on the U.S. dollar that the devaluation of the British pound
and bingo games, among others. operation be performed and by
and the French franc had on
The new tax was sponsored by whom? — C.R.K.
LONDON UP) — The value our dollar . In those instances,
Minneapolis legislators, but the
city delegation was not unani- YOUR LETTER Is welcome of the West German mark rose the devaluations increased the
in that the word is finally get- from 25 cents to a record 26 •urchasing power of our dollar
mous in support of it.
ting around that you cannot — cents today, bringing pressure in those countries. In this case,
Meanwhile, the Bloomington in this country anyway — safe- on the dollar in European for- that same purchasing power is
City Council has approved a 3 ly have "injections" to enlarge eign exchange markets.
decreased.
per cent hotel-motel accommo- the breasts. There is no way to The 26-cent level was reached "I would expect a huge flight
dations and entertainment tax prevent the sUicohe from shift- in Frankfurt at the reopening of of US. dollars to Germany in
which is .to go into effect May 1, ing. The Food and Drug Admin- trading halted last week to head expectation of further increasistration does not permit use of off speculation before West es in value of the
1970.
mark.
The tax, which the council es- H by injection, as there are Germany's election.
"It would appear that the
other
unresolved
questions
about
The West German govern- German mark will now become
timated would raise $258,000 a
ment decided Monday to let the the yardstick of the value of all
year, would apply to home it. . .
games of the Vikings, Twins The one way that is permitted mark seek its own level in in- currencies in the world, possibinvolves placing the silicone in- ternational currency markets. ly replacing the
and North Stars.
U.S. dollar as
The Bloomington tax "will be side a suitably shaped sac. The Its official value had been 25 the unit of measurement. From
collected by the city and will sac not only maintains it in the cents or four marks to the dol- here on we will have floating
cover fewer items than the Min- required shape but prevents the lar. It opened in Frankfurt this 'Values for all currencies and
silicone from having contact morning at 3.8850 marks to the
neapolis tax.
with or spreading through sur- dollar and quickly moved to these values will be determined by the intrinsic worth ol
rounding tissues.
3.84 marks.
those
currencies and will change
These implants are placed Dealers in London widened
American Film
under the chest muscles in a their buying and selling rates of frequently, possibly even from
manner that does not irritate marks to a full three pfennigs. day to day.
Group Chooses
the the breast tissue. In that Before the speculative rush to "World opinion as to the true
position, they will not affect the mark four pfennigs equalled value of each currency will deStevens Leader
termine its price in the market
pregnancy or nursing.
one cents.
place.
The
rest
of
your
questions
for
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — The
The
British
pound
sterling
imnew board chairman of the the most part will have to be proved its position steadily
American Film Institute is Rog- answered by the plastic sur- against the dollar throughout
each case is differer L. Stevens, long associated geon, ' since
•
the morning and British governwith theater and the opera on ent,
the East Coast. He succeeds ac- SIZE OF the implants varies, ment bonds were in strong demand.
tor Gregory Peck.
according to what is appropriate
The announcement 7 Monday for the individual. The surgical The dollar was being sold in a
said Sidney Poitier was named fee -will vary, but roughly — brisk turnover at around 3.8800
marks, a rate which representvice chairman.
very roughly -r- it will range to- ed an upward revaluation of the
Stevens -was special assistant ward $1,000, more or less.
to the president on the arts from Yo\ir regular physician can German currency of about 3%
per cent from its parity of four
1964 to 1968 and chairman of the
National Council on the Arts refer you to plastic surgeons marks to the dollar .
who do this type of surgery.
This appeared to be the going LONDON (AP) — Janes's
from 1944 to 1969.
Dear
Dr.
Thosteson:
I
am
33
rate throughout Western Eu- Fighting Ships, the massive anHe has co-produced more than
nual which describes the war125 plays and has been active as and have osteoarthritis in my rope.
spine;
ships of the world, says hunMy
doctor
and
I
have
One
currency
dealer
said:
a director of the Metropolitan
Opera, the National Opera Insti- finally found a medication I can "The weak currencies today are dreds of Amercan warships are
tute, the Associated Councils of take without side effect. In the the dollar, the French and Bel- on the brink of senility and pack
the Arts and was a co-founder of beginning my legs were like gian francs and the Italian lira. the punch of a S7-pound weakthe American
Shakespeare lead, arms and shoulders ached . The pound is sailing through ling.
Now I am much better.
Theater.
quite well. It moved up in both And the strongman, the deI hope maybe you can say its spot and forward position." scriptive array indicates , is the
something in your column that , Most dealers said there were Soviet Union.
if people would just go to the few signs of a rush to change "Most of the U.S. aircraft carTennis Scoring
doctor and let him help them, sterling into marks as had been riers, cruisers, destroyers , escan get relief and back feared before the opening.
corts and minesweepers, refitSystem Too Old they
to fairly normal health, if they
ted or not , are a quarter of a
NEW YORK (AP) - The di- will take the time to be helped. But to avoid being caught . by century old," writes Raymond
rector of the 1969 US. Open It took me a year. — Mrs:. Surprise, dealers widened their V. RV Blackman , an authority
buying and selling price to a full on naval power and editor Of the
Tennis Championships says V.W.
grass courts and the game's ONE OF the emphatic point s three pfennigs , offering to trade warship annual for the past 21
age-old scoring system must be is that any case of arthritis can sterling in the range of 9.2350 to years.
eleminated if tennis is to com- be helped if care is not put Off 9.2650 marks. The opening rate
He says the Soviet Union is
pete against baseball , football too long. Your point, that it was 9.2650 against Monday's ahead in new construction and
and golf for the entertainment sometimes takes time to find closing 9.3850.
has built a navy "to be recktho treatment which will suit The pound opened against the oned with.
dollar.
"
dollar at 2.38245 against Monday
Owen "Williams, who was the patient, is a valid one.
The Soviet navy is shown as
brought in from South Africa to The person who expects to be night's 2.3823 and quickly having 1,575 "newish"
vessels in
run this year's event, predicted "cured" is going to be disap- moved up to 2.3833.
its total of 3,240 warshi ps
Monday that next year 's cham- pointed , because there is no
against the United States ' 894
pionshi p will offer a $250,000 known cure for arthritis. But
"newish" ships in a total of 3,purse and gross $1 million—if there are multiple ways of help360-mmdreds of which .Blackthe changes are made.
ing the condition and preventman says "are becoming a liaThe lflGfl tournament drew a ing it from getting worse. With
bility " to the U.S. Navy.
record 101,365 and its total re- so much suffering from arthriceipts were $604,000 compared tis, every effort must be made
with $433,000 in 1968, the first to see that people learn the
Lake City GRA
U.S. Open. Rod Laver , the 1969 truth , and take advantage of
winner, collected $37,000.
the help which is available.
Begins New Yea r
Williams said that it the U.S. Dear. Dr . Thosteson: I used
Lawn TeJinis Association and to smoke a pack and a half
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spe- LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
the staid West Side Tennis Club of cigarettes a day. My hus- cial) — Homecoming activities, —The Girls Recreation Associaat Forest Hills, N.Y., can't band doesn't smoke. My daugh- to culminate with a football tion held the first of its regular
agree on "progressive plans, ter used to hide my cigarettes game between St. Charles and weekly meetings Monday night.
the USLTA should seek another and lighter before she went to Lake City Friday at 7:30 p.m. Miss Lynette Grimm , new adstadium, "
school, -and I hunted all over and a dance in the gym Friday viser, has several new activities
night , are in progress at St. in mind for the girls this year
the house for them.
including gymnastics broomCharles.
Then
I
thought,
if
she
hated
College Football
to see me smoke, I would quit. At a pepfest and bonfire in ball, which is played on Ice,
The Toy Twenty, with first- I made up my mind and threw the athletic field Thursday at archery, possibly bowling, and
place votes in parentheses. tlicrn in the garbage and never 7:30 p.m., tho king and queen swimming at the Villa Academy
Points awarded for first 15 picks smoked again. . That was two wi|l be announced. Coronation pool at Frontenac.
Friday In order to give the girls more
on basis of 2O-18-NK14-12-1O-0-8- years ago, and I am not sorry. ceremonies will be held
gym.
at
1:45
p.m.
in
tho
The influence on activities this year,
You
just
have
to
make
up
your
7-0-5-4-3.2-J:
parade through the downtown Miss Grimm will appoint one or
I. Ohio State (35)
764 mind. — Mrs. D.M.
district wilf begin Friday at two girls as "sportsheads " for
2 Penn State (2
619
2:45 p.m. Floats now are being each sport , who will work with
5(14
.1. Arkansas
built.
the adviser in planning events.
2«2
4. Texas (3)
The high school band will pre¦
449
5. South. California
sent tho homecoming show nt
3B9
fi. Oklahoma
halftime Friday night. Dancing New Racing Winner
300
7. Georgia
will be from 0:30 p.m . to 12:30
251
II. Purdue
a.m. Friday.
MACON, Ga. (AP) _ Follow!) . Missouri
236 By THE ASSOCIATED PRlilSS
King candidates are Jim ing a review of the results of
171 Two traffic deaths Monday, Glover , son of Mr. nnd Mrs. the 1ILB 400
10. Tennessee
158 one from a car-train crash , Pete Glover ; Carroll Korb , son here Sunday,slock car race held
11. UCLA
155 raised Minnesota's road fatality of Mr. and Mrs . Harvey Korb , have declared NASCAR officials
12. Florida
Charles Blanton
146 count for tho year to 721 com13. Michigan
and Dick Mnthlfion , Hon of Mr.
HO pared with 793 at this time a and Mrs. Al Mathison. Tho of Gaffney, S. C„ as the winner
14. Mich . State
of the race.
94 year ago.
15. Alabama
•juecn candidates arc Karen
Officials at NASCAR head7!)
16. Louisiana Slate
Leon Schufl , 30, Brownlon Christie , daughter of Mr. and
41 Minn., wns killed Monday when, Mrs . Dnvld Christie; Vicki Eck- quarters in Dnyton a Beach, Fla.
17. Stanford
1(1. West Virginia
22
hart , daughter of the Miko received the top three score20 Ills cor went out of control and Eckhnrts, nnd Karen Edwards, cards for examination after
in. Wyoming
15. overturned at a rura l road in- daughter of Mr . and Mrs. Frnnk NASCAR score-keepers found an
20. Mississippi
error in tho results of tho race.
Other teams receiving votes, tersection southeast of Brown- Edwards,
listed alp habetically. Arizona ton. Schuft wns riding alono.
Class attendants to the queen Frank Scssoms of Darlington ,
State, Auburn , Florida State, ftcrald Bablcr, 23, Borup, wil! be Jnn Stile, grnde 11, S.C., wan originally declared the
Georgia Tech , Indiana , Kansas , Minn., farmer , was injured Pnm Kicffe r . grade 10, nnd Jcri winner. But after the check at
NASCAR
headquarters
ho
Kansas State, Kentucky, Ne- fatall y Monday when his car Braun , grade 0.
braska , Notre Dame , Ohio U., and a freight train collided near Tho public is Invite d to nil wound up in third place. He
Ada , Minn.
drove n 106(1 Camnro
Oregon State.
homecoming activities.
¦

'
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Bust Implant
Pregnancy
And Nursing

Predictions made two and
three years ago in his speeches' to local service clubs have
been fulfilled by the revaluation of the German mark, according to Fred Boughton,
Homer, retired Insurance executive and student of international monetary affairs.
Boughton had warned that
the continued unfavorable balance of payments and trade
with foreign countries would imperil the U.S. dollar's value.
He said that foreigners' holdings of dollars, redeemable in
gold, could bankrupt the dwindling American reserve. He said
better housekeeping of the
U.S. economy was needed to
restore confidence in the dollar
and thus reinforce its value
abroad.

•

*
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PressurePut
On Dollar as
Mark Rises

AnnualSays
SovietsTops
In Warships

Homecoming
Activities Set
At St. Charles

Slate Traffic
Toll Hits 721

Market Opens
With Rally/
ThenStumbles

PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP) - Butter
steady wholesale buying prices
Monday unchanged; 93 score AA
72; 92 A 72; 90 E C9.
Eggs steadier, wholesale buying prices unchanged to 2 higher; 80 per cent Or better grade
A whites 45; mediums 40; standards 42; checks 31.

Want Ads
Start Here
NOTICE

This newspaper will be responsible
for only • one Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement published in Ihe Want Ad soctfon . Check
your ad and call 3331 If a correction
must be made.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Specie,) T.'uck, Sanitary t, Odorless
0. S. Woxlamt Co.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-K43

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
*
NEW YORKI AP) (USDA) BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORFor clogged sewers and drains.
91, 92,
Wholesale egg offerings fully C-W,
CALL SYL KUKOWSK1
;
.
.
.
Tel. 9509 or 643* 1-yesr guarantee
adequate; demand slow.
*
Card of Thanks
Wholesale selling prices, New
Jerry's Plumbing Service
827 E. -4th
Til. 939*
York spot quotations: Standards PIERCE I wish to thank all my friends and rela4243.
tives for trie cards , flowers and visits
( received while In the hospital. Also a Femala — Jobs of Int.
26
7 Whites : Fancy large 47 lbs special
thanks to the second floor permin 44%-46. Fancy medium 41 sonnel and Dr. Andersen.
RELIABLE BABYSITTER wanted In my
Cullen R. Pierce
lbs average 41%-43%. Fancy
home, weekdays 7-3:30, references. 7!
. E. 5th after S.
smalls 36 lbs average 29-30.
4
Butter offerings adequate; de- Lost and Found
WAITRESS WANTED - Garden Gate
Restaurant, 56 W. 3rd. No phoni
mand fair.
GREEN BILLFOLD lost Sept. 21. Keep
calls.
please return cards and conWholesale prices on bulk car- money,
tents. Tel. 3896 alter 5.
LADY TO DO housecleaning for 1 adult.
tonis, fresh , creamery, 93 score
2 or 3 days a week. Write or see Jim
AA 73-73% cents ; 92 score A Personals
7 Graybgrn, Holmen, Wis; Tel. 524-3702.
Once again, they point to lack 72%-73.
WE HAD a request for publication of the COLLEGE GIRL to live In. Light houseof much support for a sustained
keeping duties. Free board and room
ELIGIBILITY DATES for Joining the
plus weekly allowance. Half block from
climb.
AMERICAN LEGION. Here they are :
WSC campus. Tel. 3315.
1017
April
19,
to
November
11,
1918;
GRAIN
The Associated Press 60-stock
December 7. 1941 to September 2, 1945;
average at noon dipped to J86.3,
June 25, 1950 to July 27, 1953 and Au- HIGHWAY COUNTRY Kitchen needs additional full-time waitresses. Apply In
MINNEAPOLIS
(AP)
gust
5, 1964. to the present. Tha MEMoff .6, with industrials off .7,
person.
BERSHIP DRIVE is on . . . so . . .
Wheat receipts today 455; year come
rails off .6, and utilities off .2.
on VETERANS, |oln Up. LEGO GO DANCERS and exotic dancars,
Steels, electronics, and utili- ago 511 trading basis un- GION CLUB.
will teach. Write P.O. Box 941, Wlnena.
changed
to
up
1
;
prices
1%HOW ABOUT THOSE VIKINGS , coming
ties were mostly up, while rubFULLTIME
BOOKKEEPER — Write te>
to beat Baltimore 52 to 141 Ray
bers , metals, and airlines were 2% higher ; cash spring wheat back
P.O. Box 6. Winona, In long hand statMeyers, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
basis,
No.
1
dark
northern
11ing age, experience and references.
off with motors, aircrafts,
DON'T merely brighten your carpeti . . .
chemicals, rails and oils mixed. 17 protein 1.61*Kk-2.15V4.
Lustre them . . . elemlnate rapid WANTED: . Girls to learn beauty culture.
Spring wheat one cent pre- Blue
Harding Beauty School, 76 W. 3rd.
reselling. Rent electric shampooer $1.
General Motors was off l at mium each lb. over 58-61 lbs ; R. D. Cone Co.
WAITRESSES—5 p.m.-i p.m., 11 a.m.- t
73%, among the actives, follow- Spring wheat one cent discount ANNA ELIZABETH GOING: Born at Wi- p.m.. 1 or 2 nights per week and Frl.
or Sat. Apply In person. Steak Shop.
nona, June 1, 1859. Nieces and nephews
ing a report that auto output each % lb. under 58 lbs.
please correspond with the undersigned: ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES - SELL
and sales were expected to trail No. 1 hard Montana winter W.
E. Granger, 1060 Elizabeth St.,
TOY S a, GIFTS PARTY PLAN, now
Pasadena, California 91104,
last year in the coming months. 1.53%-1.88%.
through Dec. Excellent commissions, n»
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter HOLES In woolens are fixed Ilk* new, at collecting, no deliveries, no Investment.
Among other active issues:
Call or write "Santa Parties", Avon.
a very pleasing cost to you. W. BetAmerada Hess 41%, off %; 1.47%-1.85%.
Conn. 06001. Tel. 1 C2031673-34W.
singer, 227 E. 4th.
. ALSO BOOKING PARTIES
American Can 49%, off %; No. 1 hard amber durum ,
EGGS with buttered toast, telly
Eastman Kodak 72%, off %; choice 1.64-1.68; discounts, am- TWO
WANT EXTRA MONEY
and coffee, 55c. SIDEWALK CAFE,
FOR CHRISTMAS?
and Allied Stores 33%, off %. ber 2-3; durum 3-5.
Miracle Mall.
AVON representatives can earn hundred*
Corn
No.
2
yellow
1.10%-1.12%.
Aileen Inc. headed the list of
of dollars selling the AVON gift line In
REDUCE safe and fast with GoBese tabtheir neighborhood. Start now. Contact
the American Stock Exchange's Oats No. 2 extra heavy white lets and E-Vap "water pills." Ted Helen
Scott, Box 764, Rochester, Minn.
Maier Drugs.
20 most-active issues with a 61-63.
WMTRESS
block of 85,100 shares at 40, off Barey, cars 202, year ago 225 ; EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS? Join us
A self-help group. Write Box
Must be 21.
1%. Ten issues on the list were good to choice 87-1.14; low tc weekly.
89) .' Te1. 7991 or 4221.
STEVE'S LOUNGE
advancing, while 7 were on the intermediate 87-1.08; feed 7046.
HOW HANDY can It be? Convenient
decline, and 3 were unchanged. Rye No 1-2 1.07-1.10.
downtown Levee Plaza location at 126
COCKTAIL WAITRESS
E. 3rd St.l RUTH'S RESTAU RANT ofFlax No. 1 2.85 nominal.
fers tasty lunches and snacks tor work,
PARK PLAZA. HOTEL
Soybeans No. l yellow 2.26 ers,
businessmen, shoppers, students.
1 P.M. New York nominal.
Open 24 tiours every day except Mon.

NEW YORK (AP) - The
stock market, opening on the
winning side, stalled in slow
trading this afternoon and drifted downhill, as declines led advances by nearly 100 issues.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon slid 2.70 to 815.34.
Analysts say that the market
may be in for another test of the
800-810 DJI level as it follows a
pattern that now includts "bottomingout" or finding a platform from which to climb.
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Stock Prices

Allied Ch 26te Inland Stl 29y*
Allis Chal 23V4 I B Mach 346
Amerada 41% Intl Harv 26%
Am Can -49%-Intl-Paper 37%
Am Mtr
10 J n s & L
21Y4
AT&T
50V4 Jostens
35V4
43%
Am Tb
—• Kencott
Anconda 27% Loews
30%
46V4
Arch Dn 5ZY4. Marcor
Armco Stl 27V4 Minn MM 109
Armour 46% Minn P L 19%
Avco Cp 25% Mobil Oil 54V4
Beth Stl 28% Mn Cnm 39
32*/4 Mont Dak 28%
Boeing
Boise Cas 67% Nt Dairy 407/8
Brunswk 17% N Am R 26%
Catpillar 44% N N Gas 43%
Ch MSPP — Nor Pac 44%
Chi BIRR - No St Pw 24%
29%
Chrysler 38 Nw Air
Cities Svc 49% Nw Banc 34
48%
Com Ed 40% Penney
48%
ComSat 46% Pepsi
Con Ed
26% Plps Dge 47%
28%
Cont Can 74% Phillips
Cont Oil 28% Polaroid 131
43%
Cntl Data 140% RCA
37%
Deere
36% Rep Stl
Dow Cm 67% Dart Ind 47%
40%
du Pont 115 Rey Tb
East Kod 72% Sears R 69%
Firestone 51 Shell Oil 52%
Ford Mtr 43% Sinclair
Gen Elec 86% Sp Rand 44
Gen Food 7294 St Brands 45%
Gen Mills 35% St Oil Cal • 56%
Gen Mtr 73% St Oil Ind 52%
Gen Tel 32% St Oil NJ 69%
Gillette
43% Swift
26%
Goodrich 31% Texaco
30%
Goodyear 27% Texas Ins 126%
GtNo Ry 44 Union Oil 47%
Greyhnd 17% Un Pac
49%
Gulf Oil
33% U S Steel 37%
Homestk 25% Wesg El 57%
Honeywl 133% Wlworth 37%

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST .PAUL
SOUTH ST . PAUL Wi — (USDA) —
Caitiff 4,500; calves 400; slaughter steers
and helferj slow; early sales slaughter
sleers 25 to mostly 50 lower; hellers
weak to 25 lower; cows fully steady;
bulls, vealers and tlauflhter calves
steady; feeders scarce; high choice
around 1075 lb slaughter steers 38.75;
overage to high choice 108S-U00 Ibs
58.50; most choice 950-1250 Ibs 37.5558.35; mixed high good and choice 36.7537.35; good 25.50-36.75; average to mostly
high choice 700 and 980 ib slaughter
hellers 37.50; other choice 850-1035 Ibs
36.00-37.55; mixed high good and choice
55.75-56.35; good 24.35-2S.7S; utility and
commercial slaughter cows 20.So-3l.00;
canner and cutter 17.50-20.50; utility and
commercial slaughter bulls 22.S0-35.50;
cutter 30.50-53 .50; choice vealers 40.0045 .00; lew 43.00; good 37.00-40.00; cholca
slaughter calves 58.00-30.00 good 33.0038.00; feeders scarce.
Hogs 6,500; barrows and gilts itrong
to mostly 25 higher; trading fairly active;
1-3 300-250 Ibs 26.25 to mostly 36.50; a
tew loads 26.75; 3-3 200 and 260 Ibs
26.00-26,25; liboral volume 36.35; 5-4 260380 Ibs 35.35-56.00; sows fully steady)
1-3 300-408 Ibs 23.25-34.50; 2-3 400-600
Ibs 22,00-33.50; feeder Pigs steady; 1-3
130-160 Ibs 33.50-34 .50; boars steady.
Sheep 3,500; trading on all classes
active; prices fully steady; general demand broad; choice and prlmo 85-110
Ib wooled slaughter lambs 28.50-29. 00;
good and choice 37.50-78 .50; utility and
good slaughter ewes 7 ,50-8 .50; choice 6080 Ib leaders 27,50-28.50 .
CHICAGO
CHICAGO Ml - (USDA) -. lions
S.500; bulchers slrona to 25 higher;
1-2 205-230 Ib butchers 2i.7S-7T .1Si 1-3
190-550 Ibs 56.25-37.75 ; 2-4 240-270 lbs
25.75-26.25) 3-4 370-290 Ibs 25.25-25.75;
sows 1-3 325-400 Ibs 23.50-34 .50; 2-3 500600 Ibs 22.00-22.75.
Cattle 800; calves none; slaughter
sleers steady; couple loads high cholca
and prime 1,175-1,225 Ih slaughter ateera
30.OO-30.5O) choice 950 1,200 Ibs yield
grade 2 lo A 28 .75-30 .00; several loads
high choice and prime 900-1,000 Ib
slauohler heifers yield grade 2 to 4 58 .0028.25; choice 800-1,000 Ibs J7.0O-JB .00i
utility and commercial cows 19.00 50.50;
utility and commercial bulls 24 ,00-26.00.
Sheep 200; wooled slaughter lamhs
steady) few lots choice and prlmo 95 105
Ibs 3i.0O-79.0O,

¦

MAKING PnOGIlESS
MINNEAPOLIS (ffl - Stale
Rep, Richard Fit2simons is
"making steady progress" at
University of Minnesota Hospitals, wlierc he has been undergoing treatment for severe
burns.
Fitzsimons , 47, nn Argylo
Conservative , was burned in a
tractor accident on his farm
Aug. It.

Tired of Routine?

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

These quotations apply to hogs dallvir
ed to tht Winona station by noon today
HOGS
Hoa market: 35 cents, higher.
Meat type, 210-230 (bl. .... 25J0-24.O0
Bulchers. 210-230 Ibs. ... A ..... 25.50
Sows, 270-230 lbs .
23.2J
CATTLK
Cattle market: Weak.
High choice and prima
27.75
Choice
25.25-27.5J
Good . . . . . . . . . . .
22.75-35.50
Standard
2U0-23.75
Utility . cows
18.50-lo.50
Canner and cutter
". 17.00-19.C0
VEAL
Veal market: Steady.
Top choice
41.00
Good and cholca .......... 31.00-40.00
Commercial . . . . . . / . . . . . . . 22.00-30.00
Boners ......
........ 22.00-down

Bay State Milling Company

Elevator A Grain Prlcti
Ore hundred bushels of grain will bt
the minimum loads accepted at tha elevators.
No. 1 northern spring wheat .... XJS
No. 2 northern.' spring wheat .... l.S'
No. 3 northern ip'rlng wheat .... 1.50
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.46
No. 1 hard winter wheat ....... 1.41
1.3»
No. 2 hard winter wheat
No. 3 hard winter wheat ....... 1.35
. 1.31
No. 4 tiara winter wheat
.........;..... 1:06
No. l rya
No. 2 rye ..
1.06

Frocdtert Malt Corporation

Hours: I a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit sample before loading.
Barley purchased at prices subject te
market.
Winone Egg Market
(Winona Product, Iltbtll Product)
These quo'allons apply as at
10:30 a.m. today.
31
Grade A (umbo (white)
.35
G rade A. large" (white)
.24
Grade A medium (white)
.24
Grade B (white)
Grade C
... .12

so early risers loin us for breakfast ,
too. Let us cook something up for youi MR. DENNIS Cormody will be Intervlev*Ing young ladles to travel W. coast reDOES ONE of your loved ones have a
sorts, Hawaii and return. No experiences
drinking problem? If so/ contact the
necessary, all expenses paid during)
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
training. MOD monthly guaranteed
69Vj W. 3rd.
thereafter plus »iD0 yearly bonus for
permanent employees. New ear transGET THE BUGS OUT OF YOUR SYSportation furnished. This Is nol residenTEM! Have your air ducts and furtial canvassing . Parents welcome at Innace cleaned with our Mobil-Vac Powterview.
For Interview call or see:
er Vacuum. Your home will be freshMR. CORMODY
er, cleaner, more comfortable and
healthier to live In. Call Joswlck for
at fhe Holiday inn, Tal WWl
free estimate. JOSWICK FUEL & OIL
CO., Tel. 3389.

Business Services

14

MANN fc PETERSON Custom Digging,
Pole barnJ. fences, sign poles. Contact
John Mann, Houston or Bill Peterson,
Rushford.
TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
stump removal, ipraylng, , etc. Free
estimate*. Blong's Tree Service, WI. nona. Tel. 8-5311.
STARK EXCAVATING J.
BASEMENT DIGGING
7Tel. 'Wltoka . 2532
Rt. 3, Winona

TRASH HAULING
Tel. 8-3592

Plumbing, Roofing

21

RETIRE that old slow-poke water-heater
how and save! Get a complete quotation ono new one or any plumbing and
heating |eb> from us. No obligation.

Frank O'Laughl in

PLUMBING 5. HEATING
Tel. 2371
761 E, 6th

Former Hobo Ki ng
Suffe rs Leg Injuries

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

WAITRESS
Day Shift, 7 to 3
Apply in person.

MR. VS

1415 Service Drive
Westgate Center

Women Wanted
APPLY AT

Rush Products Co.
Rushford , Minn.

Immediate opening for factory workers on first and
second shifts. No experience
necessary.
Apply in person
-at —

10 w a
MARSHALLTOWN,
(AP) — A former "king of the Rush Products Co.
hoboes" suffered severe leg inRushford , Minn.
juries along the Chicago and
Northwestern tracks Monday
U.S., Libya
Male—Jobt of Interest— 27
and was hospitalized.
Police identify the man as the
EVENING dishwasher. ApConfused by
"Hard Rock Kid," or John Mis- PART-TIME
ply In person. Happy Chef .
60. He was crowned hobo
middle-age men for
Smugg ling Report len,
king in Britt , Iowa, in 1967 and WANTED—reliable
tarmwork, year around |ob. Tel. IndeNational pendence 985-3476.
1968
at
the
annual
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Hobo Convention.
PART TIME (Scratch) baker wanted art
State Department says it's as
It was not known how Mis- once. Benefits, good working conditions.
confused as Libya by the case of len's accident occurred.
Wrlle C-94, Dally News.
an American who reportedly
WANTED-Fulltlma baker In La
MEN
smuggled a Libyan citizen out (First Pub. TOesday, Sept. 16, 1969)
Crosse Super Market Bakery. Perma)
ss.
State
ol
Minnesota
nent
employment with substantial
of the African country and con- County ol Winona ) In Probata Court
firm. Wrlle C-93 Dally News.
tends "no element of the U.S.
No. 17,014
In Re Estate ef
government was involved."
sikorski,
Decedent.
Agnes
Neither country can deter- Order for Hearing on Petition
Needed At Once!
lor Adminmine who the fugitive was or istration, Limiting Tlma to File Claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
why he was smuggled out of
FOUNDRY
John A. Laska having filed herein e
Libya in a large box designed petition
for general administration stating
for a musical instrument, Press lhat said decedent diet Intestat- and
WORKERS
that John A. Laika and Ben
Officer Carl Bartch said Mon- praying
J. Laska bo appointed administrators;
day.
Day Shift
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
October 1, Mai, at
The American was identified thereof be had on before
this Court In
o 'clock A.M.,
as Daniel de Carlo, superintend- 9:30
Apply Office
tha probate court room In the <ourt house
ent of the American school at In Winona, Minnesota) that the time
which creditors of toW decedent
Wheelus Air Force Base in Lib- within
may file their claims be limited to four
Badger
ya, who allegedly arranged for months from Ihe dale hereof , and that
the claims so filed be heard on Janthe box containing the man to uary
Foundry Company
at 9:30 o'clock A.M.,
14 ,
be flown on an Air Force plane belore this 1970,
Court In ihe probate courl
168 VV. 2nd
room In the court house In Winona,
to Malta a week ago.
Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
Now the government can't given
by publication ol this order In
find either de Carlo or the fugi- Iho Winona Dally News and by mailed
as provided by law,
tive. The United States has apol- notice
Train for PRINTING
Dated September 12, 19(9 .
ogized to Libya for the incident.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probale Judge.
The African kingdom recently
(Probate Courl Seal)
was taken over by its army and Streater
, Murphy, Brosnahan 1
¦ft Hand Composition
Langford,
proclaimed a republic.
Attorneys lor Petitioner,
Linecasting and Prcsswork
(First Pub. Tuesday. Sept. U, 1W)

Stale ot Minnesota ) ss .
Counly ol Winona ) In Probata Court
No. 17,015
In Ra Estate ef
Victor W. nohrten, Dtcedant.
Orttor lor Hearing on Petition for Probata
al Will, Limiting Time to Pile Claims
and for Marina Thereon.
Elnn E, (lohnen having filed a petition
lor Ihe probate of the Will of snld decedent nnd for the appointment of Elnn
E. riotwen and The < Merchant^ National
drink of Wlnonn ai Executors, which
Will Is on tlta In this Court and open
IA Inspection !
IT IS ORDERED , That tha hearing
thereof be had on October t, 1969, nt
9:30 o 'clock A.M., before this Court In
thn probate courl room In Iha courl house
In Wlnonn, Minnesota, and that ejections to the allowance ot sold Will, It
any. be filed betoro snld time ot hoarInai that the lima wtlthln which creditors
of said decedent may file their claims
be limited lo lour monlha from Ihe
dele hereof, end lhat the claims to
tiled he heard on January 14, |«70, nl
9:30 o'clock A.M., boloro this Court
In the probate courl room In tht court
house In Wlnonn, Minnesota , nnd Hint
notice hereof he given by publication ol
lhl» order In the Winona Dally News
«r»d by mailed notice *> provided by
taw.
Dated September 12, IM?.
5. A. SAWYER.
Probnte Judge
(Probale Court 5e»l
St renter, Murphy, Groanahan &
l.flnnford,
Atlorncya for Petitioner.

(First Pub . Monday Sept. V>, 1969)
Stale ol Minnesota )
Counly ot Winona > ss .
'
CERTIFICATE
We, Iho undersigned , hereby certify
thn) wa ere the persons forming a real
estate development buslnou Including all
related matters In tho County ot Winona ,
Slate ol Minnesota , under the name and
•lyle nl DELTA BUILDERS, that tha
full and true Individual names of each
and cvory person Interested In, and
conducting nr transacting anld business
under said name, together with Ihe post
QfIlea address ol each ol tliorri li aa
follows, to-wlt:
R. It . Dnrhy, 414 Dncola street, Wlnonn , Minnesota
5598?;
Lewis E. Albert, 3965 • Slxlh Slraet,
Winona, Mlnnesoln 5SW
W. Wayne Smith, 944 Weal Howard
Street, Wlnonn, Minnesota
5598/.
R. H. DARBY
LEWIS E. ALBERT
W. Wayne Smith
Slate nl Mlnner.otn )
Counly of Wlnonn ) si,
On thla 17th day nt September, 1969,
belore ma personally appeared R. H,
Dnrby, Lewis E. Albert and W. Wayna
Smith, to me known to ba |h« periona
who made nnd signed tho foregoing certificate nltd acknowledged that they executed tho snme as Ihelr own free act
and deed ,
nl Shirley A. Olerok

Nolnry Public,
Winona Counly, Mlnnasota .
(My commission expires Nov. 1J, WTO)

Write

GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training

AUTOMOTIVE
MECHANIC
NEEDED
to work in Modern shop.
Experience necessary, 44
hour work week, paid vacation , excellent Insurance
benefits, Apply in Person to
KEN KRAUSE.

KEN'S SALES &
SERVICE
"Breezy Acics "
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona

r

w,nona Da"v N8W*
fih
"¦•¦¦ Winona, Minnesota

Horses, Cattle, Stock

TUESDAY, SEPT. 30; 1W.
Male—Jobs of Interest—- 27
CHAUFFEURS WANTED-fuil tlme and
part-time, night wor k. Must be 21. Apply In person. Yellow Cab of Winona,
, INC. 240 W. 3rd.

43 Farm Implement*

registered
Hereford
TWO-YEAR-OLD
bulls. Elmer Schueler, Rushford, Minn,
Tel. 064-9152.

WANTED — 5 wire corn, cribs. George
Rothoring, Rt. I, Arcadia, Wis, Tel.
Waumandee 626-2347 .

and saddlery,
WESTERN
APPAREL
hats, pants, shirts , suits, bolts, buckles,
moccasins,
lockets,
leans,
tics, boots,
chaps, purses, Icwelry, saddles, bridles,
bits, spurs, reins. KIEFFER'S Western
Shop, St. Charles. Tel. 932-3044.

WANTED — power lift for John Deere
Model A. Writ * Franklin Dovvinsch,
Alma, Wis.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEER:
Quantify
Survey work, large pro|oct». 38,000 to Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44
$12,000. Call. Dennis Dcvlnc 288-7766 or
write to Snelllng and Snclllng Persorv
¦ — Vaccina. nel, 302 Olmsted County Bank Bldg., Ro- SANITATION — ISOLATION
Hon - Ventilation — Perspiration are
chester, Minn. 55901.
all back of the DeKalb 20-weck pullets
produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY. Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. 86B92311. Available year around.

Service Station
Attendant

FEEDER PIGS, 500, 40 Ibs. and up;
also use any amount ol Holstein springIns cows and heifers. Walter Guelrzow,
Rollingstone. Tel. W-2149.
THREE-DAY-OLD Holslein heifer and
bull calves wanted. Daryl Schlesscr,
Rt. V Arcadia, Wis. 54412. Tel. 3237021.

DOERER'S
1078 W. 5th

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week.
Livestock bought every day.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
Tel. Lewlston 2667 or Winona 7814.

AUTO BODY
MAN

NEEDED
Experience necessary, full
company benefits, including
paid vacation, group insurance, full time work , excellent working conditions,

FARMERS

Rt. 2, Mondovi , Wis. 54755
Tel . 926-5231
Farm Implements

Winona

Help—Male or Female

28

TEACHER—5th grade, St. Stan's School.
Contact Sister Norma, Tel. 3766 days
er 33*4 evenings.
COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must have
references. Write C-78 Dally News.

MILK HOUSE
RAT H wash tanks,
hose parts, storage
Ed's Refrigeration
. 555 B. 4th

48

EQUIPMENT
fans, air Intakes,
cabinets .
& Dairy Supplies
Tel. 5532

SPEEDY

8

EXPERIENCED
COOK
(2 to 10 shift )
PARK PLAZA HOTEL
WILL DO babysitting In my home. Goodview location. Days. Tel. 3849.

Situations Wanted—Ma le 30
YOUNG MAN, 31, with BA deg ree wish, es opportunity In Winona area. Expe rience Includes retail and wholesale selling, merchandising, shipping, receiving.
Inventory control, some display advertising and office administration. Write
;¦ P.O. Box 903, Winona.

37

OLSON'S MEAT Market, St. Charles,
Minn. Owner retiring. Excellent location. Good business! Tel. residence,
.507-932-3407 or Tel. store, 507-932-3310 or
write for details.
ELECTRONICS BUSINESS for sale due
*o health. Franchise dealer for top
line of merchandise. Terms to responsible party. Write C-84 Dally
Mews.

Business Opportunity
Man or W oman
Reliable person from this area te
service and collect from automatic
dispensers. No experience needed . . .
We establish accounts for you. Car,
references and $985 to $1,785 cash
<apital necessary. 4 to 12 hours weekly nets excellent monthly Income. Full
time more. For
local Interview,
¦Write, Include telephone number to
EAGLE INDUSTRIES, INC., 4725 Excelsior Blvd., St. Louis Park, Minnesota 55416.

Money to Loan

40

Quick Money . . .
on any article of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

FOR SALE at a bargain. Dandy Redbone male coonhound, large black and
tan female coonhound, very nice Black
Labrador, male bird and duck dog; also
a male Springer Spaniel. 1 female
Beagle. Will sell cheap or will trade for
good guns. George Waughtal Sr., Rt. 3,
Box 29A, Black River Falls, Wis.
TWO KITTENS free for good home. Tel .
3405 after 5 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED German shorthair
pointers, 6 weeks old. $35. J. Riness,
Rt. 1, Prairie du Chje n, Wis.
NORWEGIAN ELKHOUND - male, 7
weeks old. Tel. St. Charles 932-4099
after 4 p.m.
SILVER MALE miniature, $85; cream
toy female, $50; sliver toy male, $5$;
black toy male, 585; new little apricots,
silvers and white ready soon. Grooming
all breeds. Wish N' Well Poodles, 2500
Shelby Road, La Crosse . Tel. 788-0684
tor appointment.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

HOLSTEIN SPRINGING heifers, 20, closeup; pood, Guernsey heifer, close-up; 10
springing Holstein cows. Waller Gucltrow, Rollingstone. Tel. <89-2I49.
REGISTERED GUERNSEY milk cows,
14, good quality. Tel , Galesville (MB)
562-2065.
HOLSTEIN COWS — coming fresh with
second calves. May be seen «ny day
before noon. Harlow Poller, (Wltoka),
Rt. 3, Winona.
FEEDER PIGS — Wendell Moore,
moille. Tel. 9A7A
HAMPSHIRE BOAR-tull
Duncanson, Lewlston .

blood .

DISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond
K . Enterprises, St. Charles, Minn, Tel.
932-4308.

Get the
DAIRYMEN'S
FAVORITE
NEW ' HOLLAND'
SPREADERS

LaEarl

REGISTERED
YORKSHIRE
Feb. and
Mar . boars
and commercial gilts .
D 8. C Yorkshire
Farm,
Kasson,
Minn. Tel. 635-3731 or 634-7191.

SPECIALS
TOP QUALITY
USED
COMBINES

Free

CULTURED SOD
1 Roll or 1,000. May be picked up.
Also black dirt.
Tel. 6332 or 8-4132
AFTER 5:30: Inquire 726 E. /In

.

GOOD BLACK dirt, fill dirt, fill sand,
gravel and craned rock.
DONALD
VALENTINE, Minnesota Clly, Minn.
Tel. Rollingstone 8689-2366.

50

ALLIS CHALMERS
"C"-2 GLEAM ER

with 14 ft. header, with 4row corn head * with wide
draper pickup, cab and
hume reef. Very excellent
condition.
See this one

1—Massey Ferguson Model
82 combine, with 12 ft .
header, with #222 corn
a 11 a c hment, excellent
condition.

ATTENTION

Massey Ferguson Model
#410 combine, 1966, with
12 ft. header , Universal
reel, Scour Kleen, 4-row
corn head available. Good
condition.
1—Massey Harris Model 82
combine with 12 ft. header, Scour Kleen, with 2row Model 22 corn head.

ATTENTION
BUYERS

A waiver of all finance
charges is made on these
used combines until April
1, 1970.
6 Used PTO and
Engine Combines
At Bargain Prices
3—Allis Chalmers GO and
660 PTO.
2—John Deere 12A with engines.
1—Massey Harris Clipper
Combine with motor.
1—Massey Harris Model 80
Special self - propelled
with 12 ft, header . Price
$695 . Needs some work.

"C" LOERCH

Loerch Implement
Houston , Minn.
Tel. Rollingstone 689-2123
Tel. Houslon 8!)fi-:W82

E = IR
If you arc familiar with electrical formulas like
the one above and have a working knowledge, of
electrical Jundamentals , you may qualify for a
position with the 3M Company, New Ulm.
These positions offer individual growt h opportunity , ideal working conditions and excellent , employe benefits.
Tlie Personnel Department , is open lo accept, applications Mon. through Fri., 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. and on
Mon., Sept. 29th and Wed. Oct. 1 from f>:3 () p.m. —
9 p.m.
WHITE OR VISIT

3M COMPANY
New Ulm , Minn.

"An equal opportunity rtiip ltit/ rr "

57

RUMMAGE SALE—274 Vine. Frl., Sat., 11
to 5. Women's, children's, men's clothing; house plants; miscellaneous.
GIGANTIC 3-car rummage sale, 508 Harriet, Tues. through Sun . Kitchen set,
beds, tables, dishes, children 's and
adult's clothing, TV antenna, wheelbarrow.
RUMMAGE SALE — Furniture, clothing,
dishes, miscellaneous . Wed. and Thurs.,
1 a.m.-5 p.m. 660 W. Sarnia.
top refrigeralarge wooden
laundry cart
Tel. 3259 for

NORTHWESTERN 5c nut
chines. Tel. 2925.

Forn., Rug*, Linoleum

64

BLOND dining room set, bedroom sol
and miscellaneous
rummage.
Twin
Bluff Motel, Lamoille .
6-PIECE BEDROOM group, double dresser, chest, bed. Walnut plastic finish .
With Englonder 6" foam mattress nnd
boxsprlna . 1210.
BURKE'S
FURNITURE MART, 3rd & Franklin. Open
Mon.
Frl. evenings. Park behind Ihe
store. .
like

vending ma-

RUMMAGE SALE, Tues. & Wed;, 825
37th Ave., 2 blocks off Service Drive.
Clothing, drapes and miscellaneous.
FULL SIZE BED, complete; large electric fan, 45 and 78 RPM records, costume lewelry. Call afternoons, liu W.
6th.

4

TWO-BEDROO M newly furnished, carpeted apartment. Suitable for 4 girls, all
utilities wllh private entrance. Tel.
4036 after 4.

STORAGE OR FACTORY space, 5000 sq.
It ., new building, loading dock and fork
lift available, healed or unhealed. 1151
E. 6th;
Downtown retail and office rentals.

Stirneman-Selover Co.
52 :/a E. 3rd Tel. 6066, 4347 or 2349

OFFICE SPAC E
About 1500' -at
601 Main St.

66

ft 1—222 Savage with 3x8
variable BushneLl scope
ft 1—22 single shot Remington with scope

Winona National
& Savings Bank

Tel. 3541

Houses for Rent

95

TWO-BEDROOM house . W. location, $100
per month. Available Oct. 15. No students. Contact Adolph Mueller Jr .,
Minnesota City. Tel. .8669-2578 forenoons.

.

,
^ ^ 3 :—bedrooms,
ROOMS,

FIVE
all on lirst
floor, near St. Teresa College, available
soon . ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut
St. Tel. 8-4365.

NEEDLES

SMALL HOUSE-1 mile west of Lewiston.
George Daley. Tel. Lewlston 4855.
>

Ha rdt 's Music Store 7
116-118 E. 3rd

Sewing Machines

73

WESTINGHOUSE electric cabinet style
sewing machine. Very good condition.
Reasonable. 170 E. Mrak.

FURNISHED MODERN 1-bedroom home,
8 miles ' from Winona. Available Oct. I
to June 1. No pets.. Tel , 80966.
GALE ST.—i
family, no
ment. $135.
1075 Marion

bedrooms, gas heal small
dog.
Shown by appointAvailable Oct. 13. Inquire
St.

Wanted to Rent

96

GOOD USED SEW ING machines, recon- TWO OR THREE-bedroom house or
ditioned and guaranteed $20 and up.
apartment in Winona. Have children.
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th St.
Reasonable rent. Tel, 8-2841.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

USED ELECTRIC ranges, all reconditioned and guaranteed, B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.

THREE-BEDROOM
Tel. 8-2870. .

apa rtment or home.

FACULTY MEMBER Is seeking garage
to rent near WSC. Tel. 4391.

YOUNG EXECUTIVE, married, desires 2
OIL OR GAS heale rs. Sales, service.
or 3-bedroom home, In Winona area,
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th.
on or about Nov. 1. Will rent or lease.
Tel. 7479". Adolph Mlchalowskl.
Tel. Mrs. Glende, 8-1585, between 8
a.m . and 5 p.m. 7 ¦ '

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See us for all your office supFROM WALL to wall , no soH at all, on
plies, desks, files or office chairs.
carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tel. 5222.
¦
electric shampooer ¦$!. H. Choate &
Co.

TWO-BEDROOM modern roomy apartment or well-built, clean small house,
centrally located, with modern kitchen
and bath. Near shopping area and
transportation. Mature couple, recently retired. Husband native Winonan. Top
local references. Call Park Plaza, Room
126.

SINK with cabinet, double bowl,, double
drain, cheap. Tel. 8-1315.

Houses for Sale

FIVE-ROOM automatic space heater, $60;
sofa bed, $28; spring cot, 55. Tel. 6548.

wearing Apparel, Furs

80

MAN'S WINTER coat, brand new/never
been worn. Size 44-46, light brown, fur
WRINGER WASHING machine and grille.
collar. Tel. 9570.
Tel. 8-1009.
MONARCH OUTBOARD motor, 5 h.p., Wanted to Buy
81
$45; walk-In cooler, 6x6X6, perfect condtlon, $550; refrigerator, 8 cu. ft., $20;
'
six 4x8x2" panels, covered both sides USED GAS STOVE-Tel. -Atst . after 4.
with white enameled hardboard, $27
each panel; old kitchen sinks, S3 each. 9x12' RUG, small dinette set, twin beds,
dresser wanted. Tel. 5095.
Home Beverage Service, 553 Huff St.
~
NEW AND USED wheelhorsj ' tractors, TWO USED DESKS. Tel. 3778.
snowmobiles, mlnl-blkes. Westgatt GarWM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
dens, Tel. 7114.
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sizes,
Closed Saturdays
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 2067
terms and trade allowances. GAIL'S
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.
HIGHEST PRICES P A I D :
for scrap iron, metals, rags, hides,
FEDDERS Air Conditioners at bargain
raw furs and wool!
prices. SCHNEIDER SALES CO.. 1671
W. 5th.
NEW SHIPMENT of velvet upholstery
and upholstery fabrics in TWEEDS,
F R I E Z E S,
TAPESTRIES
AND
PRINTS.
These
are
Exceptionally
Beautiful.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES,
9lh and Mankalo or 62 W. 3rd.
COAL STOKER—Isadora
Wltoka 2927 after 7.

Burbach,

Tel.

Sam Weisman & Sons

INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847

Rooms Without Meals

86

FAST

SOLD
RIGHT

HOME OWNERS WHO
REALLY WANT

90

NORGE CLOTHES dryers on sale now !
large
Gas and electric. Save $201 FRANK ONE-BEDROOM duplex, share
basement for washing facilities. 1130.
LILLA & SONS, 761 E. 8th. Open eveTel, 8-5376.
nings.
CARPET colors looking dim? Bring 'cm
back, give 'em vim. Use Blue Lustrel
Rent electric shampooer $1. Robb Bros.
Store .

FIRST FLOOR — 2-bedroom apartment ,
healed, carpeted, refrigerator and stove .
Garage. 520 E. Broadway, Inquire upstairs. Tel. 2933.

GARAGE SALE — clothing, children 's
snow suits and coats; living room set;
child's desk; boy 's bicycle; table taw
and bunnies, 362 E. 5th. Wed--Frl., 9-7.

SUGAR LOA F Apartments, 358 E. Sarnia,
Deluxe 1 and 2 bedrooms, on bus line,
no single sludenls. Tel. 6f l6 .

DECORATED MILK cans, old bottles,
fruit |ars, lamps, pressed glass , old
dishes, some
collectors Hems. Old
chairs and sewlnn machine plus many
miscellaneous articles . Tues ,-Sal. (Side
entrance), 217 E. 9th.
BASEMENT SALE — Wed., 307 Grand .
Clothing, children 's and adull's, all
sljer., also chubby; small crib; miscellaneous .

1—RCA Mark
2-way citizens band radio .
1—.lohnson Mark 1 2-way
radio , complete.
Tol, 3541

T«l , 2571

2nd A Johnson

Freezers & Refrigerators

It co-jti no more lo own a Gibson, Come
In and net our prices. WINONA FIRE
8. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel, 5065.

Beebe

WARFARIN

Hal & Mouse Killer

ll. oo
11.69

1 lb.
2 lb:, .

TED MAIER DRUGS

~~DA 7L Y ~

Dnwnlown 8. Mlrnrle Mall

N EWS "

Mail
SUBSCRIPTION S
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS
NO TI-LEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

AN OLD SMOOTHIE . . . Elliott' * Super
Satin Latex Pnlnl . II rovers mo-,1 inrMem In nn« rout. It Is rich and crrnmy
and Mipe r scrubhnhlo . ffiflby to Apply,
rosy cleanup flll"r. All thr l,iliv,l
(itrnteM tnshlnn r.nlnr^ available nl
yrmr rtecwrtflnn llMrlqiMrlcrs, Iha

PAINT DEPOT
IM r.cnlrr SI.

FAST RESULTS
INSIST UPON

ACTION

REALTY CO.
PHONE THE
ACTION NUMBER

LARGE 1-bedroom apartment, completely remodeled, carpeted living room .
Available Nov. 1. No pets or unmarried
students. Inquire 616 W. Slh St., Apl. I
anytime.
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THREE-ROOM new apartment, prlvau
balh and entrance. Utilities furnished,
For employed lady. 365 Vine .
and

M^^L

voc« ,

SALE

0 x 12 fl . Nylon Hugs with Rubber Pari
Carpet , 12 x 14 ft. 10 in., Tan Nylon
¦l-Picce Spice Walnut Bedroom Suites
Save $:il on Walnut Glass Front China ,
now
Save $50 on (10 in. Glass Fronl China ,
Walnut , was *$:i()0, now
Save $32 on 7 Piece Walnut , Dining Room Suite.

$ 4!) .1)5
$70 ,95
$114 .95

B Matching Chairs . 7 pes. now
Hollywood Beds , complete with Roxspi ing,
Mattress , Frame Headboard , Twin Size
D-Picco Dinette . Suites . Table :i(i x 41) in.,
extends to 72 In, , fl Matching Chairs
Rcxliners with supported vinyl cover

$25(1 .00

$109 ,95
$ (14,95

green , Scoleliftuarrlcd , now
Hiflh Rack Platform Rockers , now
Walnut Desks

$I(I9 ,»5
$ 49,95
$ 34 .95

Table 40 x 60 in., extends to 72 in. and

03 in. Modern Sofa , Acrilan, loose pillow back ,

Sefo^
W
¦
i REALTOR•:¦

l20 cfcHTER-m,2349l
A NEW WAY
OF LIFE!

Income Property

Two large apartments. One
and two bedrooms. Kitchens, living rooms, baths.
Large lot. Double garage.
Can be purchased with a
small down payment.

'Want' ¦Income .?-.

See this duplex in East Central location. One and two
bedroom apartments. Three
car garage. Can be bought
with a small down payment ,
Near Winona
Large five bedroom home
with-garage. Spacious kitchen and living room. Can be
purchased with small down
payment , balance like rent.
Residence Phones :
Ed Hartert .;. . . . . 3973 7
Bill Ziebell '. ".'¦
4854
Mary Lauer ...... 4523
Charles E. Merkel , Realtor

of land located in Sugar
Loaf , zoned for apartment
houses.
—10 LOTS on Fairfax St.
7— Vz CITY BLOCK on Lake
Pepin with 10 room house,
and 5 cabins .
Boats, Motors, ETC .

Beautiful new two - three
bedroom, two - three bath
homes have private patio,
optional fireplace* the best
of built-in appliances and
carpeting. Double garages,
grounds and private swimming pool are maintained
FOR you .
You combine the convenience of apartment living
with the privacy and tax
advantages of Home Ownership when you live The
Town House Way!

Two bedroom home with
garage. New siding and
combination windows. Closed in front porch. Carpeted
living and dining , rooms.
Good size kitchen . Bath .
FU H Basement.

3 SQUARE ACRES

Tel. 3541

ASK US About Town
House Living!

Sure to Please

AFTER HOURS CALL:
Myles Peterson ....... 4009
Laura Satka .......... 7622
Laura Fisk
2il8
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DUCK BOAT—for sale. 162 Olmstead. Tel.
8-2042.
GOOD USED DUCK boat and duck decoys. Tel. 5817 after s.
FREE WINTER STORAGE with low
priced, off season tune up. We pick
Also boat storage.
up and deliver;
Winona Municipal
DICK'S MARINE,
Harbor,¦ Latsch Island, Winona. Tel.
380?. . :.' •

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

FIVE-SPEED man's Schwlnn, large baskets and generator. $45. Tel. 8-4581,
H0NDA-65CC, $80. Tel. 2084 after 7.
Motorcycles New & Used
Complete Parts 8. Service
Winona—La Crosse—Eau Claire
ROBB MOTORS, INC.

Snowmobiles

107A

NEW AND USED snowmobiles and new
trailers. Harold's Sales & Service, Homer Road . Tel. 2549,

aaw--—mmmtmmm»mmw ^mmmmmmiamm *mmmmmnm ^mmm.

Used Cars

BOB

J^

Wdt^k

..- *
REALTOR
l20 cEMTEft- m.2M9

109

OUR AUTO LOAN PLAN is designed to
save you money and offers you all
these benefits; prompt action, low cost
and budget planned repayment, Insur.
ance premium may be Included In
your loan, ease of payments by mall,
credit Is being built up for future borrowing. See Frank, Dick, Max or Dennis at MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
PONTIAC—1966 Catalina
Tel. 8-1970.

4-ddor, *1,25D.

ONLY 6 LEFT!

ALL BRAND NEW
NO MILES ON THESE CARS
'69 BONNEVILLE

4 door Hardtop, Light Green
finish with green Vinyl top,
Automatic t r a n s m i s s i o n
power steering, power Diso

'69 CATALINA

4 door, Warwick Blue finish,
blue cloth and vinyl interior,
regular gas V-8 engine,
Turbo - hydramatic trans-

'69 TEMPEST

Custom S

ANY other to
oRE
ac
- =^
/3»iir^
bAirs l:
Conditioning
TEMPEST
<
^

'69 G R A N D P R I X
2 door Hardt op, Matador
Red with white vinyl top.
SAVE on this one today,

" s'nd An, d0Qr ^"
tique Gold finish , Vinyl interior , V-8 engine, Automatic
transmission and radio.

EXECUTIVE
4 door . Automatic trausmission > Power steering, power
brakes, radio and whitewall
lires - SoM wf »te finish .
matching cloth and Vinyl
interior .

1968 RAMBLER

"» ?"fX R0LET
.
,,

$1895

4 door . Crystal Turquoise
»fh , Black vinyl interior .

69 TEMPEST

2 do.r Warwick Blue finish ,
blue cloth and Vu W ^^m ,
Economy six cylinder engine
and Automatic transmission .

$1695

1965 PONTIAC

CATALINA
4 door, Solid light green metalEc finish, matching interior, Automatic transmissi"11, power steering, power
brakes, radio and whitewall
tires.

$1495

"67 <£BSl« )LFr

AMBASSADOR SST
2 door Hardtop . Light Brown
metallic finish Rust rrnth
5 Vinvi ?52rio? V8 m?
Inr Sialic ffansmtsK'
Lower ToorL ^nd Alri

A
J £
4,r>
*
umm
ulNU1
COND
V
ONING
», Automt
k
Automatic
H

^Iransrmsison Power steerP
,^eS' r 2d ?5
'"n5.
d wh,
So
£ ,,
W \\™J
£

« door, Economy Six cylinder '
°
?T\
f
„ ra T^
&T^
{no and
810
Whitewall
,
Ure8
Solid Gold f inish
matchin B cMh and V W
interior. Driven ONLY 33,739

$2295

$1995

$1695

&fe and

IT

$Lg $^ mth ss1.rlh.ra,;t^ainder o,
,

1964 TEMPEST

4 door, Solid Mnroon finish ,
matching cloth and vinyl
interior , Economy 6 cylinder
engine, automatic transmisKion , power steering, radio
nnd FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING .

$'Mtt .!)5

$ ('4 ,95

Convenient Terms

1966 PONTIAC

IMPALA
4 door Hardtop, Solid dark
bluc finish with matching
bluc vinyl and cloth interior ,
V-8 motor , Automatic transmission, power steering, and
radio

$124,95

BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE

;i()2 Mnnkafo Ave.

BOB

jl
^

1967 CHEVROLET

SIX-ROOM heated apartment, 1257'/j W ,
6th, Adults. Available now. 4125 per
month. Tel. 8-3768 or 8-2127.

Apartments, Furnished

8 miles from Winona, Hwy.
61. Close to Mississippi. A
very picturesque place.
Inquire 716 E. 8th

THESE CARS RECONDITIONED AND
CARRY A 2-YEAR WARRANTY

4115

RUSHFORD, 2 small aparlmcnts , 1 furnished, available Immediately, 155; I
unfurnished , 165. Tel. Winona 9287 or
Rushford 864-9521 afler 5 for appointment.

HOUSING for male college
tlonal students . Tel. 3341.

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
New 8. Used
Sales • Service • Perls
r.uldn Bars Rebuilt
New Chains
POWER MAINTENANCE 8. SUPPLY CO,

99

SOLD

ROOM FOR gentleman, close to downtown. 17-1 E. 5th.

Apartments, Flats

Frank West Agency

93

LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
New & Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehring's Electronic & /Music, Inc.
Lewislon.Mlnn. Tel. 5<81.

.

Boyum Agency, Realtor

DAIRY FARM for rent. Tel. Rollingstone
8689-2578.
.

DRU/M SET—4-plece, White Sparkle, wllh MODERN 3-bedroom home, 3 miles from
downtown Winona at Bluff Siding, Wis.
accessories, excellent condition. Must
Tel. Dakota 643-6377.
sell. Make offer. Tel. 8-4788 after 5.

For All Makes
Of Record Players

ZZ.ZX ' 99 Farms, Land for "Sal*—

%"^v6'u' ARE In the market for .a f«rm
HEIGHTS BLVD. 1518-now 2-jtory house, NEW HOUSE-3 or 4 bedrodmS,'"(arnlly
room wllh ilroplece, large .patio, At- " oV-lranie, or are planning to sell re»l
. 4 bedrooms, family room wllh lireestate ol any. typo, contact NORTHtached garage. Gordon Maltn&cs, Goodplace, double attached garage, air conERN INVESTMENT COMPANY. Real
view. Tel. 5168.
ditioned and landscaped. Hllko Homes,
Eslate Brokers. Indepehdenct, Wis., or
Inc., Tel. 4127 for appointment.
Eldon W. Borg, Real Estate Salesman,
OLDER 3-BEDRbOM home In 9000 conArcadia , Wis. Tel, 323-7350.
dition, located at 1206 W. 4th. Conven1Vi- ~
ient
to
school,
church
and
bus
line.
ACTION REALTY—selling or buying a
FARMS-FARMS-FARMS
car garage. For Information contact
home? For courteous, helpful, and efMIDWEST REALTY CO.
First National Bank, Trust Dept. Tel.
¦ .
fective service Tel, 4115.
Osseo, Wis.
\
2811. .
:\.
Tel. Office 597-345>
R«S. 695-3157
WEST LOCATION-2 bwlroom coltagt.
HOMES FOR SALE—Are you planning
We buy, we sell, w* trade
Square lot, 4 rooms In all. C. SHANK,
to build your own home? FAHNING
552 E. 3rd.
HOMES will do the framing for you
85 ACRES, all tlllablt, near wysttvlllt.
and you can complete it yourself . Fin- UX. EAST END 3-bedroom home now
3-bedroom home arid other butldlng.3. 11
ish materials furnished. Saves SSS in
you need a small farm or home In trm
being
offered
for
first
time.
Only
$92.62
"
building costs. Conventional construccountry, only a few minutes from
per month aifter downpayment. You can
tion. Planning service. Prices from
Winona,
be sure and see this ene.
live like a king here. Financing avail$4975. Financing available to qualified
able. ABTS AGENCY, INC.. 159 Walbuyers. Model home en display. Open
nut St. Tel. 8-4365.
weekdays 8 to 5, Saturday until noon,
Rushford, Minn. Tel. M4-93B1
evening by appointment . FAHNING FOURTH W «I6—2 or 3 bedrooms, comor Clair Hatlevlg, Salesman
V
HOMES, Watervllle, Minn.
pletely remodeled Inside, and out. Priced for quick sale. TOWN *. COUNTRY LotTfor Salt
100
REALTORS, Tel. 8-37.41 or 8-U76.
Farms—Homes—Businesses
'
Our Specialty
SCENIC BUILDING LOTS J' milts from
BIDS WANTED—For sale, sealed bids
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR
downtown Winona at Bluff Siding, Wit.
wanted on quonset type home, 28' x 40',
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2106
$1,500 per acre. Tel. Dakota 643-4377.
to be moved from lot, located 6 miles
We Buy, Sell 8, Trade
N. of Dover. Bids to be opened Mon., ACRE OF LAND, lights, water, laptla
Oct. 6, 196» at 9 p.m. The board reP ROMPT Real Estate Sales
tank, garage, shed, on hwy. Mrs, Art
serves the right to relect any or all
And Financing
Grover , Rt. 2, Galesville.
bids. For further Information contact
Gerald Reisdorf, Chairman, Quincy WE HAVE several small acreages for
Township Board. Tel. St. Charles 932- 175 Lafayette
home building on Pleasant Ridge. (Just
¦ 4958.
Tel. 5240 or 4400 alter hours.
2 miles from Winona). $500 down, balance on contract. TOWN & COUNTRY
IN GALESVILLE—1 year old, 2-bedroom
REALTOR, Tel. 8-1476.
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom home. Outboard
ranch-style home, attached garage,
motor for sale. Tel. 6059 after 5.
carpeted living room and bedrooms.
Available Nov. 1. Tel. Galesville 5822831 or Winona 8-2842 after 5.
RX. HOME IN NEW area of all new
homes being offered. 3 bedrooms, all
carpeted. If you desire a new home be ONE-BEDROOM HOME at Bluff Siding,
sure and check this one ouf. ABTS
Wis. §¦minutes from Winona, V/i acres
AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel.
land only $6,500. Will consider contract
8-4365.
for deed. Tel. Fountain City 687-4703.

Trust Department
Tel. 8-4321 or Mrs. Cleo
Haddad , Tel. 3595.

Farms tor Rent

70

99 Houses for Sale

7 FARM

For further information
contact :

ft 1—Stevens 22 automatic
ft 1—Remington 870 Wingmaster pump with 30 in.
full choke barrel and 20
in. deerslayer barrel.

Musical Merchandise

'

First floor, ideal
location , plenty of
parking.

65

Rowckamp,

EAR CORN—1,000 bu. Forrest Nichols,
Tel. Centervllle 539-3255; if no answer,
Tel. 539-3252.

1966 G.E. 14' 132-Ib. freezer
tor; hand lawn mower;
storage chest with lock;
and miscellaneous Items.
appointment.

OFFICE for rent. 1100 square feet, 2
private offices, alr-cOndltlOned, Jiot water heat, panelling. 70',V E. 41h. Tel.
3939.

I8"XJ0" long.

Guns, Sporting Goods

CULTURED SOD. also local sod.
estimates. Tel. 8-1494.

Articles for Sals
"S.
:
© LOCAL
^.
^^JKADEMARKS. I IIC.^^

DRY OAK tlrcplace wood,
Tel. KellOQB 767-3395 .

for

~
~
Coal, Wood, .OIrhe Fuel 63 Business Places for Rent 92

RUSSET POTATOES, 100 lbs., S2.98;
reds, 10 lbs,, 39c; squash; apples;
dates, 2 lbs. 59c. Winona Potato Market .

49

SHELLED CORN—Everett
Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 3879.

FOUR-ROOM apartment suitable
collocje. boys. Tel. 8-5430.

Good Things to Eat

Fertilizer, Sod

Ol Houses for Sale

INSULATE NOWI-Cold Wealher 's lust
Around the corner. Savi: on lucl bills.
We are equipped lo blcv. Insulation
Into Ihe side walls (or bolter homo
protection . See us lor your Insulation
needs. Standard Lumber Co., 350 W.
3rd.

CLOSEOUTI Rubber, vinyl asphalt and
vinyl asbestos tile. Odd lots. Self-service, help yourself. 9x9, 5c each; 12x12,
10c each. SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel.
8-3369.

Available in 3 sizes:
• 130 Bu.
• 163 Bu.
• 205 Bu.

Hay, Grain, Feed

61 Apartments, Furnished

MODERN olive green davenport,
new. Tel. 8-4749.

CORN—100 acres . Will sell by acre or
bu. Very good corn grown with organic
fefflfzer. Mark 2fmmerman, Tel. 8-1476.

Situations Wanted—Fem. 29

Business Opportunities

PICKERS—single rows, 4 Dearborns, 1
Oliver, \ M.M. ' 2-row mounted, super
New Idea/ Oliver, John Deere 227. Ed
Sticvcr, Rt. 2, Winona.

"Breezy Acres"
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona

John F. Loomis

VENABLES

WANTED—sub soiler for Allls Chalmers
WD 45 or D 17. Tel. Fountain City
8087-4771.

F. A. KRAUSE CO

Want 100 open Holstein
heifers for out-of-state
shipment. Call or write

No Phone Calls.
See: DAN

110 Main

46

Wanted—Livestock

Full-time. Must have mechanical background. Good
salary and commission.

48 Building Materials

$895

1961 CADILLAC

COUPE DE V1LLE
Solid light Green finish ,
matching cfoth and vinyl
interior, Automatic transmission, Radio, ff wny Power
seat , Power windows and
whitewall tires.

$795

C. PAUL VENABLES
HO Main

PONTIAC — CADILLAC

OPEN MONDAY & FRIDAY EVENINGS

Winona , Minn .

- -—

Used Cart
¦

^^

Used Can

TEMPEST, 196? Custom. Sport Coupe, 350
'n«, avfemaf(c, power sleerlna and
¦ eng
brakes* IftBOO miles. J2.6M. Tal. Galas.
;vlll» , .5JJ-2157.

C0RVAIR—WIS eonverllbli?, very good
condition throughout. Will sell reasonable. Seat at 521 W. Sarnia or Tel.

s-?'6*'- .

7

CAMERO—196S, 327 3-speed, snow tires.
John Gardner, Galesville, Wis. Tel. 5822628 Or ^82^030.
CHEVROLET—1940, - S40O. See fo appreclate. Tel. (715) 597-389* (collect) alter
6 p.m. for appointment..
iAVELIN SST—196J, yellow, V-8, automatic, power steering, brakes. Full factory warranty. Must sacrlflcel Tel.
8-2671 after 4:30.

T 967 CHEVROLET
396 engine, 3 speed, syncromesh transmission, disc
brakes, air cooled wheels,
radio, front ahd rear speaker, 4 brand ner Goodyear
tires/ windshield washers,
throttle lock and capable of
140 miles per hour.

'67 JFord Super Van, 3speed, big six.
'64 Econoline with big «,
engine reconditioned.
'63 Econoline Van with big
6 engine, reconditioned.
'62 Volkswagen Van. '
'§5 Ford ID-Passenger Cow' ¦ ¦' try Sedan, V-8, Automatio, power steering.
'64 Ford Gountry Sedan , V-8,
automatic, power steering.
'64 Chevrolet 6 - Passenger
Wagon,Cylinder,standard trtMmission.
(3) demonstrators •
'69 Ford Galaxie 500 4doors, with 6,500 miles,
13,000 and 1B.000 miles.
302 Y-8, automatic, power steering. ;¦' ¦

CHEVROLET—1957 'A-lor. pickup, excellent condition. 1951 Gllmore Ave.

Winoria:, Auto Sal es

USED 1961
INTERNATIONAL

FOR EXAMPLE:

*A Ton Pickup with 6 cylinder engine, 4-speed transmission, 7.00x15 6 ply tires,
Mud & Snow tires on rear.
CLEAN.

3rd and Washington
(Formerly the Old
Firestone JSuilding )

1969 BUICK
Skylark

WI NONA TRUCK
SERVICE

7 2 DOOR HARDTOP
• V-8 Engine
e> Automatic Transmission
t> Power Ste«3ring
•» Radio
• Whitewall Tires .
• Light Pack
e Deluxe Wheel Covers
DRIVEN ONLY 6,000 mUes,
Light Blue metallic with
blue vinyl interior.
TRULY A NEW CAR

Mobil* Homes,Trailers ttl
AMHERST — 195J, 12'xSO' mobile home,
furnished. Owen Brekke, Whitehall,
Wis. Tel. . 538-4475 after 6 p.m.
'¦ ¦ ' .
WINNEBAGO
MOTOR HOMES, travel trailers, pickup
campers. Chateau and Scotty travel
. . trailers. Tommy's Trailer Sales, 3
miles S. of Galesville on 35-53.

•¦at a 7

Telephone Your Want Ads

"Ford Dealer"
TRushford, Minn.

to The Winona Daily News

to The Winona Daily News
•Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker Telephone Your Want Ads c l^uM'^Q^^^H^iJkiLjlSgil'jH
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

1^DEALER INVITES Yd

SALES AND SERVICE
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'69 MERCURY MARQUIS

Automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, Heavy Duty Battery, Heavy Duty suspension, tinted glass, luggage rack, Rear Air deflection ,

NEW
'69 MERCURY
COUGAR

.
V-8 engine, automatic
transmission , Power steering, radio, Delude wheel
covers, Medium Emerald
metallic ,
+. , ,.k .^/ - . i n -r/-\
SAVINGS UP TO
'fi'J^S
a
**

~~

DEMO
'M MFRCURY
.i^.JS lrv
MONTEREY

'
,
, • „•
4 door sedan , Vinyli roofi
390 cu . in . V-8 engine,
\utomatic transmission ,
power steering, power
brakes, R a d i o Heavy
Duty Battery, remote control1 mirror. Medium old
mctalfic.
CA ./C n o TH
TO

SAVE UP

$850

¦

-'• •.

NEW
'69 MERCU RY
MONTEREY

2 door Hardtop, Sport
Special, V-8 engine, Automatlc transmission, power
steering, radio, S p o r t
Package, Heavy Duty
Battery, remote: control
mirror, Turbine wheel
covers, IVY Green Metallie with white top.
. -.- .~ — J
SAVINGS UP TO
(/n
«POUWn

Tiiw
kAcvniBV
'to
69 MERCURY

MARQUIS
Vinyl
doorr .„ Hardto-o
Har P, «ng
2s i°°
RnK
fl vR8 eZ \Z
j e,

$900

HILLCREST MOBILE Homes, i quality
mobile home lor a low price (because
ot no overhead!. Low, low down payment lo quill!led buyert. Houston Mobile Homes or Twelten Realty, Tol. 8693500. Evenings: J. A. Twalton, Tel. 8943ioi i H. 0. Gundirton 894-2017; C. W
Evans 895-2603.

,. 7.
.
. ,
y. ¦
„„
, <.." ;, :¦power steering,
V-8 engine, Automatic transmission,
radio, Wheel Covers/ White sidewall tires, Bright
blue metallic.
¦
¦
. . ¦ _ ¦¦

SAVINGS UP TO $525

|

NEW
'69 MERCURY
MARQUIS

4 door Sedan, Vinyl Roof ,
429 V-8 engine, Automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, White
sidewall t i r e s , tinted
glass, remote control mirror. Maroon in color.
SAVING TO
lack
$850

4 door Hardtop, Vinyl
Roof. 429 cu. in V-8 en.
gine, Automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, 6-way power
seat, twin lounge seat,
dual rear speakers, radio,
tinted &asB > 8Peed con*
tro1, r e I r » o t e mirror,
Brougham Group, Inter-

HEW

AIR CONDITIONING ,
Dark Blue metallic.

Sport Package, 380 V-8
engine, Automatic trans-

SAVINGS UP TO

$900

OCT. 1—Wed, 11 a.m. Antlquts, Collec- OCT. 4—Sat. 10 a.m. Household Auction,
238 N. 4lh, La Crescent, Minn Lester
tor's Items (t Toy Auction, 710 Wilson
Williams, owner; Beckman Bros., aucSt., Winona. 3 owners; HII Duellman,
tioneers; La Crescent State Bank, clerk.
auctioneer; . Louis, clerk.

HOUSEHOLD .7

IV' . ^AUOT<W. ; . J
J

v,il windshield

wipers,

SAVINGS UP TO
$950
*
CCC
^f c f c
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DISPLAY

For a Country-S tyle

(

I JERRY BLAISDELL
• JOHN KOLLAS

PA

IJESY SENREICH

Auction Sales

I

1

ANOTHERj JHORPj AUCTION

J Mon.;Od 6-12:30 P.M.

1 SALE SITE: 2 miles north of PRESTON, MINN., or 5.
I miles west of Lanesboro (Irish Ridge Road), then 4
II miles south or 4 miles east of Fountain, then 4 miles
|
south. Watch for the Thorp auction arrows. Lunch by
I Ladies Aid of United Methodist Church of Preston.

1
1
I
1
§

1

1

VERY GOOD MACHINERY

| 5 JOHN7DEERE TRACTORS: JD 4010 diesel tractor ' .§¦
i with 3 point hitch, new sleeves, pistons and new tires; |
I JD 730 tractor; JD 620 tractor, wide front; JD "G" I
JD "B" tractor. SELF PROPELLED COMBINE: I
Starting Time 10:0O A.M .
1 I1 tractor;
I
Massey Harris Super 27, 12 ft/ header, exc. HAY STACK- I
$ ING EQUIPMENT: Farmhand Fll hyd. loader, with hay |
'
|
stacker, dirt plates and snow buckets; Farmhand F10 |
I-- . - '
7 7 238 North 4th
|
hyd.
loader, with hay stacker; Farmhand stock mover, §
I;
p
La Crescent, Minn.
|
I low trailer ; Farmhand steel stack rack on skids; grapple I
|
fork for feeding from stack. EQUIPMENT: JD 494 "AN" |
1
1966 Philco Console Stereo, Walnut; 1 Mahogany I |
planter with insecticide and herbicide, can be converted
|
I Stereo; 1 RCA Portable 21 inch TV; 2 New Tape Record- |
i
i to 6-row, liew 1967; JD 227 mounted picker with grease ^
i ers, speaker and stand; 1 Record Cutter; Kelvinator f I bank, new style rollers; JD hyd . plow, 4-16 inch, trip !
1 Deep Freeze; Mangle; Lamps; Chairs; Dressers; Chests; 1 i beam, on rubber, 3 point hitch; JD 5 mower; JD hay i
I Clocks, Antique and Misc.; Antique Tables; Antique I f| fluffer ; 3 JD cultivators (2 are 4-row, one is 2-row); JD f§
1 Antique Jardiniere "(planter); Antique Radio; I I 9 ft. 6 inch wheel tandem disc; MM 10 ft. disc drill, all §
I Chairs;
I Antique Dishes; Many Bikes, Tricycles, Wagons; Many I I steel; AC forage harvester, corn head "50," new 1967; fp
§ Lanterns; .22 Rifle; Derringer; 12 HP Outboard Motor; 1 I AC blower with 50 ft. pipe; New Idea 825 chopper, hay i
I IVunks; Outdoor Grill; Tool Chests; Misc . Tools, large § 1 head; AC roto baler; Stan Hoist elevator, large hopper, m
I supply; Lawn Mowers; Strollers; Rocking Horses; Poker i I PTO, 46 ft; Case 3-16 inch hyd. plow, trip beam, on i
I Table; Picture Frames; Golf Clubs; Cameras; Motors, 1 i rubber; 2 JD steel wagons, with hoist and chopper boxes, p
I gas, electric; 1949 Chevrolet Pickup, rebuilt motor; 1960 1 I steef bottoms; 8 ft. field digger, on steel; 3 JD spread- 1
I Buick, working condition; Many items too numerous to I I ers (L-N-H) ; 2 JD 4-section steel drags; 6-row boom 1
I mention.
|
1 sprayer; Roper PTO post hole digger; 15 ft. Northwestern m
1 culti-packer; McD. side delivery; 14 ft. Badger silo m
'¦
I 1 unloader, used very little; walking plow; 3*sets ot tractor . i
I
—- Lunch Wagon —
I chains;- FEEDERS AND EQUIPMENT: 5 Pride # of the . |
All
items
cash
unless
credit
arranged
with
clerk
i
i Farm round feeders, 60 bu.; 5 stock tanks, with hog |
P
i waterers; 8 cattle feed bunks; hay bunk on skids; 2 Tox- 1
|
I prior to sale.
s3 A-Wik cattle oilers; 2 salt and mineral feeders; hog 1
1
LESTER WILLIAMS — OWNER
troughs, pans, etc. FENCING EQUIPMENT: 2 rolls wov- |
§
en wire, new; steel posts; 2 piles of telephone posts; g
i
Beckman Bros., Auctioneers
post digger, driver, etc; SHOP AND MISC. EQUIPMENT: J
I
La Crescent State Bank, Clerk
Air compressor and paint sprayer, portable: Wis. gas |
engine; leg vise; emery on stand; barrels with oil pump; |
3 gas tanks and stands; log chains; tools; wagon jack; |
Lmmmmm^msmmmmmmmsmmimi ^^^ssm;^m
jack s; twine; lumber; Clipper fanning mill; hammer- 1
mill; platform scale; sacks; garden hose, 400 to 500 ft; |
I Hght cords; dog house; forks; shovels; etc. CAR AND |
m
I PICKUP: 1958 Oldsmobile 98, 4-door sedan; 1952 Chev- |
I rolet pickup, stock and grain rack. For more information, |
pORTHERN
INVESTMElff
I contact Paul A. Evenson, the Thorp representative In ¦ g
c^
M
1
£
jJ
ji
• §
Lanesboro, TMinn .

j

S&tuid&y r Octobct 4

1

'

J

I '
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Your "CountryrStyle" Ford-Mercury-Lincoln Dealer

MIRACLE MALL -OPEN TONIGHT

THORP ON

THE

SPOT CREDIT

•
•
jV
Rochester, Minn.,
I I Located 6 miles Northeast of Alma or 20 miles South of 1I Sale , clerked by the Thorp office in Knudsen,
Lie. No;'
1¦ Mondovi on State Highway 37 to County Truck II (Tell 1i 507-288-4M1. Auctioneers are Howard
i 23-12 and Lyle Erickson, Lie. No; 22;
I I Store) then 1 mile North.
|

j

GUYEN LIESTER,Owner

j

Sale starts at 9:30 A.M. Sharp.
Lunch will |
be served. |
1
1If|
Selling Order : 9:30 A.M. Small Tools; 11:30 Ma- if
%i

I JHQRP]SALESCORPORATION

j

Monday, October 6

] x

jj I

1
|
i=

m^^ "^'^
m^mill
W1
'm.
cbinery, 1:30 Feed, 2:00 Cattle.
|
i|
4mmmmmmm
;;mmmmmi^mmmii^mm^^mmmmm
^&M
{
HEAD OF HEREFORDS; 90 eows bred for mid- 1^m^^mm^mmmmw^ssm^^^^mm^i^^mm^^^mmm
I 1 April184
|
| and May freshening; 88 Hereford spring and earfy J|
|
i
|
|summer calves; 2 yearling heifers; 4 Purebred Hereford l
I bulls, age 5, 4, 3 and 10 months. This herd has been sired i
1
i 1 by Purebred Sires for over 20 years. A herd of thrifty if
\ NORTHERN INVESTMENT COj I|J|I
|
well bred cattle.
ft | ifj l
"
FEED: 37 .Acres standing corn, excellent stand; 2500 i
fl
|
I bu. shelled corn, 1968 crop; 2500 bu. oats; 21x4C ft. Martin I
1
I hayraaier, full of oat hay; 500 bales of straw.
| 1 |Located on 306 Cemetery Drive, Galesville, Wisconsin, |
i
MOBILE UNITS: 1965 Ford Galaxie 500 4 door with
*
I 352 motor, 42,000 actual miles; 1857 Chevrolet truck with I $
Heil hoist and 15 ft. bed, new motor with 2,800 miles I
|
i on it; 1951 Chevrolet dump truck, good running order; jf
1951 Chevrolet panel truck.
|
|
1 Sale starts at 11:00 A.M.
Lunch will be served.
1

I

—

~

P
I |
1

i power steering, 1,400 hours; John Deere 1010 Cat with

( ?| % yard bucket, loader like new ; John Deere 70 tractor,
very good condition; 3 A.C . "WC" tractors; J.D. 4-16
) |
l| inch plow on rubber ; A.C. 4-16 inch semi-mounted plow t
can be adjusted to 4-14 inch ; A.C. 15 inch tandem wheel
I|

I disc; J.D . 494A corn planter with insecticide attached,
planted 80 acres; 2 J.D. model 115, 3 beater chuck wag|
|1 ons with cross conveyor extension and covers; 2 J .D.
1 1064 wagon with new rubber; New Idea #203 flail spreadIf er; Kewaneee 50 ft. elevator with 3 HP electric motor
I and PTO attachment, 2 years old; J.D . 10 ft. double disc
grain drill on rubber ; Gehl chopper with Waukesha power
|
|
unit , corn head, pickup attachment and direct cut head,
/ |
direct cut head never used ; Gehl blower with pipes;
\ II Badger 20 ft. 9 inch auger elevator with elevator motor;
§
l 0 Electric rubber tired wagon with tight grain box.
OTHER MACHINERY: A.C. roto baler, 2 wheel trac11
tor trailer with sides; Farmrite 300 gallon sprayer with
I |
I fiberglass tank ; A.C. manure loader ; Lindsay 4 section
T all steel
I M¦f steel drag with folding draw bar; Model
gravity dump box ; New Idea #10 4 wheel spreader on
1 I rubber ; 2 Pamline cattle oilers ; water tank on trailer;
\
four 32 ft. R.R. tracks; MF HO PTO manure spreader ;
f |
Pride electric cattle waterer, still in crate; J .D, hay
I
) I fluffer ; 15 ft. single disc; Gehl self unloading unit; 2
I
£ A.C. corn cultivators ; J.D. 8 ft. field digger ; J.D. #5
\
A 1 mower ; 3 sets tractor chains; 300 gal. gas barrel; 38
% i telegraph poles, 30-37 ft. long; Gehl hammermill; scale;
| silage carts; portable elevator; wheelbarrow ; cement
f s mixer ; tackle blocks; ropes; fanning mill; poultry equip\
j! ment ; 32 ft. wooden ladder; about 20 ft. new aluminum
/ |Bib chute ; farfic amount of pipes up to
* in. large;
) 'i assortment of oils and greases .
|
) i
FARM FOR SALE
I
4B0 acre valloy beef and hog farm , 200 acres tillTell.
•j
able. Located in fertile Trout Creek near|
Spacious 5 bedroom brick home. 20x25 Harvester
handles high moisture corn. Butler storage bin with
1
dryer. Martin haymaker . Large bam, double corn
orib, machine sheds, hog barns, etc. Financing
available. For further information contact Helke
Realty , 926-4422, Mondovi , Wis .
V
#
V
I
i
/V

J

Ii

'

1

TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT
N
ELDON RISCH , OWNER
f 1
l 'I
Jim Helke and W. A, Zeck, Auctioneers
(
Northern Investment Co,, Lester Senty, Clerk
Rep. by Chuck Accola and Daryl lloch
LcEfas&ffi^SBassa^

*¦

* umain-s lianm tnrrmu x a t a i mire xrmnrx

. %

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Combination oil and gas stove; 1
j|
I 1 Kelvinator automatic washer and dryer; refrigerator; |
table and chairs; §
jf P conventional washer; drop-leaf kitchen
kitchen cabinet with glass doors; * sink and lavatory; |
I II utility
table; oak dining room table and chairs; oil space %
|
;| heater; 2 portable humidifiers; occasional chairs; 3 iron |
f ,'.
beds; deacon's bench ; swivel rocker; swivel arm chair; |
floor and table lamps; chest of drawers; combination 1
':¦ radio and phonograph ; studio day bed; TV trays; end .
; *; tables; ironing board ; B-vao vacuum cleaner ; 9x15 wool 1
1
, rug with pad; stair runner ; liquor cabinet - record cabi- §
<
> .-, net r storage cabinet to match; Underwood typewriter
|
and stand; table radios; golf bags and clubs; several |
{^' Zi handmade
quilts; corner china cabinet; linens and fancy |
u f§ work ; 53 piece dlnnerware set; medicine cabinet ; steam 1
> L' ' iron; G.E. transistor radio; set of carve-all steak knives;
m *< odd dishes,1 many other items too numerous to mention, %
i
'
L
MODEL-T
PARTS
AND
ACCESSORIES:
Push
type
1
h
horn ; storage jacks; running board suitcase rack ; 2 tool I
*> > V
f
spark plugs; cover for fold-down top ; brass tire 1
\, * boxes;
pump
(double
action); tire chains and cross chains; 1
;
gauges; valve lifter and grinder .
|
& ^
OTHER AUTO PARTS: Car horns; 2 coach lanterns; 1
\
car starter; wheel puller and gaskets.
|i
s
>'g p ,
TOOLS AND MISCELLANEOUS: 47 piece wrench set . j
*f v in wood case; 4 inch bench'joiner on stand; carpenter |
< ', tools; several cement tools and shovels; three 14 inch |
\-, ' tires; Boland self-propelled garden tractor with cycle bar §j
and cultivator; Titan chain saw and other items.
1
OLD OR ANTIQUE ITEMS: 3 old guns; beaded wall 1
,£
i| letter-holder; fruit and lard press; several crocks and jf
|
|
:|; g* jugs; Johnson cookie boxes (tin); copper coated boiler; ,i
|old child's blackboa rd ; lanterns; dated utility glass in- i
p |
p lis sulators; wall type telephone; 2 old organ benches; §
§. §| piano -stool; meat grinders; table and cane chairs to 1
j | *| match ; dated fruit jar s (glass lid type; child's walker m
f i or stroller ; wash j owl; several oFd lamps; china cabinet I
|
|
p. § with mirror on top; gilder chair; 2 old salt boxes "(wood); |
7; |
|fl day Wotcrbury school cloc>< ; wood rockors; bed 1
;7 % chambers ; large size parlor wood stove; small cast iron |
j§: |
|stove: library table; dropleaf table; old buttons; clay j
ig j$ marbles; 9x12 rug with oild design ; top iron horse and !
% cart ; hand carved cabinet sewing machine; 2 high boy
s| dressers with mirrors; secretary with mirror; sowing
|
;
|| box ; Victrola in good working order and several old
i |
records; p icture frames; flat irons ; bells; old dishes; \
;|j washboard ; round oak table; ice skates; waffle iron; 2 \
|
f| |; trunks; miniature nutmeg kerosene lamp; wrought iron ;
f; ?{ j?| candle holders; 2 glass horse bookends (8 inches high) ; f.
$ |
mustache cups and shaving mugs; butternut gate leg
i I tabic (dropleaf); large wheel garden push cultivator |
|
|
|
with plow, harrow , hiller ; old sleds; porch swing and I
I
f |
stand; shoe last.
\
|
TERMS:
NORTHERN
ON
THE
SPOT
CREDIT
1
H I
MRS . EMMA PAULSON ESTATE
1
1|
;y
Arthur Hogden, Owner
j|
Alvin (Wimpy) Miller , Auctioneer
li
p 7
Northe rn Investment Company Lester A. Senty, Clerk
tl h]
i
ti
Rep, by: Carroll Sacin , Galesville, Wisconsin
i
I

,
_
,.
!—, .
I
|MACHINERY: A.C. D-17 tractor with wide front and

[

)
I

OCT. 4-Sat. 9 a.m. S09 3rd Ave. N.W..
Spring Grove, Minn., 2Vi blocks N. of
RR tracks past high school. Rcglna
Nohre property; Benllcy & Bentley,
auctioneers;
Spring Orove "Agency,
clerk.

Winona Dally News fL
Winona,Minnesota IB
TUESDA Y,SEPT. 30, 1969.

Auction Sales

John Deere #95 Combine with 14 ft. grain head,
complete with cab equipped with air conditioner
and heater.
/ ||i
| John Deere #410 4 row corn head .
\|
?| The above units have always been shedded and are
1 in excellent condition.
i
This machinery has only been used on this farm.

(ij B^ra' ^^M -wSlP^
^
^ K^^T
^^^^^^^^^^^V

'69 MERCURY
MARAUDER

Auction Sales

OCT. 6—Mon. 9:30 a.m. 6 miles N.E. Of
Alma or 20 miles S. of Mondovi on
OCT. 1—Wed. 9:30 a.m. Kenneth John- OCT. 4—Mon. 12)30 p.m. 2 miles NState Hwy. 37 to Counly Trunk II, then
of
TOWN H0USE-KWS7 l«7> 1 tedrooms,
son Implement (Estate)) Auction, on
1 mile N- Eldon Rlsch, owner; Heike &
Preston,
Minn.
Gwyen
Llester,
owner;
completely furnished. Reasonable. LesHwy. 53, lust S. of.Holmen, Wis. AlZeck, auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co.,
Erlcksor,,
Knudsen
4
auctioneers;
lie Lakey, Trempeaieui. Tel. 53*4331.
vln
Kohner,
Auctioneer;
Northern
clerk.
Thorp Sales Corp., clerk.
Inv. Co., Clerk.
Many homes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
OCT. e—M.on. ll a.m, 8 miles S. of
OCT. 2—Thurs. I p.m. 1 mile W. ol
Til. «7«
Hwy. "41 E., Wlnoni
Osseo or 3 miles N. of Northfleld on
Coon Valloy, wis., on Hwy. 14 t, 1 OCT. «—Mon. 11 a.m. Located 306 Cemmile S. off . U.on Hwy, 162. Leonard H,
etery Drive, Galesville, Wis. Mrs. EmB & FF" (old 27). then 1 mile E. over
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
overhead. Curtis & Menford Olson, ownNelson, owner; Russell Schroeder, aucma' Paulson, Estate; Alvin Miller, auc-MARSHFIELD
SCHULT
ers; Alvln Kohner, auctioneer, North.
tioneer; Northern Inv. Co,, clerk.
tioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk .
,JA.K.'S MOBILE HOMES, INC,
. ern Inv. Co., clerk.
NELSON, WIS.
OCT. 3—Frl. 12:30 p.m. 1 mll» E. ol
Arcadia on 95 lo Corner Store, then VA OCT. «-Mon. II «.m. J mites E. of OCT. t—Mon. 11:30 a.m. Acrost from
Rushford on Hwy. 16, then 1 mile S.
Ostrender Rest Homo , Ostrander, Minn.
miles N. on County Trunk A to town
¦
Reuben Christopherson Estate; Grate 8,
Tllmen Jorde, owner; Boyum & F rickroad, theh 3 miles N.E. Anton Ressel
Peterson, auctioneers; Ostrander State
ton, auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co.,
Estate, owners; Alvln Kohner, auction*
ALVIN KOHNER
Bank, clerk. 7
clerk.
eer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
AUCTIONEER, City and state licens.
'
'
'
.
ed and bonded,
Rt. 3, Winona. Tel.
J
.
'.
'
¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
mmp .
wmtmmmgmmmmmmmsts
4988. . ¦ •
OCT. 4—Sat. 12 Noon. 11 miles S.W. ol
Black River Falls on C, 3 miles W. of
FREDDY FRICKSON
Disco on C, H-mlle S. on Lien Road.
Auctioneer
Howard Holllster, owner; Alvin Kohner,
l
l alzes and kinds of
. Will handle i
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
auctions.
7 Tal. Dakota MMT43
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NEW
'69 MERCURY
MARQUIS

Everett J. Kohner
Winona. Tel. 7B14
Jim Papenfuss, Dakola. Tel. 443-2972
Boyum Agency, Rushlord. Tol. 864-9381

¦
j ¦. ¦; :Moiadaj/ ; October 6

'69 MERCURY
COUGAR
¦ ¦
¦

mission, U p p e r Body
stripes, power steering,
J,
radj
^ ' b 'r a k e
^tJansmission
£
J"t<)niaUc
^
He
Du fi
De;
tires
^it 0 sidewall
pow
,uxe
^
cial Equipment package,
IXy
g remote
n
t
»
cm?£
™ t I!07 «JJ!L '\
Deluxe all Vinyl Interior
' Racing mirrors, Fender
^^ Sr ^a r k
&*$*. J^ n ,ow tu-tone
ivy Green metallic.
with dull black.

SAVINGS UP TO

m'

/
I
M

NEW

'69 MERCURY MARQUIS

7 SAVINGS TO $875

¦

SAVINGS UP TO $950

DEMO

* door Sedan, Jerry Heidenreich's personal car.
Vinyl Roof , power steering, power brakes, radio,
tinted glass, remote control mirror, AIR, CONDITTONING, Automatic transmission, 429 V-8 engine,
fight blue with Dark blue vinyl roof.

').

glass, speed control, remote mirror, 429 cu! in. V-fi
engine, Brougham Group, medium Gold metallic.

/

J

I)

< door Hardtop. Herb Tousley's personal car, Vinyl
Power
roof, white sidewall tires, AIR CONDITIONING,
steering, Power brakes, 6-way Power seat,

mmmMasa ^^^^^^^^mmssa.
^^^

Minnesota hand '&¦ . ¦' ..
Auction Service

I

1969 GLOSEOUTS

v

Auction Sa les

Tel. 4738 ' f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^. ^ m t^ m m^ ^ ^m m m^ ^m ^ m t s m w^ i i m M m s m q

65 Laird St.

USED CAR PRICE
"We service what we sell."

MORKEN'S
SERVICE

Telephone Your Want Ads

FORD—1951 Won truck, In good condition, with very oood grain and stock
rack. Robert Schrnidtknecht, Cochrane,
Wis., Oft miles N, of Waumandee).
Tel. <24-22«0.

SEE SONNY AHRENS AT

Ben Niggle of Rushford is
now selDng for Morfeens.
See Ben on a new or used
Ford car or pickup.

TEL. 3541

FORO-lVb-ton truck, 1948 engine. Rush
Arbor, Rushford, Minn. :
"
' ¦: '
'
TOMMY TOPPERS
•
ALL SIZES available at Tommy's Trailer
Sales. 3 miles S. of Galesville on 35-53,

i

FOR THE
BEST
USED CAR '
DEAL '

I ANNOUNCIMG

1967 DODGE BT
with rollbars and 440 cubic
inch engine, 3 speed, turboflight transmission.

Mobile Homes,Trailers 111

INTERNATIONAL — 1954 delivery van
converted to camper, $150. 1652 W. 5th.

red,

TRIUMPH ROABSTER-1945
Ihovlre
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

Station Wagons
& Econoline Va ns

Chevrolet,
. WU
V-ft
sllek, no rust. Must sell, make , offer.
Tei. va.
;

RAMBLER — 1945 Classic, 6 cyllnd«r,
straight stick, radio, Runs well. Til.
8-5440 after 4 p.m.

VOLKSWAGEN-19M square back,
flood running condition, Tel. 2501,

Used

EX CEPTI O KAL

' "109 Trucks,Tract'"*, Tr«ilaru

109 Used Cars

1I
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By Mort Walker
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LI'L ABNER
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STEVE CANYON
'

,
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By Al Capp

By Gordon Bess

REDEYE

'

'

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

¦
¦¦¦
.'

•*

By Chester Gould
'
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By Roy Cranr

BUZZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY
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By Milton Canniff
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BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
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By Fred Laswell
__
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f| Come to Jordan's for HALF SIZES !
li in Dresses,Jackets and Coats! j

n , '• . 7^ r j^ ' T;*

• Professional Dry Cleaning
• Precision Decorator Folding
Here is the finest service . . . gentle, thorough cleaning
ffiaf restores fresh colors . . . decorator folding that lets
draperies fall naturall y into even, beautiful folds.

e Use These Other Haddad Services
ir Pillows Sterilized by Scientific
Gleaning Method and Recovered
With New Ticks.

ITTA

/^">^jt
// .-- j^Syt

*^ F&~*iJ^ l /

II " till ^

If MJ "fty
Z£- MI

^^7

-k Waterproofing of Garments.

§
IS

KM

-k Blankets and Household Articles
Cleaned.

t
i ^Ili
l /^lH
l'
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Serve All Parts of the

|M mn $)

|

Free Cnslomer PBr|[||,g ,„ Rew

Phone 2301
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TRm TRI 'COLOR BRAID (Shown Left) bands the neckline,

front and mock-pockets of this figure-slimming 100% acetate
DOUBLE KNIT skimmer. Easy on . . . back zlppered. COL-

ORS: Blue ' VVin0 ' Brown * SIZES: lVA t0 2VA '
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BOLD I Solid color skimmer ( center) with a cas-
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Acetnte. COLORS: Red . Blue, Purple. SIZES 14% to 24%.
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A FENCER'S JACKET inspired this smart side-closure style
skimmer (shown right). Hoather-toned . muted stripe plaid in
100% Colorny® bonded to 100% Acetnte. Trim 'n terrific I COLOIlS: Blu°. Green. SIZES 12% to 22% plus.
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,,a1, el°Sant air - There-quarter step-in starts with a simple
potor P1"1 col'ar > follows your figure and ends with a double
burst of front walking pleats! 100% Orion bonded lo 100%
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Radio-Dispatched Trucks
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